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ABSTRACT
This study examines Louisiana parishes with respect to the
local ecology, the characteristics of citizens, and the institutions,
administration and policy performance of governing

boards.

Their

relationships are analyzed within the framework of development theory.
Through the utilization of tenets basic to the theory of development,
parishes are compared historically and from the perspective of their
present state of development.

Although development theory is most

frequently applied to nations of the "Third World," this study extends
the theory's application to subnational units of the United States
through contrasts made between the underdeveloped and developed status
of parish populations and governments.
In Chapter 1, population
determine

criteria

for

developed

subjected to factor analysis.
from

the

analysis

are:

development
populations,

is discussed.
ten

variables

To
are

The significant variables that result

(1) percent

of

workforce

employed

as

professionals and administrators; (2) percent urban population; (3)
median school years; (4) percent

voters

registered

Republican

or

"Other"; (5) death rate per 1,000; (6) percent registered voters; (7)
percent net migration; and (8) percent black population.
6, and 8 are shown to relate negatively to development.

Variables 5,
Population

development for each parish is discussed and parishes ranked according
to levels of development.
The second chapter examines development of parish government
institutions.

Development criteria are:

(1) autonomy from state

government through home rule; (2) innovative institutional arrangements
that meet changing

needs; and

(3) separation

of

legislative and

executive functions and powers * Parochial governments are compared on
the

basis

of

these

criteria

to
viii

determine

developmental

levels.

Administrative development is the subject of Chapter 3.

The

operations of parish governing boards are analyzed on the basis of:
(1) hierarchy; (2) differentiation and specialization; (3) equality;
and

(4) capacity.

Again, comparisons

are made among parishes to

determine levels of administrative development.
In Chapter 4 policy procedure and outputs are examined and
parishes

delineated

where

greater

policy

development

has

occured.

Developed policy is defined as policy that promotes non-traditional
amenities and services.

Here, it was found that some parishes are

involved to a greater extent in the public service area and are,
therefore, considered more developed.
Overall development in Louisiana parishes is reviewed in the
concluding chapter.
well-developed

The findings show that the state is composed of

parishes coexisting with those in various stages of

underdevelopment.

Prescriptions

are

offered

for

some

of

the

developmental problems observed from the study and predictions are made
of

developmental

problems

Concluding
developmental

that

observations

may

occur

concern

in
the

the

next

utility

decade.
of

a

approach to the study of politics within the United

States--a developed and developing nation.

ix

INTRODUCTION

Students of [American government] should judge more of their
own theories for political change and policy making with
respect to the experiences of other countries. Policy makers
in the developing countries should look to the least developed
of the American states for patterns to emulate.... The states
at the lower end of our spectrum approach the developing
countries most closely in the scale of activities as well as
the nature of their economic and political problems. It is
improbable that state officials of [Louisiana] or national
officials in Africa, Asia, or Latin America will enjoy these
comparisons. Yet each may learn from the others' experience,
no matter how embarrassing the effort.*
The rise of "Third World" nations to positions of eminence has,
perhaps more than any factor, precipitated the interest of political
scientists in the progress, growth, or lack thereof that has come under
the rubric called

"development."

One conclusion upon which most

development scholars agree is that the United States is a "developed"
nation.

In many instances it is used as a model for development in

contrast to the "underdeveloped" status of African, Latin American and
East Asian nations.

Ira Sharkansky, however, contends that the United

States is both developed and developing because of the economic, social
and political

contrasts that are seen among

states and regions.^

There is, thus, no inherent reason that the concept of development
cannot be utilized in the study of subnational units of a developed
country.
Although Sharkansky's analyses are confined to developmental
levels among the American states, local development within one state
would seem an even more fertile field for such inquiry.

1

The counties

2

of one state, like the fifty states, exist both within the social,
economic

and political

context of the

United

States--a

nation—and within the framework of their own state.

developed

Each county,

however, has an environment and is often historically, ecologically and
politically different from its neighbors.

It is reasonable to assume,

then, that county populations and governments develop at different
rates, and that their current levels of development can be measured and
classified.

Further, the macro data needed for broad comparative

purposes and micro data for ecological

and political

readily available for local government research.
reports, economic

profiles

tabulated by county.

and

statistics

indicate

For example, census

related

to

voting

are

These sources provide data for a broad overview

of population and economic characteristics.
to

insights are

political

tendencies

with

They may also be utilized
respect

to

participation.

Offices of county government are generally within a proximity that
allows them to be researched

for in-depth

information

on agency

operations and methods of policy formulation.
Parish

(county) government in Louisiana seems an unusually

promising environment for a developmental study.

The state is one of

ten ranking lowest on an economic indicator of development used by
Sharkansky;^ yet, it has enclaves of affluence.

There are areas of

rapid urbanization and industrial growth, although fifty percent of the
population remains rural.

Other diverse cultural, geographic, and

political elements found in certain sections and parishes enhance the
comparative value of local development analyses.

The intent of this

3
study is to:

(1) describe the variations among parishes as they relate

to population characteristics and to the structure, operations and
policy of their governing boards, and (2) determine the extent to which
institutional, operational and policy performances correspond to levels
of development among parishes.
Concepts of Development
In the recent literature of political science, development of
populations and political units has been a prominent theme.

Nearly

always, however, developmental concepts have been applied to societies
in

the

so-called

Third

World.

Because

of

the

"primitive"

or

"traditional" nature of some political systems and the newness of postcolonial administration in others, scholars have placed Third World
nations in a category labeled "underdeveloped."

Their underdeveloped

status has been based on various criteria, but has always been viewed
in relation to the West.

The United States in particular has been

considered the model for "development."
In an effort to show that their lowly position was not static-and that the goal of being a developed nation was in time obtainable-these nations, situated primarily in Africa, Southeast Asia and Latin
America,

have

theoretical

been

described

as

"the

basis for Third World

developing

studies, and

nations."

The

for the study of

relationships among environments, populations and governments from the
perspective

of

change, was

termed

"development

theory."

Early

proponents of development theory include Gabriel A. Almond, James S.
Coleman, Joseph La Palombara, Samuel Huntington, DanieV Lerner and
Lucien Pye. 4

4

Basic to development theory is the assumption that there exists
some

point

on

a

continuum

development process.
degrees

of

exists

that

traditional
autonomy

where

"pre-history

merges

with

the

This allows societies to be differentiated by

forwardness

or

development

somehow

to the modern.

is required

backwardness...."^
involves

Another

for development.

Thus, a consensus

the

movement

implicit

from

the

assumption

is that

In the national

context,

autonomy, or freedom from control by other nations, is synonymous with
sovereignty; a developed culture requires that one nation not be bound
by another.
Although Pye separated political development from the growth of
the economy, the assumption that economic growth is central to the
development process has remained.

Huntington pointed out that economic

development without corresponding institutional supports could lead to
corruption and political decay.6

Observers have also noted that an

uneven progression of social, economic and political development may be
debilitating, particularly to newer nations.

Thus, general stability

is cited as another of the prerequisites for overall

development.7

Scholars have seldom agreed on other criteria for determining
development
"developed."

or

for

defining

elements

that

constitute

being

Pye, for example, cited ten accepted definitions of

political development.
he termed:

the

From these, he extracted common elements which

(1) equality (in terms of political

participation and

applicability of the law); (2) capacity (the ability of government to
perform

its

assigned

duties);

and

(3)

differentiation

and

5

specialization (separation of government from the private sector and
definition

of specific

areas

of authority

within

a complex, yet

systematic governmental framework).^
This cursory review of development theory reveals its lack of
consistency and perhaps makes the point that development
attributes
differing

are

relative—their

political

meanings

entities and

varying

ecological

when

and

its

applied

to

environments.

Still,

Joseph Arbena notes that there is a "surprising consistency in the
classification schemes employed by scholars using different working
definitions...."9
social

and

Arbena and others essentially agree that economic,

political

factors

are

interrelated

process and join with historical-ecological

in the

factors in determining

current levels of development for a given entity.
most

studies, Arbena

observes, is that

development

history

The problem with
and

ecology*

are

frequently ignored.
Sharkansky's is the major attempt at developmental analysis of
the United States.

He finds parallels between the poorer American

states and the less affluent nations, based on their "dependency on
'foreign' sources of capital
politicians,
policy."10

aspects

of

and policy leadership, the style of
governmental

The culture of contemporary

structure,
American

and

public

cities compares,

he says, with that of cities in Africa, Latin America and Asia.

A

*Ecology in its broadest sense covers all varieties of
research on the adjustment of human beings to their environment.

6

similarity

in race relations

is

also found. l i

It

is

regrettable

that the scope of Sharkansky's study lends i t s e l f to generalizations
and cited incidents rather than to the generation of more precise data.
Sharkansky's theoretically persuasive comparison of American states and
African nations tends to deemphasize the fact that the states operate
within the stable and protective framework of established federal laws.
Further, the United States has extensive experience in nation-building
and a well established social system buttressed by a relatively healthy
economy.

For these reasons, the analysis of sub-national development

within a developed nation cannot use indicators that are identical to
those employed for nations in the developmental process.
Other studies examine American development
perspectives.

from specialized

For example, a plethora of studies which relate the

ecology and economy to policy outputs have come forth since V. 0. Key's
1949 landmark work depicting the uniqueness of the South.-^

Daniel

J . Elazar classified states on the basis of culture to examine their
reaction to American federalism; and, Samuel C. Patterson also observed
political

cultures

in

various

states. 1 3

The relationship

of

the

economy to p o l i t i c s was analyzed by Richard E. Dawson and James A.
Robinson to show the power of economic variables in explaining state
policy outputs. 1 '*

This was followed by Thomas R. Dye's P o l i t i c s ,

Economics and the Public:

Policy Outcomes in the American States

which set the stage for much more to come.15
These

studies

adhere to

the

basic

tenets

of

development

theory—the conception that (1) units of government, l i k e societies,
d i f f e r in differing historical and ecological contexts; (2) they are in

7

a constant state of flux or change; (3) somehow the combination of
social, economic and political elements contribute to this change; and
(4) in order to study this process in a more systematic manner, some
method for grouping governments into like categories or classifications
based on their present social, economic and political levels should be
devised.

Still, American

local

governments have not been viewed

precisely from the perspective of development.
Studies

of

American

development

indicators for use in measuring

should

rates and

delineate

special

stages of development.

Although guided by basic development theory, these indicators should be
relevant

to

longitudinal:

the

American

experience.

Analyses

should

also

be

to the degree possible, they should compare development

over extended periods of time.

Although not relying on development

metaphors, Richard Hofferbert advocates longitudinal studies of state
socioeconomic structures and the relationship of "social factors to
political

characteristics...."16

Since

statistical

data

from

previous periods are rarely available, historical accounts can be used
partially to satisfy the time factor which is implicit in development
analyses.
Finally, greater consideration

should be given to ecology.

Studies by political geographers point out relationships between the
human elements and their physical surroundings.

Climatic conditions,

natural resources, access to water, adequate population, areal size and
location in relation to other political entities--these and numerous
other factors

set the potential

for

economic

development.

When

8

combined with factors such as tradition, ethnic origins, religion,
language, and

education, they

help

determine

social

development.

A. E. Moodie observes:
There is no guarantee that the people inhabiting a...territory will react to its environmental conditions in a given
manner; hence the great variety of political and economic
organizations which exist will probably continue
What can
be said in general terms is...that every environment provides
certain opportunities which its inhabitants may or may not
utilize, which may be dormant and unappreciated until an
appropriate phase in the development of the people has been
reached.I?
The Study of Development
This study is predicated on the premise that local units within
a

developed

nation

developmental analysis.

are,

themselves,

legitimate

objects

for

It is, therefore, expected that methods can be

devised for measuring levels of development for local populations and
local governments. Once this is accomplished, the developmental levels
of a population and its government may be compared.

It is hypothesized

in this study that significant correspondence will be found between the
level of development of the populations in Louisiana parishes and that
of their parochial governing boards.
This study of Louisiana parishes, therefore, involves both
populations and governments.

In the first chapter, economic, social

and political factors are chosen to describe parish populations and
indicate the levels of their development.

An indicator of population

development is statistically formulated by selecting variables thought
to be associated with societal

advancement.

From these, a common

factor is formulated and utilized to assess the degree to which the
population of each parish approaches the maximal developmental level of

9

parishes in the state.

Sixty-three of Louisiana's sixty-four parishes

are then ranked on the basis of their developmental levels.

(Vernon

Parish is omitted since a large military establishment in an otherwise
underdeveloped

area

causes

it

to

be

statistically

deviant.)

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 describe the institutions, operations and
policies of parish governments.
variously

known

as

police

In Louisiana, governing boards--

juries, commissipns- or

councils--bear

responsibility for public properties and much of the policies by which
their citizens are regulated and served.

The structure of these boards

affects, in many ways, the powers and functions of governance for each
parish.* Structural arrangements that have been established in various
Louisiana parishes are analyzed to determine how well they meet the
requirements of modern government.

Those that permit optimal power and

functioning are considered to be "developed."

Parishes are then ranked

according to the development of their institutional structure; and the
rankings of their institutional development and population development
are compared.
Through

a

similar

process,

the

development for parish governing boards are
population development.

levels

of

operational

compared with levels of

Here, the methods through which

parishes

operate their offices and carry out their functions provide bases for
analysis.

*As indicated in subsequent chapters, some parish offices,
however, are constitutionally autonomous of parochial
boards.

10

Policy formulation and output combine as the third aspect of
governance to be examined.

The acquisition of financial and human

resources, along with decisions regarding their use, are important
aspects of developed policy.

Since developed populations have moved

from traditional-rural requirements to those of a modern-urban society,
the policy outputs of parish boards are judged on their ability to
provide remedial services and amenities for citizens.
ranked according to levels of policy development
compared

with

the

developmental

levels

of

Parishes are

and, again, are

parish

populations.

Selection of development indicators in chapters 2, 3, and 4 is
based on their relationship to development theory as established in the
literature and on a priori judgments of their relevance to development
within the Louisiana milieu.

Historical accounts of populations and

parish governments are included to provide the longitudinal dimension.
References are made to ecological variations; and, studies of Louisiana
are cited so that the influence of ecology on the development of
populations and political bodies will not be overlooked.
In the conclusion (Chapter 5 ) , comparisons are made of the
developmental levels of parish populations and the overall development
of their governing boards to determine the extent to which correlations
exist.

Judgments are then made relative to the value of studying

development

within

subnational

units

of

a

developed

nation.

If this study finds significant correlation between developed
populations—as signified by advancement along social, economic and
political

lines—and

institutional,

operational

and

policy

11

development of parish governing

boards, then

future developmental

studies that examine other American governmental
useful.

units would

seem

These studies could investigate whether one should expect that

certain developmental trends will be consistent with other aspects of
development. Such relationships may be further examined in the hope of
increasing the capacity to predict which developmental trends may serve
as

the

activators

of

others.

Through

analyses

of

this

type,

developmental theory could be enhanced and its application to the
American milieu encouraged.

A Methodological Note
The following chapters pertain to Louisiana parishes as they
appeared primarily in the period circa 1972.

Much of the demographic

data is drawn from 1970 census reports. Voter registration and turnout
statistics reflect the political activities of citizens during the 1972
state general elections (at which time parish board members are also
elected).

Social and economic data are

updated from time to time

through census projections provided by the Louisiana Office of State
Planning.

Political data include information on parish board members

elected during the state's 1976 general election.

Development theory,

reviews of relevant literature, rationale for selecting indicators,
data sources, and methodology are cited prior to the analyses in each
chapter.

Ecological information is gathered primarily from the studies

by Louisiana political sociologists.

For example, frequent reference

is made to many of the works of Perry Howard.

By living in the state
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for many years, one cannot help but include personal observations.
These, in part, flavor the ecological descriptions drawn from the works
of others.
The political data on parish governmental operations and policy
formulation may also be flavored and sometimes biased since these are
taken from questionnaires submitted to administrators of governing
boards.

Fifty-seven of the sixty-three parish administrators surveyed

responded to the instrument (see Appendix A ) .
were

also

held' with

numerous

parish

Personal conversations

officials

and

employees.

Administrators in Iberia, Lafayette, St. Landry, Jefferson and Orleans
parishes provided extensive information through in-depth interviews.
Additionally, the writer has had the advantage of working for several
years in parochial administration and has personal knowledge of a broad
area of operational procedure.

This experience assists in judging the

biases that are inherent in data drawn from opinions of officials and
administrators.

It is equally possible that these personal perceptions

may cause the data to be presented in such a way that they reflect
still another bias.
These

observations

of

parish

government

were

not

treated

methodologically as one would macro census data since many of the
comments

were

sensitive

and

revealing.

Conversely,

the

macro

demographic information examined in Chapter 1 did lend itself more
readily to quantification and statistical analysis.

These data more

clearly detailed what is, but lacked the power to allow a clear
explanation of why it is so.

Using both types of data in part allows

the strengths or weaknesses of one to offset those of the other.

An
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eclectic approach to data analysis was thus adopted to take advantage
of the assortment of available information.
One of the most serious methodological problems of the study
arose from the fact that, no matter what methods or measures were used,
the capacity to satisfactorily define development is still lacking.
Development, like

beauty, is often

in the

eye

of the

beholder.

Fortunately, development has been beheld and intensively investigated
in numerous parts of the world.

The definition of development in this

study, therefore, relies in part on the worldwide observations of
scholars and in part on a^ priori judgments of what development for
Louisiana "ought" to mean.
Louisiana environment.

It is, thus, reasonably defensible for the

Although such imprecision causes this study to

be less empirical than might be desired, it is sufficient

if the

remainder of the work presents a clear account of Louisiana parishes
and their stages of development within the local milieu.
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Chapter 1

PARISH POPULATIONS: CHARACTERISTICS AND DEVELOPMENT
Population Characteristics and Classifications
By the time of statehood in 1812 there were at least two
distinct social identities within Louisiana: French and
Anglo. 1
One hundred years before Louisiana attained statehood, French
and

Spanish

immigrants

settled

the

plantations on the lower Mississippi

Orleans

area

delta

lands.

and

established

They and the

Creoles,* who were their native-born descendants, produced a culture
that retained its French influence and was, in many instances, highly
developed for the New World.

On the river to the north of New Orleans

was the so-called German Coast whose population, although originally
from Germany, assumed many French traits.

Another French element was

brought to Louisiana through the 1755 exile of the Acadians.

These

immigrants settled farther north on the Mississippi and spread to the
west along the connecting rivers and bayous.

Unlike the Creoles, the

Acadians' culture was primitive; they were largely uneducated and
lacked even the agricultural skills to develop the rich land that they
farmed.^ Anglo-American

frontiersmen moved

into the northeast and

western sections of what was to become the State of Louisiana.
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On
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their travels from eastern seaboard colonies toward the west, woodsmen
and hunters settled and became yeomen farmers.
river

deltas, the soil

Except in the upper

was poor and pine-forested.

Hence, these

Americans t i l l e d subsistence-level farms rather than plantation lands.
Anglo-Americans also came to New Orleans.
two-thirds

of

the

shipping

of

the

By 1803, they had taken over

port

and added an

aggressive

backwoods element to the sophistication of this Creole c i t y .

Irish

immigrants, African slaves, and persons of mixed blood added to the
potpourri

of

primitive

and

advanced

attributes

that

composed

Louisiana's population at that tirne.^
From an early date variations were noted in the t r a i t s of the
people l i v i n g in different sections of the state.

"Natural" geographic

regions were observed by Samuel H. Lockett around 1870; ten years
later,

E. W. Hilgard delineated

agricultural

areas of

Louisiana.^

Social and cultural divisions within the state, and their origins, were
analyzed by Roger W. Shugg in

1939.5

Later,

Alvin

attempted to ascertain and describe valid c r i t e r i a
rural

social

areas

in

Louisiana.^

In

L.

Bertrand

for

determining

1955 Bertrand

used these

c r i t e r i a to map rural social areas and cultural islands; and, in 1960
he

extended

his

studies

to

include

urban

areas

as

well.^

Topographical and cultural considerations were used by Fred B. Kniffen
in 1968 to again map the state.8
Rudolph Heberle, however, was the f i r s t to apply to Louisiana
the methodology of political-ecological analysis.

Using the procedure

that he had established for a study in his native Germany, Heberle
incorporated Louisiana voting data with salient geographic and cultural
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factors

to

achieve

analysis.^

Perry

described

the

a

more

Howard,

comprehensive

another

methodology

student

associated

form
of

of

ecological

political

with

this

ecology,
field

as

. . .[being] developed to explain the political behavior of the
people in a given area through inquiry into factors which
may influence voting. By correlating election returns with
indicators of significant social characteristics, it is
possible to ascertain the interests and predispositions which
are present in an area as well as the social divisions that
may be reflected in the voting.1"
Working with Heberle, William C. Havard, and later with Charles
Grenier, Howard delineated "areas" in Louisiana that were comparable in
their ecological-social characteristics and generally cohesive in their
voting tendencies.^
choice

by

the

In these works it was demonstrated that the

electorate

of

its

political

leaders

bears

some

relationship to the ecology of the area.
The first areal delineation that evolved from these analyses
was a simple, yet consistent, bi-section of the state into the AngloSaxon-Protestant

north

and

the

French-Catholic

Howard's second scheme, the state was separated

south.^

in

into four areas:

(1) North Louisiana Planters, (2) South Louisiana Planters, (3) Florida
Parishes, and (4) Bayou Parishes.

The four-area arrangement was based

on the consideration of such factors as "soil condition, history of
settlement

and

ethnic

origin

of

population,"^

and

related

to

early Louisiana during which time the state was primarily rural and
dependent upon agriculture.
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The Public Affairs Research Council of Louisiana

(PAR) also

delineated four "regions" for use in i t s electoral analyses.

These are

called: (1) the North, (2) Acadiana, (3) the Florida Parishes, and (4)
the Orleans area.

They bear some resemblances to the four Howard

ecological areas, particularly the northern section of the state.
PAR areal divisions are, however, based on a^ p r i o r i
areal

differences

rather

than

on specific

The

evaluations of

ecological,

social

or

p o l i t i c a l data, as used by Howard.^
Noting that changes had occurred since the Great Depression and
World War I I , in Political Tendencies in Louisiana, Howard considered
additional variables based on election returns.

Here, he defined nine

areas in which specific voter types could be isolated. 1 5

His two-,

four-, and nine-area schemes of areal classification are included as
Figure 1-1.

Charles E. Grenier further updated the study of political

ecology in Louisiana

by subjecting

thirty-one

items

of

political,

social and economic data from the 1960-1970 period to factor analysis.
From this operation he derived eight areas that are markedly similar to
Howard's nine voter-type areas.^
A short
variables

time

later,

(including current

using

a slightly

election

different

group

of

results), Grenier and Howard

established six comprehensive political-ecological areas to explain the
"Changing Faces of

Louisiana."-^

The groups

from this analysis are shown in Figure 1-2.
that the urban factor gains in prominence.

of

parishes

derived

From this map, i t is seen
In Figure 1-1, only Orleans

and Jefferson were delineated as urban parishes.

In Figure 1-2, seven

Urban North and eleven Urban French parishes are noted.
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North Louisiana Hills
Central Pine Hills
Macon Ridge
North Louisiana Planter
South Louisiana Planter
Florida Parishes
South Louisiana Bayou
F x ^ & x K Southwest Louisiana
Urban Area

Source:

Perry H. Howard, Political Tendencies in Louisiana,
rev. ed. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1971), p. 2.

Figure 1-1.

DELINEATION OF VOTER-TYPE AREAS IN LOUISIANA, by Howard
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Urban French
Agrarian French
j j x j l l i f i Transitional French
Piney Woods-Hills

WM

Black Belt
Urban North

Source:

Perry H. Howard, "The Changing Faces of Louisiana,"
in Proceedings, 1972 Police Jurors Orientation Conference,
Louis E. Newman, ed. (Baton Rouge: Police Jury Association
of Louisiana, 1972), p. 8.

Figure 1-2. DELINEATION OF POLITICAL-ECOLOGICAL AREAS IN LOUISIANA,
by Howard
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To explain the 1972 election of Governor Edwin Edwards, Grenier
and Howard gathered data that
political

social, c u l t u r a l , and

forces at work in the decade of the

Thirty-six
analysis.
for

would "depict

variables

for

all

parishes

were

nineteen-sixties."-^
subjected

Three factors were generated and mapped.

the variables

and their

weights for

to

factor

(See Appendix B

each factor.)

The most

important factor for purposes of this study is that which Grenier and
Howard termed "urban-Republicanism."

The map shown in Figure

1-3

i l l u s t r a t e s the correlation between this factor and the urban centers
of

the

state:

Alexandria;

the

Lake

New Orleans

Charles;

the

area;

Baton

Rouge;

Shreveport-Bossier

City

Lafayette;
area;

the

Ruston-Monroe area; and the lesser, yet s t i l l significant urbanism of
the Terrebonne-St. Mary-Iberia coastal region.
The weight of the variables for the urban-Republicanism factor
also indicates a high incidence of

vote for

Republican candidates

between 1960 and 1968; a high educational level for the population; a
high

percentage

professional

of

persons

in

sales,

managerial

and

occupations; high union membership; and low black and

poverty populations.

Some variables, such as income-employment and

black-poverty-welfare-laborer,
could

employed

create

excessive

appear to contain a redundancy which

weight.

Still,

this

map

shows

marked

similarities to one generated by the data of this study.
The ecological

analyses

depict topographical-cultural
tendencies for

Louisiana

previously

cited

were

intended

to

patterns and demographic-related voting

parishes.

This

study,

however,

parish populations from the perspective of development.

observes

As noted in
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URBAN-REPUBLICANISM DIMENSION
Nixon 1968
Nixon 1960
Lyons 1964
Johnston Nov. 1971
Education, median
Clerical Sales
Trade
Urban
Income Per Capita 1968
Income More Than $10.000
Manufacturing
Manager-Official-Proprictor
Professional
Union Membership
15-65 Years of Age
Edwards 1972
Edwards Nov. 1971
Kennedy 1960

„.

(.75)*
32
(.58)
(.49)
(83)
(.82)
.34
(.79)
(.71)
_ (.64)
.18
(-74)
(-65)
(-56)
.41
—.27
15
-.02

Morrison 1960
,
Johnson 1964
Political Equality
Catholic
14 Years Age & Less
Craftsmen-Operatives
Government Employment
Humphrey 1968
Wallace 1968
States Rights 1960
Black
Laborer
Welfare
,
Income Less Than $3,000
Agriculture
Economic Equality
Violence
65 Years Age Plus

*Significant variables indicated by parentheses.
Source: Charles Grenier and Perry Howard, "The Edwards Victory,"
Louisiana Review, 1 (Summer 1972): 34-35.
Figure 1-3. DEPICTION OF "URBAN-REPUBLICANISM" FACTOR IN LOUISIANA,
by Grenier and Howard

.13
.09
.10
.13
-.13
.17
-.11
-.21
-.26
-.23
.45)
-.82)
-.65)
•77)
.75)
-.23
.22
.06
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the Introduction, indicators of development, like indicators of voting
tendencies, are often arbitrary—but their selection is crucial to the
outcome of the study.
indicators

of

For this reason, the choice of variables or

cultural

patterns

will

differ

somewhat

from

those

selected to study voting tendencies, and w i l l again vary from those
chosen for the study of development.

However, some variables, such as

"percent and location of urban population," are relevant to a l l of the
studies cited above.

The results of analyses using aggregate data,

therefore, d i f f e r according to the subject being examined but may bear
likeness since their raw data are often derived from the same source.
I t w i l l be seen later in the chapter that a map of parishes grouped by
developmental levels (Figure 1-4) corresponds significantly to Howard's
and Grenier1s computer map depicting the urban-Republicanism

factor

(Figure 1-3).
The Development of Parish Populations
For

this

study,

it

is

assumed

that

characteristics indicate i t s developmental stage.
objective

is to analyze the

aggregate

a

population's

Hence, the present

populations

of

the

state's

parishes and classify them according to developmental levels.

Since

development, particularly with regard to populations, has not been
adequately
guides.
variables.

defined,
The f i r s t

it

is
step

necessary
is

to

to

select

One cannot rely t o t a l l y

establish
basic

some conceptual

development-related

on previous research for

the
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selection of variables since as Richard Hofferbert notes, "each author
has used a somewhat different list of environmental variables, with no
one offering an especially convincing or comprehensive rationale for
his or her list." 19
Thomas

R.

Dye,

along

with

Hofferbert,

chose

education,

industrialization, income and urbanization as indicators of economic
development. 20

Recent

observations

of

the

adverse

effects

of

urbanization and industrialization, along with Huntington's warning
regarding political decay, advise cautious use of these two variables.
High

income,

development.

in

itself, is

also

not

a

satisfactory

basis

for

A bricklayer may earn more than an administrator; still,

one would not assume a community of bricklayers to be more developed
than one of administrators.*

Hence, income as a basic development

variable requires refinement.

High income-producing occupations which

also indicate a high level of social participation and esteem, such as
those of professionals and administrators, seem more relevant.

The

first basic "development" variable used in this study is therefore
designated:

"Percent of Work Force Employed as Professionals and

Administrators."
Educational
variables.

level commonly appears on lists of development

Moreover, in most instances, occupation and education are

*The use of income alone as a developmental variable is not
appropriate for Louisiana because of ecological considerations.
Citizens of Cameron Parish, for example, have one of the highest per
capita incomes in the state. Income there is largely derived from
mineral leases and fishing.
Educationally, however, citizens of
Cameron Parish average eighth grade.
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inextricably

intertwined.

Together,

they

are

measure that nebulous characteristic—social
made for

using

development.

social

class

as

an

frequently

class.

indicator

used to

A case could be
of

a

population's

However, subjective elements such as "esteem" enter into

the estimation of status or class and cause i t s measurement to be
imprecise.

Education, as measured by "Median School Years of Persons

25 Years of Age and Over," therefore, seems more reliable as the second
basic "development" variable.
The isolation of these two variables provides no prima facie
reason to assume that
populations
development.

they alone can be used to

with various

levels of

social,

identify

economic and

parish

political

Overall development is more l i k e l y to be related to a

number of variables which can be combined into one factor.
step then, i s , to choose additional

The next

social, economic and p o l i t i c a l

variables and subject them to factor analysis.
Mattei Dogan and Stein Rokkan have observed that,
...selection of variables is a most important part of a
factor analytical study.... A deplorable habit of just
using whatever variables are available ' t o see what w i l l
happen' puts the famous GIGO (garbage i n , garbage out)
principle into force....21
They note that variables should be included only for theoretical

or

technical reasons and in relation to their importance to the subject
being analyzed.
not

be

Dogan and Rokkan further warn that variables should

redundant

increased.22

since

For this

their

study,

weight
it

would

is therefore

be

proportionally

intended that each
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variable have a suspected
variables

("Percent

of

importance to the two basic

Work

Force

Employed

as

development

Professionals

and

Administrators," and "Median School Years of Persons 25 Years of Age
and Over").

The following variables were chosen in an attempt to

create one factor whose elements
producing, high social
levels.

to high income-

status occupations and to high

educational

They have been culled from a larger number to eliminate

possible redundancy.
because

relate strongly

of

redundancy

(For example, population
with

urbanism;

density was

also, density

has

culled
limited

applicability for those parishes with areas of uninhabitable marsh or
swamp.)
"Percent Urban Population" is chosen as a related

variable

since census and other reports indicate that urban areas contain a
concentration of professionals and administrators.

Furthermore, no

known studies cite predominantly rural nations or subnational units as
being highly developed.
"Percent of Work Force Employed in Manufacturing" is included
because of the well-documented

relationship of industrialization to

urbanization and its expected relation to administrators.
also

used

industrialization

development.23

as

a

basic

indicator

Thomas Dye
of

economic

Hence, its inclusion in part tests the weight of

economic elements to overall development.

In

like manner, "Percentage

Black Population" is included as an economic

(as well

as social)

variable since, in Louisiana, black is largely synonymous with poverty.
If

this

is

development.

correct,

percent

black

should

relate

negatively

to

Ira Sharkansky devotes a chapter to the significance of

"racial dualism" to development.

"The evidence of a 'black nation'
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within the United States," he says, "is substantial.
distinctive

patterns

economics.... " 2 4

in

Sharkansky

culture,
further

public

observes

It includes

opinion,

the

and

parallels that

exist between the subordination of the "black nation" in the United
States—in terms of economic resources, education, health, housing,
protection from crime and political power—and the low cultural status
of poor tribes, races or castes in the Third World.25

Although he

sees

and

the

attitudes

and

resources

of American

blacks

whites

approaching a mean, the "black belt of the rural South" continues to
correspond to the model of preindustrial society. 26
"Percent Net Migration" anticipates that a developed parish
would have an increasing population.
farm

population

would

decrease

as

Similarly, it is expected that
development

occurs.

This

is

implicitly assumed in the "traditional to modern" movement generally
associated with development. Residents should also not have to leave a
developed parish to work.
In a developed parish, as in a developed nation, the death rate
should be low because of modern technology.

Furthermore, one would

expect a young population which is expanding from newcomers who seek
more modern or developed lifestyles.

If high educational level is

associated with development, it follows that an interest in education
should be indicated through the placement of children
schools.

in private

Private school education and higher income levels are also

related.
Variables were also included that test the political activism
of populations.

High party competition, high voter registration and

high percentage voting were expected in developed parishes, based on
the findings of Kenneth Prewitt and others that persons of relatively
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Table 1-1
DEVELOPMENT VARIABLES FOR PARISH POPULATIONS

Variable

Description

1

Percent Net Migration:

1960-1970

2

Percent Urban Population

3

Median Age

4

Death Rate per 1,000 Population

5

Median School Years of Persons 25 Years of Age and Over

6

Percent of Students in Private Schools:

Grades 1

through 12
7

Percent of Work Force Employed in Manufacturing

8

Percent of Work Force Employed as Professionals and

Administrators
9

Percent of Work Force Employed Outside Home Parish

10

Percent Change in Farm Population:

11

Percent of Registered Voters Not Voting:

12

Percent of Voters Registered Republican or Other*

13

Percent Registered Voters*

14

Percent Black Population

Source:

1960-1970
1972*

City-County Data Book, 1972.

*Political data from Louisiana Commissioner of Elections,
Report of Registered Voters, 1972; Public Affairs Research
Council, Citizens' Guide to the First Democratic Primary,
1972; and projections by Louisiana Office of State Planning.
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high

social

class

politically

(based

involved.^

on education
Conversely,

and
the

occupation) are more
relationship

shown

by

voting studies between political apathy and urbanism could influence
the findings.
Demographic data were drawn primarily from the 1970 U.S. Census
for Louisiana.

In order to coincide in time with these social and

economic variables, party registration figures for 1972 were used.
Party competition was computed by figuring the percentage of Republican
and "Other" registrants in each parish from reports of the Louisiana
Commission on Elections.

The first Democratic primary of the state

election of 1972 was used as a data source for voter apathy (percent of
registered voters not voting).
most

hotly

contested

in

The 1972 gubernatorial race was the

recent years; and

the

large

number

of

candidates and offices that were contested generated wide interest.
Although the primary was limited to Democrats, this was not felt to
prejudice the use of these data since there were so few non-Democrats
in the state.

Furthermore, this primary drew greater interest than the

state general election.

Here, data were compiled from the PAR Guide to

the First Democratic Primary, 1972.^8
Once the variables were selected, the next step was to extract
from each variable a common factor.
process was R factor analysis.

The analytical tool used in this

Variables that are close to the factor

are highly weighted and those that are more remote are shown by a lower
weight.

The weight of the commonalty, therefore, ranges from +1.0

where the variable and the common factor are

perfectly related to 0

where there is no relationship between the variable and factor, to -1.0
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where the strongest possible negative relationship between the variable
and the common factor exists. Table 1-2 illustrates a preliminary step
in factor analysis, whereby each of the fourteen variables listed in
Table 1-1 is correlated with itself and one another.

Levels at which

weights are considered to be significant may be arbitrarily set;
however, 0.45 to 0.50, plus or minus, here indicates significance.

A

high negative weight may be as valuable for explanatory purposes as one
that is highly positive since it is obviously important to determine
variables which are detrimental, as well as conducive, to development.
The final stage was the extraction of one or more factors from
the variables. There may be several areas in which commonalties exist;
thus, several factors can be generated (see Table 1-2). The factor or
factors in which variables show the strongest weight are of greatest
significance.

Unexpected relationships frequently occur for which a

meaning must be sought.
the

highest

weights

In this study, however, the factor generating
can

justifiably

be

said

relationship of each variable to development.

to

indicate

the

The factor thus points

out the significance of each variable as a measure of a population's
development, but only for Louisiana, since Louisiana data alone are
used.
Factor I was labeled Development Indicator since it was the
only factor of the six generated to show loadings on the two basic
variables:

"Percent of Work

Force Employed

as Professionals and

Administrators" and "Median School Years Completed of Persons 25 Years
of Age and Over."

Furthermore, these two variables are shown to be

strongly positive.
Louisiana

parish

This factor thus
has

a

high

indicates that

percentage

of

persons

a developed
in

status
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Table 1-2
A FACTOR PATTERN OF SELECTED SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND POLITICAL VARIABLES
FOR LOUISIANA PARISHES

FACTOR

VARIABLE

II

III

IV

0.82*

0.20

0.06

-0.16

-0.19

0.23

0.76*

0.21

-0.16

0.19

-0.08

0.13

0.76*

0.17

0.48

' 0.17

0.08

0.07

0.70*

0.36

0.03

0.25

-0.23

0.10

Percent of Voters Registered Republican or Other

•0.68*

0.54

0.01

-0.03

-0.11

0.18

Death Rate per 1,000 Population

•0.57

-0.36

0.24

-0.04

-0.19

0.57*

Percent Registered Voters

0.55

-0.24

0.34

-0.23

0.55*

-0.09

Percent Net Migration:

•0.45

0.42

-0.51

0.35

0.25

-0.16

Percent Black Population

•0.44

0.44

0.07

-0.28

0.14

3

Median Age

0.30

-0.28

-0.58

0.34

0.06

0.44

6

Percent of Students 1n Private Schools

0.25

0.06

0.48

0.69*

0.20

-0.19

7

Percent Employed 1n Manufacturing

•0.21

0.36

0.07

-0.34

0.63*

0.40

•0.15

-0.68*

0.16

0.45

0.18

0.25

•0.07

-0.62*

0.08

-0.18

-0.28

-0.18

27.7%

15.41

11.6%

9.2%

8.3%

7.1%

8

VI

Percent of Work Force Employed as Professionals
and Administrators

2

Percent Urban

5

Median School Years of Persons 25 Years of Age
and Over

12
4
13
1
14

1960-1970

11

Percent of Registered Voters Not Votlnq: 1972

9

Percent of Work Force Working Outside Home
Parish
Percent Change in Farm Population: 1960-1970

10

PORTION EXPLAINED BY EACH FACTOR

•Indicates higher weight than in any other factor generated by the analysis.

0.56*
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occupations, living in urban areas and having high educational levels;
a high party registration as Republican or other; a low death rate; a
low

percentage

of

registered

voters;

and

a

population with few blacks and generally young.

mobile,

increasing

The variables below

+0.45 or -0.45 are not considered by this study to be significant to
development of parish populations.
The correlation matrix shown in Table 1-3 reveals the strength
of relationships between variables.

The strongest correlations, for

example, are professional and administrative occupations with:

median

school years (0.67); party competition (0.63); and urban population
(0.60).

Another high correlation

school years (0.61).

is

party competition and median

These findings are not unexpected since they

coincide with the generally accepted and often documented

linkage

between high status and income-producing occupations, high educational
levels and Republican Party r e g i s t r a t i o n . "
As seen from Table 1-2, the remainder of the factors are poorly
defined and have substantially fewer relevant variables.

Factors

II

through IV also did not show a significant

relationship to the two

variables chosen as basic to development.

Factor I I , however, may

represent the opposite of development—stagnation or decay—since the
heavily weighted variables show that the population leaves the parish
to work, tends not to leave the farm and has a high death rate.

A

s l i g h t l y less weighted variable (0.44) in Factor I I indicates that the
population is also older.
Some surprises are revealed by the factor analysis.
developed parish is shown to

have a low percentage of

First, a
registered

34

voters (-0.57).
Voting:

A related variable, "Percent of Registered Voters Not

1972" did not load on Factor I, which in this report is called

the development indicator. As stated earlier, it was expected that the
developed

population, having a higher occupational

level, would also have a greater interest
exemplified by registering and voting.

and educational

in political

The general

activities

conclusion of

Austin Ranney and most other observers is that turnout is "highly
correlated

with

interparty

competition.

status.

.

.and

with

governing

Factor

I

shows

laws

developed

parish

.' .,

with

registration
populations

socioeconomic
and

to

voting."30

have

higher

socioeconomic status and stronger party competition (although equally
applicable throughout the state).

The finding of this study, however,

generally conform to those of Gerald W.
in

West

Virginia,

and

Alan

D.

Johnson's analysis of voting

Monroe's

survey

of

Illinois.31

Participation, they found, was greatest in the most rural sections of
these states.

Monroe additionally

description, one could

observed

state that turnout

that, "as a general
decreases with

growing

economic development."^
The analysis of social, economic, and political development
based on Factor I indicates that "Percent Registered Voters" correlates
negatively with the four most highly weighted development variables:
professional and administrative employment (-0.31), urban population
(-0.48), school years completed (-0.35), and party competition (-0.44),
and "Percent of Registered Voters Not Voting" is shown on the matrix to
lack significance when correlated with these highly weighted variables.
(See Correlation Matrix, Table 1-3.)

Table 1-3
CORRELATION MATRIX OF PARISH DEVELOPMENT VARIABLES

Variable*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1

1.00

0.23

-0.26

-0.48

0.47

0.01

-0.03

0.29

0.09

0.03

0.12

0.10

-0.29

-0.44

2

0.23

1.00

-0.24

-0.28

0.54

0.38

-0.13

0.60

-0.18

-0.11

-0.11

0.59

-0.48

-0.16

3

-0.26

-0.24

1.00

0.59

-0.02

-0.39

0.31

-0.21

-0.10

-0.12

0.13

-0.04

0.25

0.01

4

-0.48

-0.28

0.59

1.00

-0.40

-0.28

0.13

-0.37

-0.21

-0.14

0.34

-0.25

0.28

0.48

5

0.47

0.54

-0.02

-0.40

1.00

-0.02

0.16

0.67

-0.02

-0.11

-0.02

0.61

-0.34

-0.38

6

0.01

0.38

-0.39

-0.28

-0.02

1.00

-0.15

0.15

0.21

-0.01

-0.11

0.14

-0.04

0.04

7

-0.03

-0.13

0.31

0.13

0.16

-0.15

1.00

-0.31

0.24

-0.09

-0.04

-0.08

0.10

0.15

8

0.29

0.60

-0.21

-0.37

0.67

0.15

-0.31

1.00

-0.28

-0..13

-0.07

0.62

-0.30

-0.38

9

0.09

-0.18

-0.10

-0.21

-0.02

0.21

0.24

-0.28

1.00

0.28

-0.11

-0.16

0.38

-0.06

10

0.03

-0.11

-0.12

-0.14

-0.11

-0.01

-0.09

-0.13

0.28

1.00

-0.19

-0.20

0.13

-0.26

11

0.12

-0.11

0.13

0.34

-0.02

-0.11

-0.04

-0.07

-0.11

-0.19

1.00

-0.13

0.08

0.19

12

0.10

a. 59

-0.04

-0.25

0.61

0.14

-0.08

0.62

-0.16

-0.20

-0.13

1.00

-0.44

-0.13

13

-0.29

-0.48

0.25

0.28

-0.34

-0.04

0.10

-0.30

0.38

0.13

0.08

-0.44

1.00

-0.14

14

-0.44

-0.16

0.01

0.48

-0.38

0.04

0.15

-0.38

-0.06

-0.26

0.19

-0.13

-0.14

1.00

1
2
3
4
5
6

Percent Net Migration: 1960-1970
Percent Urban Population
Median Age
Death Rate per 1,000 Population
Median School Years of Persons 25 Years of Age and Over
Percent of Students in Private Schools: Grades 1
through 12
7 Percent of Work Force Employed 1n Manufacturing

8 Percent of Work Force Employed as Professionals and
Administrators
9 Percent of Work Force Employed Outside Home Parish
10 Percent Change In Farm Population:
1960-1970
11 Percent of Registered Voters Noting Not Voting: 1972
12 Percent of Voters Registered Republican or Other
13 Percent Registered Voters
14 Percent Black Population

CO

en
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A second unexpected result is the absence of industrialization
(percent employed
development.

in manufacturing)

as a variable

significant

to

Industrialization was used by Dye in Politics, Economics

and The Public:

Policy Outcomes in the American States to show the

primacy of economic variables over political variables in explaining
policy

outputs.33

These

findings

Hofferbert,34 although controverting
Clarke

and

"Percent

others.^

of

Work

The

Force

were

data

correlation
Employed

in

were
of

substantiated
presented

variables

Manufacturing"

by

by James

shows

that

does

not

significantly correlate with any of the highly weighted variables of
Factor I.
weight

Howard and Grenier also found manufacturing to have a low

(0.18)

in

relation

to

urban-Republicanism.36

And,

both

urbanism and Republicanism (party competition), in this analysis, are
strongly related to development.

A partial explanation may be that

manufacturing, except in East Baton Rouge Parish, is widely dispersed.
The heavy industry that follows the Mississippi River, for example, is
located in several

predominantly rural

workers are not concentrated

in the

parishes.
highly

urban

Since industrial
areas, but are

scattered throughout the state, their influence may be diluted.

A

further explanation lies in the character of the development variables.
A developed population is not one of high income alone.

The emphasis

is on prestigious income-producing occupations and high educational
levels, which are not necessarily consistent with the characteristics
of an industrial population.
Size of population was not included as a variable.

During the

course of the study, however, it will be found that high (but not
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dense) population is often consistent with development and that the
developed parishes are generally the most populous

in the state.

Development Rank of Parishes
Having decided to use Factor I as the development indicator, it
is now possible to
development.

rank each

parish

according

to

its

level

of

Table 1-4 lists the parishes in rank order on the basis

of their relationship to the development factor.

Vernon Parish is

omitted since the location of a large military base in an otherwise
underdeveloped

location makes it deviant.

As seen in the table,

forty-eight of the sixty-three parishes observed have negative scores.
The next fifteen parishes have positive scores which range in an
orderly manner from 2.0 to 44.4 and then jump to 77.0.

This increase

from 44.4 to 77.0 is the only real break in the progression of factor
scores from -83.4 to 44.5.

It was anticipated that well-defined groups

of parishes having similar levels of development would result from the
ranking.

These parishes could, then, be studied as groups; however,

this clustering did not occur.

It therefore became necessary to set

boundaries which were more arbitrary than would be desired.
From the ranking shown

in Table 1-4, the fifteen parishes

having positive development scores were designated as Group I.

These

are frequently referred to in the study as the "developed" parishes.
Twenty-one

parishes

with

comprised in Group II.

scores

ranging

from

-1.8 to

-27.6

are

The differentiation between groups II and III

was based on the need to separate the forty-eight

parishes with

negative scores into manageable groups. The writer's judgment of where
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Table 1-4
LEVELS OF PAROCHIAL DEVELOPMENT, BY PARISH RANK
AND DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Group

III
(N-27)

II
(N-21)

Parish

Factor I Weight '

Rar\k

Tensas
Red River
St. Helena
Assumption
West Feliciana
Grant
Bienville
West Carroll
DeSoto
Caldwell
LaSalle
East Feliciana
Union
Polnte Coupee
Sabine
Jackson
Franklin
St. James
Catahoula
Cameron
Iberville
Claiborne
Richland
Avoyelles
East Carroll
Allen
Winn

-83.4
-80.1
-75.0
-73.6
-66.0
-65.9
-64.1
-61.9
-58.0
-57.1
-56.5
-53.9
-53.1
-50.4
-45.9
-44.5
-43.3
-40.6
-39.8
-39.2
-38.4
-38.0
-37.7
-32.3
-31.5
-31.7
-30.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

St. Martin
Evangeline
Livingston
St. Landry
Madison
Morehouse
Webster
Washington
West Baton Rouge
Concordia
Beauregard
Tanglpahoa
Plaquemines
St. John the Baptist
VermlH on
Ascension
,
Natchitoches
St. Charles
Acadia
Lafourche
Jefferson Davis

-27.6
-27.4
-26.4
-26.4
-25.5
-24.8
-22.0
-21.8
-21.4
-21.0
-20.4
-19.7
-17.5
-16.3
-15.0
-13.4
-11.0
-7.8
-3.5
-3.3
-1.8

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Rapldis
Iberia
Bossier
Calcasieu
St. Mary
Terrebonne
St. Tammany
Lincoln
Caddo
Ouachita
Orleans
Lafayette
East Baton Rouge
St. Bernard
Jefferson

2.0
4.1
12.3
13.9
15.3
16.0
18.0
19.0
23.4
27.4
28.3
37.9
42.3
44.4
77.0

49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56

57
58
59
60
61
62

63
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the most pronounced ecological change occurs was used to set the actual
demarcation.

Thus, the twenty-seven parishes with scores from -30.5 to

-83.4 are categorized as Group III.

Based on their high negative

scores, these are considered to be the least developed parishes in the
state.
The methodology used may rank, but cannot fully characterize,
the parishes and populations that have been found to be developed and
underdeveloped.
and ecological

One is reminded of Arbena's statement that historical
data must be called

upon to fill the gaps and to

indicate circumstances leading some parishes to develop while others
fail to do so.
The Underdeveloped and the Developed Parishes
Group III--The Underdeveloped Parishes
In studying the United States as a developing

nation, Ira

Sharkansky indicated that Louisiana, like most Southern states, was
underdeveloped.

This study of Louisiana also points out the state's

underdeveloped character through the large number of parishes that have
negative development scores.

Ten of the parishes indicated by the

analysis to have the lowest levels of development

(or the highest

negative

to

development

scores)

generally

correspond

designates in Figure 1-2 as the Black Belt.

what

Howard

These are the traditional

Planter areas along the Red River, along the Mississippi delta and
across the Felicianas with high proportions of blacks and large-scale
agricultural operations.
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Tensas

-83.4

DeSoto

-58.0

Red River

-80.1

East Feliciana

-53.9

St. Helena

-75.0

Claiborne

-38.0

West Feliciana

-66.0

Richland

-37.7

Bienville

-64.1

East Carroll

-31.5

The broad floodplain and access to river transportation permitted the
early rise of cotton plantations populated with slaves.

As the cotton

economy and the plantation lifestyle waned, they were replaced by black
sharecrop

farming.

The migration

variable

indicates

that

their

populations have remained largely stagnant. Furthermore, six of these
parishes are totally rural.

Hence, the rural, black, subsistence-farm

image has not greatly changed.
Eleven other underdeveloped parishes are part of what Howard
describes as the Piney Woods/Hills

(see Figure 1-2):

Grant

-65.9

Jackson

-44.5

West Carroll

-61.9

Franklin

-43.3

Caldwell

-57.1

Catahoula

-39.8

LaSalle

-56.5

Allen

-31.7

Union

-53.1

Winn

-30.5

Sabine

-45.9

These parishes contain cutover lands which run from the Arkansas border
to the mid-section of the state.

Designated by Howard as Piney Woods/

Hills, they were wooded by longleaf pine and oak until the mills began
to denude the area as early as 1895.37

once the land was stripped

of forest, small acreage, subsistence farms were established mostly by
white

immigrants

from

surrounding

states.^8

Extensive

pine
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reforestation and water reservoirs in the west, along with increased
agricultural productivity and diversification in the central section,
have raised the economic level of this area.
negligible

industrialization,

general

Still, it suffers from
population

loss,

and

underdevelopment.
The Black Belt and Piney Woods/Hills parishes constitute the
north and northeastern part of the state.

These two regions contain

eighty percent of the parishes in Group III. Originally inhabited by
Anglo-American

frontiersmen-farmers

and by populations

these areas seem to have retained their traditional

of slaves,

characteristics

since they remain largely underdeveloped and differ culturally from the
southern French sections of Louisiana.
The remaining six parishes of Group III lie to the south of
those previously described.

Avoyelles (-32.3), Pointe Coupee (-50.4),

Iberville (-38.4), Assumption (-73.6) and St. James (-40.6) form a line
bordering on or near the Mississippi River's west bank.

They, unlike

neighboring parishes, are not part of the river's industrial sector.
The sixth parish, Cameron, is totally rural and is situated in the
southwest corner of the state.

Although the population of Cameron has

a high income, it is derived mainly from fishing, trapping, and mineral
leases.
Group II--The Developing Parishes
It was noted earlier in this chapter that the Acadians, unlike
the Creoles, came to Louisiana with few skills and generally did not
speak English.
longest

As Lewis W. Newton observes, the Acadians "resisted

and most

habits...."39

doggedly

The

the exchange

boundaries

of their

of Acadiana

are

language and

arbitrary

since
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German populations mixed with Acadian-French both to the east and west.
However, the eleven parishes listed below are within the French groups
delineated by Howard and their culture can j u s t i f i a b l y be traced to
Acadian immigrants.
St. Martin

-27.6

Ascension

Evangeline

-27.4

St. Charles

-7.8

St. Landry

-26.4

Acadia

-3.5

West Baton Rouge

-21.4

Lafourche

-3.3

St. John the Baptist

-16.3

Jefferson Davis

-1.8

Vermilion

-15.0

The levels

of development

higher than those of the
education

averages

eighth

in these

northern parishes
grade

and

parishes

are

in Group

extensive

particularly in the rice and sugarcane belts.

-13.4

generally

II.

farming

Still,
remains,

This type of farming,

however, is more income-producing than that often found to the north.
The river parishes of Ascension, St. John the Baptist, and St. Charles
combine sugarcane farming with heavy industry to form a unique r u r a l /
urban melange.
Plaquemines Parish (-17.5) lies to the south of New Orleans and
between the highly developed parishes of Jefferson and St. Bernard.
The location

of

Plaquemines,

like

that

of

Tangipahoa

(-19.7) and

Livingston (-26.4) across Lake Pontchartrain from New Orleans, aids in
development.

S t i l l , each parish has a cultural

flavor of i t s own.

Plaquemines has been influenced economically by the major production of
oil

and sulphur.

strong,

Politically,

segregationist,

the parish has been influenced by a

Democratic

Party-affiliated

family,

which
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provides patronage-type benefits as well as patron direction for the
residents.40

Livingston and Tangipahoa, in their

northern areas,

have retained the piney-woods atmosphere of other Florida Parishes. In
south Tangipahoa, the connecting causeway to New Orleans has created a
suburban culture more akin to that of rapidly developing St. Tammany
Parish.
The remaining parishes in Group
northern part of the

state.

Madison

II are spotted

across the

(-25.5), Morehouse

(-24.8),

Webster (-22.0), Washington (-21.8), Concordia (-21.0), and Beauregard
(-20.4) approximate each other in development levels.
small city for its hub.

Each also has a

The final parish in the area is Natchitoches

(-11.0); it is slightly more developed and has a larger university city
at its center.
Group I--The Developed Parishes
Fifteen parishes having positive scores on the development
scale are designated as Group I.

With the exception of Rapides and

St. Tammany, these parishes also correspond to Howard's Urban North and
Urban French.
The lowest in rank of the developed parishes is Rapides (2.0).
It is also the central parish of the state and marks the transition
between north and south--a dichotomy that was pointed out in Howard's
early ecological studies of Louisiana

(see Figure 1-1).

Culturally,

Rapides is more attuned to the attitudes of the north than the south.
Iberia (4.1), conversely, is a decidely south Louisiana parish.

Its

cane farming history has been supplanted by the development of port
facilities and offshore oil interests.

The percentage of industrial
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workers is identical in the two parishes (12 percent).

They are also

alike in percentage of black population (28 percent) and in percentage
of voters not voting (36 percent).
while

Rapides

has

a

higher

Iberia is slightly more urban,

percentage

of

professional

administrative workers and a higher educational level.

and

Iberia, on the

other hand, has a more mobile and a younger population than does
Rapides.

Each has a central city:

Alexandria, in Rapides Parish, is

the ninth largest in the state, and New Iberia, in Iberia Parish, ranks
eleventh.
The next parish
Located

in developmental

rank

is Bossier

(12.3).

in the northwest corner of the state, Bossier Parish and

Bossier City are part of the crossroads connecting Texas, Louisiana,
and Arkansas.

Bossier Parish also gains from its proximity to Caddo

Parish, where Shreveport is the state's second largest metropolitan
area.

Bossier Parish is additionally a partner with Caddo and Webster

parishes in the Shreveport SMSA.

Although

Caddo Parish

outranks

Bossier in development (23.4), the two should be considered together
because of location and attitudes.

Here one find the greatest party

competition, and educational levels that are near the highest in the
state.
Calcasieu

Parish, with

a developmental

level

located in the southwestern corner of the state.

of 13.9, is

This parish has

benefited from its transit connections with the Texas coast and has oil
and gas industries of its own.

Lake Charles, the parish's major city,

is fifth in population and is an industrial center with a direct water
connection to the Gulf of Mexico.
St. Mary Parish (15.3) and Terrebonne Parish (16.0) also derive
much of their economic strength from their proximity to the coast.
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They are part of a line of developed parishes—Lafayette, Iberia, St.
Mary and Terrebonne--which are Acadian in culture and rich in the
production and services
Terrebonne

are

associated with

additionally

connected

minerals.
to

the

St.

Gulf

Mary and

Intracoastal

Waterway, which moves barge t r a f f i c interstate along the Gulf; hence,
they are involved in water commerce and construction.
Lincoln (19.0) and Ouachita (27.4) are contiguous parishes in
the northern mid-section of Louisiana.

Monroe in Ouachita Parish, is

the seventh largest c i t y ; and Ruston, in Lincoln Parish, is also an
urban center.

Their economic status is probably derived more from the

lumber industry than from the interstate trade or minerals of other
developed parishes.
The p o l i t i c a l center of the state is East Baton Rouge Parish
(42.3).

It

is the home of the state Capitol, the state's

major

university and the most extensive industrial complex in Louisiana.
a

result,

it

has

the

largest

administrators in i t s work force.

percent

of

professionals

As
and

The city of Baton Rouge ranks third

in population, and i t s port f a c i l i t i e s rank second in the state to New
Orleans in waterborne commerce and fourth among ports in the nation.
All of these factors affect the continuing development of the parish.
Last to be considered is the New Orleans area.
developed earliest among the parishes.

Orleans (28.3)

New Orleans was a major port

before the time of statehood and long the home of the culturally rich
Creoles.

The neighboring parishes along the river were a part of the

German Coast, where commercial and agricultural
productive for that

time.

At

pursuits were highly

present, Orleans

is

not the most
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developed parish in the state.

This is due to decaying influences

attributed to its central city poverty population and the suburban
residence of many businesses and professionals. Still, it is the focus
for the SMSA and largely accounts for the development witnessed in the
surrounding parishes of Jefferson (77.0), St. Bernard (44.4) and St.
Tammany (18.0) which, together, make up Louisiana's major developed
area.
Although Jefferson stands alone as the most highly developed
parish in the state, its development seems a response both to the
proximity to New Orleans and to its own cosmopolitan character.
Mississippi

River

flowing

from

north

to

The

south

also cuts through

Jefferson before reaching the Port of New Orleans.

Hence, this parish

forms a gateway for travelers and transport entering Louisiana's major
city.

More recently, the construction of a causeway crossing Lake

Pontchartrain

has

linked Jefferson

and

Orleans

with

the

Florida

Parishes.
Jefferson Parish itself is 96 percent urban.

Like St. Bernard

(which flanks Orleans to the east), its net migration is 38 percent,
the largest in the state.

While Orleans is losing more residents than

it gains (-16), Jefferson and other neighboring parishes are showing a
marked

increase.

In part, these newcomers may also account

Jefferson's leading the state in party competition.

for

Here exist some of

the more prestigious suburbs where residents are from the ranks of
professional

or administrative workers.

(Only East

Baton Rouge,
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Lincoln, Lafayette
respect.)
social

and

St. Tammany

parishes

rank

higher

in this

Hence, the well-documentated relationship between higher

status

and

Republican

Party

affiliation

may

also

affect

competitiveness in Jefferson.41
Although
additional

Lipset,

correlation

Campbell,
between

Prewitt

status

and

and

others

political

found

an

activism,42

citizens in Jefferson seem of higher social rank, based on criteria of
education

and

occupation,

yet

their

participation are the lowest in Louisiana.

voter

registration

and

This phenomenon, however,

corresponds with the development factor (Table 1-3), which indicates
that

a

developed

participation

in

parish

will

elections

is

have
not

low

registration

significant

to

and

that

development.

Jefferson Parish, then, most nearly fits the criteria generated
through factor analysis for "developed."

A high

percent of its

residents engage in status occupations, have twelve or more years of
school, and live in urban
areas.

(although not necessarily

incorporated)

In relation to persons in other parishes, those of Jefferson

are less likely to be Democrats, less likely to be registered voters,
and, if they are registered, they are less likely to vote.

The parish

is growing through the influx of new residents; however, its population
contains a low percentage of blacks. This pattern is one of a "status"
bedroom community which has derived benefits from its neighboring city,
yet has a character of its own.
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Summary
The

ambiguity

of the term

"development"

is such

that a

statistical approach was used to determine the relevance of certain
social,

economic

populations

of

and

political

sixty-three4^

variables

0f

were chosen as the case universe.

to

Louisiana's

this

concept.

sixty-four

The

parishes

This choice was based on the wealth

of data available through parish censuses and other reports; the
availability of ecological literature; and the intriguing prospect of
relating

levels

of

development

to

local

populations

and

small

governmental units.
Variables were chosen that have frequently been used in other
development studies and which, on an a_ priori basis, were thought
relevant to development in Louisiana.

In some instances, the choices

were verified by the weight of the variables in relation to the total
development factor; in other instances, the variables were found to
have little weight or significance.

The statistical method through

which this was determined was factor analysis.
As Christen Jonassen and Sherwood Peres note, "The purpose of
factor analysis of community variables is to discover the underlying
unities which operate to
communities...." 44

produce the

observed

Thus, an underlying

characteristics

unity which

of

produces the

developed parish was determined to be composed largely of high "Percent
of Work Force Employed as Professionals and Administrators"; "Percent
Urban"; "Median School Years of Persons 25 Years of Age and Over";
"Percent Party Competition"; "Percent Net Migration"; along with low
"Death

Rate

Per

1,000

Population";

"Percent

Registered

Voters";
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and "Percent Black Population."
is termed

"development

This unity is the factor that herein

indicator."

Unities

or commonalities, of

course,, can only be revealed among the variables chosen for analysis.
If other variables had been selected, different results might have been
obtained.

However, the

relatively

high weight

of the

variables

utilized increases the probability of their relevance.
By applying the development indicator (Factor I) to data from
all parishes except Vernon, a ranking of parishes according to degree
of development resulted.

This rank order was arbitrarily separated

into groups II and III for parishes with negative development scores,
and Group I for those showing positive development.

These groups are

further illustrated on the map shown as Figure 1-4.

Historical and

ecological accounts along with personal knowledge of the area permitted
inferences related to the intriguing question of why the population of
one parish differs in development from that of another.
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Chapter 2
PARISH GOVERNMENT:

DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE

From their beginning, governments, like populations, develop at
differing rates and in varying directions.

Over time, they acquire

characteristics unlike those of their origins.

This progression of

change in governments may evolve slowly or may respond to dramatic
events and actors.

Either way, developmental

studies (by the

very

nature of development) are involved with change--the movement of a
people or a government
continuum.

from

one

point

To locate the present

to another

along

placements of Louisiana

a

time
parish

governments on this continuum, an overview is necessary of previous
transformations

in

county

government,

generally,

and

for

parish

governments where specifics apply.
Development of County and Parish Governments
All states, with the exception of Rhode Island, are divided
into geographical

subdivisions known as counties, or in Alaska as

boroughs and in Louisiana as parishes.
services they

are called

upon

throughout the nation's history.

to

County governments, and the

perform, have undergone

change

Following the Revolution, counties

lost the ecclesiastical responsibilities assigned to them under English
rule, but remained administrative subdivisions of the states.

As the

nation's population increased, the scope of county activities expanded
to

include

the

collection

of

taxes,
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enforcement

of

laws

and
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administration of justice.

The county thus became simultaneously an

administrative sub-unit of state government and a local government in
its own right. As such, it was called upon, within the bounds of state
law, to enact and implement regulations for its residents.
The concentration of the nation's population into cities, which
began

after

the

Civil

War

and

has

been

most

noticeable

since

World War II, left county governments with a decidedly rural image.
Their jurisdiction was felt to apply to unincorporated areas, while
municipal

governments

provided

regulations

population residing within corporate limits.

and

services

for

the

Hence, county government

and rural government became synonymous.
The seemingly irreversible process of urbanization has, more
recently, caused county government to change.

Urban attitudes and

demands for urban services have spilled over from the city's boundaries
into the county's domain.

Demands for fire protection, sanitation and

water facilities, recreation and other urban services have forced the
county to take over where the city's responsibilities end.

Moreover, a

number of services once assigned to cities have now become countywide.
A recent survey of all cities over 2,500 population in the United
States showed public health, planning, waste disposal, tax assessment
and collection, and law enforcement to be primary among those services
now assumed by the county.*

Some commentators, such as Bruce Talley

and Ralph Widner, foresee an even stronger role for county governments:
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In all but the largest Metropolitan areas, the county appears
to be the most appropriate jurisdiction for carrying out
those functions that are tied directly to individuals or are
territorially regional. Indeed, in many areas of the country,
the county may have to supplant the municipality as the prime
purveyor of public services.'
.The county of the future, thus, has been conceived by some as the pivot
for

expanding

intergovernmental

relations

since

its

activities

interrelate with both the city and the state.3
Yet

in

reality, the

present

differentiation

of

authority

between units of local government is not so clear as the preceding
statements would

imply.

Both the

transfer of services

and

the

overlapping of jurisdictions lead to problems of integrating the modern
county

into

governmental

the

total

structure

governmental
and

framework

personnel

to

and

carry

developing

its

out

new

the

responsibilities that are now being assigned.
Increased "county activities have resulted in the expansion of
county government in terms of size of staff, complexity of operations,
amounts of revenues and expenditures.

Additionally, an enlarged area

of decision-making has resulted for county officials who have become
responsible to an enlarged constituency—the entire county rather than
residents of unincorporated areas alone.
In 1895, James Bryce, in The American Commonwealth, called
counties the "dark continent of American politics."4

But, like the

African "dark continent," the American "dark continent" is developing.
The more rapidly a county's population moves from its traditional rural
or farm orientation, becomes less self-sufficient, is more concentrated
spatially, and has a greater dependence upon mass services, the more
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analogous are the county residents' ways of life to modern mores.
Although the transition from rural to city life may carry with it the
possibility of social corruption and decay, the general direction is
toward development.
County government today embraces ninety-three percent of the
population of the United States; still, to many it remains a "dark
continent."5

Others note, however, that it is not the county that is

the problem, "rather, a shortage of research and analysis of this unit
of government has been the cause of darkness."^

The ecology and

government of the county have, in the past, been singularly overlooked
by political scientists. Judging from Cortus T. Koehler's bibliography
of county research, the larger part of the material is in the form of
reports by or for county units, refers to legal
structural

change or is reform-oriented.?

requirements for

Few attempts have been

made toward to the research and analysis needed to shed light on this
"dark continent."

Studies of municipal governments are, therefore,

often borrowed and related to the county under the guise of "local
politics."
Samuel

Kirkpatrick observes that

"the need for comparative

studies [of local politics] is now occupying political scientists, and
there

is

an

increasing

concern

for

theoretical

constructs."^

Although his references to local politics refer to municipalities,
Kirkpatrick

makes

relationship
system."9

note of the body

between

the

environment

of studies which
and

the

"treat the

elements

of

the

For example, he emphasizes that government structure and

demographic characteristics are>related.

County governments differ in
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structure from city governments, and the demographic variables which
describe the county's ecology are not precisely those of their totally
urban counterparts.

Counties and their governments should thus be

studied within their own context.
Development of Louisiana Parish Government
In

Louisiana,

originate

from

its

parish

government

is

French/Spanish-Catholic

Governor Carondelet, in

1792, appointed

generally

thought

background.

local

officials

to

Spanish
known

as

syndics who were charged with road, levee, and drainage building and
maintenance,

as

well

as

some

lesser

judicial

functions.

Yet,

precedents for parish units of civil government are found both in
Anglo-Saxon England and the Colonial United States. 10

Moreover, it

was not until Louisiana became United States territory that civil
administration through parochial units was here established.
Early local administration in Louisiana was very much a part of
state government.

The first territorial

legislature in 1804 did,

however, give inhabitants of the County of Opelousas the authority to
maintain

a

road

(the

Passage

of

Plaquemines)

through

the

most

convenient methods determined by their county judge, the justices of
the peace, and a jury of twelve inhabitants.

This "jury" was the

predecessor of the current parish governing body known as the police
jury.

By 1806, the state had been divided into nineteen parishes and

the 1807 legislature officially designated a jury of 12 inhabitants of
each parish as the police jury.

These juries were required to meet at

least once each year to make rules and regulations concerning roads and
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levees.

Although some autonomy existed in the management of

a f f a i r s , parish o f f i c i a l s were appointed by the governor until

local
police

jurors were f i r s t elected in 1 8 1 1 . ^
The institutions of parish government which had developed by
the mid-1800's are those generally found in parishes today.
the

police

jury

is

the governing

board for

the

Legally,

parish; y e t ,

as

indicated in Figure 2 - 1 , a hierarchal pattern of authority has failed
to develop.

The governing board

(or jury)

i s , thus, only one of

several parochial offices having independent authority.

Tax
Assessor

District
Judges

Sheriff
Ex Officio
Tax Collecto •

Coroner

District
Attorney

Police
Jury

School
Board

Registrar
of Voters

Justices of
the Peace

Figure 2 - 1 .

Constables

ORGANIZATION OF PARISH GOVERNMENT IN LOUISIANA

Clerk of
the District
Court
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Forty-eight of Louisiana's sixty-four parish governing boards
presently operate as police juries. The remainder have adopted various
organizational

arrangements, which will be discussed later in this

chapter.
It is currently the practice for police jurors to meet as one
unit with a president selected by the members presiding.

Within the

confines

regulatory,

of

state

law,

they

exercise

administrative and quasi-judicial powers.
accordance with constitutional
passage

of

bond

appropriate

issues

to

legislative,

The jury may levy taxes in

stipulations, call elections for the
raise

revenue

for

its funds for public purposes and

regulatory powers include approval

of zoning

special

purposes,

incur debts.

Its

ordinances and local

health ordinances, licensing of businesses and amusements, and adoption
of other rules related to the parish welfare.
As an administrative body, the police jury is responsible for
overseeing the use of public property including the courthouse and
jail, the

parish

road

system, parish

health

units and, in many

instances, parish airports, libraries and other facilities.

The early

road and bridge building and maintenance duties of police juries have
remained of major importance since jurors historically have promoted
their reelections by providing the best possible parish roads for their
constituents.

The judicial function of the jury is minor and relates

to such decisions as those involving equity in the assessment of parish
property taxes.
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Voters

m
Police Jury*

Road
Supervisor

Pari sh
|
Sec retary

Parish
Treasurer

Registrar
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*3 to 15 members per jury; president elected by members.

Figure 2-2.

ORGANIZATION OF POLICE JURY FORM OF PARISH GOVERNMENT

In summary, parish governments, like those of counties across
the nation, are in transition.

This transition may reflect development

or decay and is a response to numerous pressures.

Probably the most

substantial pressures come from local populations and mirror their own
developments and demands.
Institutional Structures and Characteristics
The analysis and comparison of institutional
parish

governing

boards

"developed" institution.

requires

a definition

development for

or model

of the

Although no overall development definition

exists, in the Introduction to this study it was noted that

some

generally accepted criteria have been established through analyses of
the "Third

World."

Literature on American

local

government

also
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also accepts certain institutional arrangements as "standards for urban
local
for

government...."^
Third

World

nations

In many
and

instances, development

standards

for

American

criteria

subnational

governments are found to correspond.
York Will burn, in The Withering Away
substantial

of the City, noted

agreement among observers on certain institutional

and

procedural arrangements which facilitate higher achievements by local
governments.
executive

Among these are home rule, large governmental units and

leadership.13

John

Walton

analyzed

political

economic development in subnational units of Latin America.

and

Using the

hypothesis that "areas experience their greatest development to the
extent that their ties to the centers of advanced nations are weakest,"
he concluded that relatively autonomous decision-making permits local
governments to break away from the norm and to innovate. 14

The

need for local autonomy seen by Walton, and the advantages of home rule
cited

by

Will burn,

combine

to

form

the

first

institutional development used in this study:

criterion

for

autonomy from state

government through home rule.
Several, municipal government studies have correlated changes in
city charters with environmental variables.

The findings of John H.

Kessel and of Robert R. Alford and Harry M. Scoble showed that larger
cities are more likely to consider and adopt new charters (although not
necessarily home rule charters).-^
populations

Cities with larger middle class

(as measured by education, occupation and income) and

containing small numbers of non-white residents were found by these
observers and by Leo F. Schnore, and Edward C. Banfield and James Q.
Wilson

to

engage

more

frequently

in

charter

reform.16

These
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variables coincide with some indicators of a developed population cited
in Chapter 1.

It is therefore hypothesized that parishes having

developed populations will exhibit institutional development through
charter changes which institute home rule.
A

second

criterion

of

institutional

development

is

an

innovative tendency toward consolidated or larger governmental units.
Oliver Williams observed that a pattern of government for metropolitan
areas is emerging in which areawide agencies supply services, and
regional organizations (such as Councils of Government or COG's) become
general forums.

Examples of innovation in urban county governments

range from the "Lakewood Plan," whereby Los Angeles County sells many
services

to

governmental

its

municipalities, to

consolidation.-^

city-county

These

and

innovative

multi-county

structures

are

found to exhibit the flexibility necessary for governments undergoing a
period of growth and change.
Institutional development through separation of legislative and
executive powers is cited by Susan Torrence as a particular need of
county governments. The demands of more highly developed counties, she
says, require continuous decision-making

by a full-time executive

selected by the electorate.^

The separation of legislative and

executive

is, thus,

functions

and

development criterion.

powers

selected

as the third

As previously noted, counties (in Louisiana,

parishes) are the only governmental levels in which such separation
usually does not exist.
executive,

therefore,

In this study, the presence of an elected
denotes

institutional

development.

The three indicators of organizational development are listed
in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1
INDICATORS OF ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Autonomy from state government through home rule
Innovative institutional arrangements that meet changing needs
Separation of legislative and executive functions and officials

Autonomy Through Home Rule

A prerequisite for the development of a nation is nationhood.
A nation, by definition, is a sovereign
unlimited

authority.

In

reality, the

political
authority

entity
of

a

having
national

government is often limited by the power of other nations or perhaps
supra-national and regional organizations.

Furthermore, authority in

most nations is self-limited through constitutional and other legal
restraints and/or grants of power to lower levels of governments.

In

varying degrees, the states of the United States, for example, have
restrained the direct authority they exercise over their residents.
Instead, they have delegated these powers to local governments.
other

instances, states

such

as

Louisiana

have

permitted

In

local

governments to determine the extent to which they desire semi-autonomy
through the option of "home rule."
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Will burn observes that,
If government is to be responsive to the people, it follows
that any group or unit of people must be allowed to decide as
much of its own destiny as can be made consistent with a similar
privilege on the part of others....Sovereignty or complete
self-determination in one [local government] is inconsistent
with the same attribute in another.19
Sundry grants of powers are designated as "home rule"; yet as Will burn
explains, subnational units cannot be fully autonomous since they must
live alongside other local governments and acknowledge the sovereignty
of the state and nation.

Still, degree of autonomy can justifiably be

used as an organization development indicator; and home rule may be
selected as the variable by which it was measured.
Home Rule in Louisiana
The Louisiana Constitution of 1812 contained what was perhaps
the first definite guarantee of a home rule right that was ever
incorporated into an American Constitution.20
In

1805, New

Orleans

was

issued

a

charter

by

the

territorial

legislature. As was customary at the time, the mayor and recorder were
appointed by the governor, while the council was elected.

The mayor,

however, held a fairly strong position since he was allowed veto power
and

authority

statehood, the

to appoint
framers

his

of the

subordinates.
1812 State

With

the

Constitution

coming

of

gave

the

residents of New Orleans "the right of appointing the several public
officers necessary for the administration and police of said city;
pursuant to the mode of election which shall be prescribed by the
legislature."21

New

Orleans

continued

to

be

privileges in successive constitutions until 1868.

guaranteed

these
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The Constitution of 1868 omitted this quasi-home rule article
and the state legislature attempted to consolidate the power of all
local governments into its hands.

Although New Orleans was granted a

new charter in 1870, the reconstruction legislature actively controlled
the city

until

Federal

troops

were withdrawn

in

1877. 2 2

Judge

Poche referred to the disastrous period between 1868 and 1879 as being
characterized by
legislation that strips the City of New Orleans and the
parishes of the State of all power of effective management
and control...[of] local affairs within their respective
corporate limits, and to concentrate all powers therewith
in the State authorities.23
The principle that local government is subordinate to the state
legislature

was

generally

accepted

at

this

time.

In

his

1872

Commentaries on the Law of Municipalities, John F. Dillon enunciated
the principle which came to be known as "Dillon's Rule."

Under this

"rule," municipal corporations possessed only the powers granted in
express words; necessarily or fairly implied in or incident to the
granted powers; and essential (indispensable) to the declared purposes
of the municipal corporation.24
To prevent rigid control of its local governments, the Iowa
legislature, in 1851, granted home rule.25
included in the Missouri Constitution of 1875.

Local option was also
These early home rule

provisions, however, related largely to the right of a local government
to determine its own structure. W. Brooke Graves in 1946 defined
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home rule as,
. . .the power of local self-government. Communities have the
right to select their own form of governmental organization
and either draft their own charter or select one to their
liking under an optional charter plan. Home rule may be
granted by constitutional provision, by legislative act,
or by a constitutional provision which becomes effective
only upon legislative implementation.^
Where specific legislative or constitutional stipulations were absent,
courts continued to rely on "Dillon's Rule" and decided in favor of
control of local governments by the state.
In Louisiana, the legislature played the dominant role in local
politics until the state's tenth constitution (1921) was amended to
include specific provisions for home rule.

Between 1940 and 1950,

Louisiana became an urban state and larger municipalities felt the need
for increased flexibility in their structure of government.

As early

as 1946, East Baton Rouge Parish requested permission to change its
organizational

structure.^

Since

Louisiana's

laws

contained

no

provision for home rule, consolidation for the City of Baton Rouge and
East Baton Rouge Parish was gained through amendment to the 1921
Constitution.

Municipal home rule was continued through an amendment

for the City of Shreveport in 1948; and, in 1950, New Orleans, like
Baton

Rouge, was

city-parish plan.

authorized

home

rule

under

its

long

existing

Rather than continue the practice of granting home

rule through individual amendments, in 1952, the legislature adopted a
general home rule amendment for municipalities.

The Constitution of

1921 was amended again in 1956 to authorize Jefferson Parish to propose
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the f i r s t parochial home rule charter.

As a result, the parish offices

shown in Figure 2-1 were retained, but the structure of the Jefferson
Parish governing body was changed.
The
amendments.
parishes

legislature

appeared

to

tire

of

individual

parochial

In 1960, i t passed a general amendment extending to all

(except

East

prerogative of adopting

Baton

Rouge,

home rule

Orleans

charters.

and

Jefferson)

However,

it

the

limited

changes from the police jury system to commissions and commissions with
managers.

Plaquemines

Parish,

in

1961, took

advantage

of

this

amendment to establish a commission-council, which remains unique among
Louisiana parish governments.
observed that the 1960 general

The Public Affairs

Research Council

amendment's provision giving

parish

governing bodies "authority to conduct and operate parish government in
'any and a l l

matters not prohibited

by State law'...was

generally

thought to give parishes a much broader scope of power under home rule
than municipalities." 2 8
the city-parish

A second general amendment in 1968 allowed

government to be adopted by any parish.

It

also

permitted greater f l e x i b i l i t y in the selection and deliberations of the
home rule charter commissions.
The concept of local autonomy became more popular in Louisiana
during the next decade—several
other parishes did not.

cities

adopted home rule

although

St. Charles, in 1967, became the f i r s t parish

to defeat a home rule charter through popular referendum.

A charter

for St. Bernard Parish was also defeated in 1969, as were charters for
Calcasieu and Caddo parishes in 1971.
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A move toward increased local determination was taking place
throughout the United States during this time.

This was exemplified by

the model

plan for

1953 by the

Municipal

Association

home rule
(AMA).

developed

in

Jefferson

Fordham's

American

concept,

as

stipulated in the AMA model, is"a more flexible approach to home rule.
I t provides for "an open functional

allocation of powers in which a

redistribution...can occur at any time the need may arise—the need,
incidentally,

as determined

by the

state

units

involved."29

The

National Municipal League adopted the "flexible" concept in i t s 1963
Model State Constitution:
A county or c i t y may exercise any legislative power or
perform any function which is not denied to i t by i t s
charter, is not denied to counties or cities generally,
or to counties or c i t i e s of i t s class, and is within
such limitations as the legislature may establish by
general law. 3 ^
Hence, powers and functions as well as organizational structure became
open to local determination.
In 1974, Louisiana r a t i f i e d a new constitution.

Its home rule

provisions are more extensive than earlier definitions and are in line
with model charters formulated by national organizations of c i t y and
county o f f i c i a l s .

The Constitution

of

1974 allows

a parish

(or

municipality) to develop a home rule charter which provides for any
structure and organization, powers and functions "necessary, requisite
or proper for the management of i t s a f f a i r s , not denied by general law
or

inconsistent

with

this

stipulates, however, that

Constitution." 3 1

a charter

The

Constitution

may not contain any provision
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affecting school boards, or the offices of district attorney, sheriff,
assessor, clerk of district court, or coroner.

Although considerably

broadened by this definition, home rule is not absolute; as always,
local

decisions

remain

subject

to

the

state's

general

laws

and

constitutional provisions.^2
In order to adopt home rule, the Constitution provides that a
local governmental subdivision (parish or municipality) may call an
election to select members of a charter commission or may appoint
members of its own volition.

The governmental

unit must call an

election to select a commission when petitioned by ten percent of its
voters.33

After the charter is drawn up by the commission, its

adoption requires approval by a majority of those voting in an election
called for that purpose.3^
Lafourche
Constitution's

Parish,

in

1976,

took

provisions to set up an

sixteen-member council.

advantage
elective

of

the

president

1974
and a

St. Charles became a home rule parish in

December 1977 when voters approved a charter establishing a nine-member
elective council and an elective president.

Since that time, four

parishes have begun the home rule process.
In early

1978, a twenty-one-member

charter commission

appointed to develop a home rule charter for Lafayette Parish.

was
Five

members were appointed by the parish police jury, two by the city of
Lafayette, one each by the five small municipalities in the parish and
the

remaining

nine

from

various

organizations."^

in

Ascension

Parish, voters petitioned the police jury in March 1978 to call an
election for commission members; but, before the petition was accepted,
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the jury chose twelve commission members for this purpose. 6b

The

police jury of Tangipahoa Parish selected fifteen members to its home
rule commission in May 1978.

Here, representatives of the news media,

business, education, agriculture, labor, local

government, women's

groups and blacks were chosen. The St. Tammany Parish Police Jury also
set up a commission to write a home rule charter.
therefore, seemed to be one in which parochial

The year 1978,

governments took a

renewed interest in home rule.
Table 2-2

indicates the

number

of home rule parishes in

Louisiana and the development groups in which this process has been
initiated.

The table illustrates that a higher percentage of parishes

with developed populations (Group I) have changed or are considering
change to home rule. A second matter of interest is that the home rule
parishes of Group II rank high within that group and are located in
proximity to the rapidly developing New Orleans-Baton Rouge area.

By

the time of the 1980 census, these parishes may well come within
Group I.
Although

earlier

charters

were

defeated

in the

developed

parishes of St. Bernard, Calcasieu, and Caddo, in total, the data here
substantiate the finding of municipal studies that localities whose
populations exhibit certain environmental traits are more likely to
consider and adopt changes in their governmental forms. The hypothesis
on the correlation of development characteristics and home rule for
parishes is also confirmed.
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Table 2-2
HOME RULE PARISHES BY PAROCHIAL DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Parish

Group
I
(N=15)

East Baton Rouge

X .

Orleans

X

X

Lafourche

X

St. Charles

X

*Lafayette

X

*St. Tammany

X

*Ascension

X

*Tangipahoa

X

Percent of Total

Group
III
(N-27)

X

Plaquemines
Jefferson

Group
II
(N=21)

33

21

0

*Parishes where charter commissions are currently considering home
rule.
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Innovative Organizational Forms
Whether in nations or parishes, events occur which require
innovation in the structure of government to meet the needs of changing
times.

It is frequently argued that the fractionalization of local

governments

leads

to

one

inconsistencies as well

unit's

overlapping

another.

as costs are likely to

increase.

advocates prefer the area! division of government
general-purpose units.

Hence,
These

into large and

The increase in efficiency and economy, they

say, does not necessarily come at the expense of responsiveness to the
public w i l l . ^

A second indicator of institutional development is,

thus, innovative governmental arrangements which respond to change.
Its variables are:
regional

(1) city-parish consolidation; (2) multi-parish

government;

and

(3)

metropolitan

parish

government.

Innovative change in the structure of parochial government is
closely associated with home rule. The police jury system, established
in the early 1800s, was the only form of government permitted until the
1914 legislature authorized a plan allowing the election of three
commissioners.
With

the

No parish, however, took advantage of this option.

1946

amendment

prerogative

of

home

governmental

forms

allowing

rule,

began.

East

Baton

experimentation
Since

the

Rouge
and

Parish

the

innovation

in

organizational

form

of

a

government determines how its authority will be distributed, it is
patently important that the arrangement be suitable to administrative
needs.
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City-Parish Consolidation
The consolidation of counties or parishes with cities has been
one of the more inventive structural

changes nationwide.

Vincent

Marando observed that,
many urban problems have been attributed to the highly
decentralized and fragmented local governments in urban
areas. These basic criticisms contend that there are
too many local governments, local governments do not have
the resources or capacity to meet the demands of residents,
or the boundaries of local governments do not 'fit' the
major problems of urban societies.^
Although Baton Rouge is generally considered to be the first
city-county consolidation in the nation; Orleans Parish and the city of
New Orleans were consolidated long before.
received a municipal

The city of New Orleans

charter in 1812; however, the parish was not

incorporated until 1922.

When taxes were levied, money borrowed or

other financial transactions voted upon, city aldermen at that time
would sit with police jurors.

In effect, the police jury regulated

affairs for the rural wards of the parish, the aldermen exercised
authority in the municipal wards, and questions involving both the
rural

and

urban

sectors

were

decided

jointly.39

The

official

designation of Orleans Parish and the city of New Orleans as a single
entity was made by the radical

"carpet bag" legislature of 1870.^0

The home-rule amendment of 1950 established the unique form of
government for New Orleans.

The mayor and council are the governing

body for the parish and all services are provided by the city.
traditional

The

parish offices other than the police jury remain; yet,

their form differs from those offices in other parishes.
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Figure 2-3.

ORGANIZATION OF NEW ORLEANS CITY-PARISH GOVERNMENT

C i t y - p a r i s h consolidation for East Baton Rouge Parish occurred
after

the

passage of

its

home-rule

amendment

in

1946.

Under

complex p l a n , the parish is apportioned i n t o three wards:
conterminous

with the c i t y

of

president

i s the executive o f f i c e r

the l e g i s l a t i v e

Ward 1 i s

Baton Rouge while wards 2 and 3

outside the c i t y l i m i t s and contain smaller m u n i c i p a l i t i e s .

bodies f o r the c i t y

f o r the c i t y
and parish

this

lie

The mayor-

and p a r i s h ; however,
are

separate.

When

parishwide business is conducted, council members from wards 1 , 2, and
3 attend.
sit

as

When only c i t y business is considered, members from Ward 1

the

council.

Hence,

the

city-parish

r e g u l a r l y scheduled council meetings—one f o r a l l
c i t y members alone.

Figure 2-4 i l l u s t r a t e s

government

has

two

members and one f o r

the Baton Rouge system.

11

Tax
Assessor

District
Judges

Sheriff

Coroner

School
Board

Mayor &
C1ty*-Par1stf*
Council

District
Attorney

Clerk of
District
Court

Registrar
of Voters

Justices of
the Peace
Wards 2,3

Constables
Ward 2
Ward 3

*C1ty council consists of mayor and council members elected from Ward One.
**Par1sh council consists of mayor and council members elected from a l l wards.

Figure 2-4.

ORGANIZATION OF BATON ROUGE CITY-PARISH GOVERNMENT

Baton Rouge and New Orleans are two of the few l o c a l i t i e s
which c i t y - p a r i s h
politically

to

government
convince

voters

m u n i c i p a l i t i e s t h a t they w i l l
plan.

Marando

consolidations
required

notes

were

has

effective.

from

that

between

is

areas

difficult
and

small

representation under such a
1949

nationwide,

The Louisiana

It

outlying

receive f u l l

attempted

referendum 41

been

in

and
and

1974,
twelve

Constitution

of

forty-nine
passed

1974

the

requires

the l e g i s l a t u r e to provide a method for s e l e c t i n g a charter committee
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for

future

consolidate. 4 ^

areas wishing to

Lafayette

Parish had

such a law passed by the 1977 legislature so that i t s present home-rule
charter commission could consider city-parish consolidation.

Police

juror Gordon Dugal stated that through consolidation, "We have a chance
to do something really good for this parish.

The parish is so.small in

size

form

that

it

almost

has

to

adopt

one

of

government

for

economy."43
Based on historical and ecological information, i t is seen that
the

three

parishes

which

are

consolidated,

or

are

considering

consolidation, had or presently have a metropolitan center and a rural
area.

For Orleans, city-parish consolidation evolved as the parish

became t o t a l l y urban and the c i t y ' s boundaries were expanded.
there was no problem with the acceptance of city
services throughout the area.

control

Hence,

and city

Baton Rouge has been able to contend

with the problem of appropriate representation for rural areas through
the establishment of two councils, although urban members of Ward 1
serve on both and outnumber their rural counterparts by seven to f i v e .
Lafayette has yet to complete i t s plan; however, there are reports of
dissatisfaction among some rural charter commission representatives and
interest groups.

The Lafayette Cattlemen's Association, for example,

voiced the opinion that "consolidation would 'be another step toward
big

government

residents." 4 4
Builders

at

local

level'

and

would

hurt

rural

Spokesmen for the Chamber of Commerce, Acadiana Home

Association,

consolidation.

the

and

Acadiana

Central

Labor

Body

favored

A Chamber of Commerce poll showed fifty-two percent of

the residents and sixty-eight percent of the council members favoring
consolidation. 4 5
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Lafayette, like Baton Rouge, must find a means to assure rural
areas and smaller municipalities that city-parish consolidation is not
tantamount to a takeover by the city of Lafayette.

Otherwise, the

charter referendum, like so many others nationally, may not pass, or
the

governmental

organization

may not

function

due to

continuous

agitation between the rural and urban sectors.
Regional Government
A form of local government which further extends the concept
of city-parish/county consolidation is the union of several parishes or
counties.
Louis

Marando, in his 1975 study of consolidation, noted that "St.

City-St.

reorganization

Louis
has

County

come

is

the

before

the

only

defeated in a 1962 statewide referendum.

case where

public."^ 6

multi-county

This

plan

was

In 1978, however, residents

of the Portland, Oregon, area accepted a regional plan of government
for a multi-county urban area.

This organization represents the merger

of the regional services and authorities which have evolved de facto
over time.

Further unification is gained through the popular election

of an executive and twelve councilmen.^?
Louisiana has not formulated a multi-parish government; but,
like many other states, i t

does have councils of government (COGs)

which function on a single or multi-parish

basis.

A COG is an

association of independent governmental units which may include, in
addition to the parish governing board(s) and any city council(s), such
special purpose bodies as school boards, planning commissions, economic
development d i s t r i c t s and special taxing d i s t r i c t s .
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The first COG was established in 1954 in the Detroit area.
movement to informally consolidate governments has been

This

spurred by

Federal funding of regional programs such as planning commissions and
development districts.
and

"No governmental body is required to join a COG

no action by a COG is binding

on its member-governments."48

This lack of commitment is seen by some as a weakness, but others find
the COGs strength to lie in the willingness of one governmental unit to
cooperate with

its neighbor.^

The

Louisiana

parishes

in which

COGs operate are listed in Table 2-3.
The Urban Parish
The city of Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee, in 1962
formed a union whereby the county's government (rather than the city's)
became the dominant unit.

Here, all services to Nashville, the six

suburban towns and the outlying areas are provided by the county.50
This

is

a

modification

of

the

1954

"Lakewood

Plan"

where

interdependence of the county and municipalities is enhanced through
contracts by cities for county services.
organizational

structure

for

Jefferson

In Louisiana, the urban
Parish

lies

between

the

formality of consolidated parish government and the informality of a
single parish COG.

Unlike New Orleans, Baton Rouge, Lafayette (or

Nashville) which attempt to solve urban problems by consolidating the
rural area with a major city, Jefferson Parish, although ninety-six
percent

urban, does not

have an incorporated

center.

Its major

community, Metairie, is serviced entirely by the parish, and parochial
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Table 2-3

COUNCILS OF GOVERNMENT BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Group I
(N=15)

Group I I
(N=21)

Group I I I
(N=27)

Single-Parish COGs
Iberia

X

Lafayette

X

Ouachita

X

St. Martin

X

M u l t i - P a r i s h COGs
Shreve-Area:
Caddo

X

Bossier

X

Webster

X

River Parishes:
S t . James

X

St. Charles

X

S t . John the Bapt i s t

X

Percent of Total

33

19
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government

provides

municipalities.51

a

number

Under

of

services

home r u l e ,

to

Jefferson

the

four

therefore

small

tends

to

operate urban government on a parishwide basis.
A seven-member parish council is the legislative and policymaking body for Jefferson Parish government.

One member is elected

parishwide, and one member from each of the four d i s t r i c t s .

The sixth

and seventh members are elected at

1 and 2

combined, and 3 and 4 combined.

large from d i s t r i c t s

The council member who is elected

parishwide becomes chairman of the council, presides at meetings and
may vote.

The parish president, who is the chief

o f f i c e r , is also elected parishwide.
remove a l l

He has the power to appoint and

employees responsible to him.

curtailed by c i v i l service.

administrative

This power, however,

is

The parish charter further provides that

council members deal with administrative officers and employees only
through the president.^

Still,

his a b i l i t y to act as a check on

the council is limited since he neither votes nor does he have the
power to veto ordinances.
St.

Charles

incorporated areas.

is

a

home

rule

parish

The governing board, like

which
that

contains

no

of Jefferson,

provides substantial urban services throughout the parish.

St. Charles

is divided by the Mississippi River, and i t s 1977 home rule charter
reflects this geographical consideration through the election of two
at-large members—one from each side of the river—and seven members
from single d i s t r i c t s .
that for others.

Compensation for "at-large" councilmen exceeds

All are elected concurrently for four years.

The
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parish president is elected parishwide and advises the council but may
not vote.
and

He may, however, veto ordinances. The president may appoint

remove

employees

responsible

to

him,

but

the

council

has

appointment and removal powers for personnel in any "agency" created by
it.

Furthermore, the council may abolish, consolidate or transfer the

functions of any department, office or agency.5^
Another urban parish without municipalities is St. Bernard.
Here, a petition requesting home rule was circulated by residents in
the early 1960s, but was rejected by the police jury.

Instead, the

jury formed a study committee, which recommended that an amendment be
proposed to institute a charter commission.
subject to statewide approval.
Bernard

by a

substantial

Such an amendment was

Although the measure carried in St.

margin,

it

was

defeated

in

the

state

vote.54
In 1966 an identical amendment was passed allowing the parish
to formulate a charter.
the results.
election

This time the parish voters failed to approve

Conversations with persons involved in the home rule

indicate

that

the

structural

changes

proposed

were

not

strongly supported by prominent local officials. 55
St. Bernard continues to operate under the police jury system;
still,

its

parish

throughout the area.

government

provides

extensive

urban

services

In this instance, the urban parish has been able

to function under the traditional institutional arrangement.
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Separation of the Legislative and
Executive Functions and Officers
Some parishes (and counties, nationally) which do not find that
consolidation or the urban parish fits their needs are turning to the
elected executive. Torrence, in 1974, noted that of the 3,000 counties
nationally, fifty had separated the legislative and executive functions
through the election at large of a county executive.^
this number had increased to 142.5?

By 1977,

Today, the number is still not

large.
In

theory, the

elected

executive

proposes

policy to

the

legislative board and, as chief administrator, is also responsible for
seeing that policy is carried out.
to have veto power
employees.

Some charters permit the executive

(which may be overridden) and to select all

This is considered to be the strong executive model. Other

charters permit the executive to have less authority, but generally
leave the administration of county/parish governing board functions
under his directi on.$%
When Lafourche Parish, in 1976, adopted a home rule charter,
the primary change in the system of government was the parishwide
election

of a president.

executive branch.

This step, in effect, established

an

Judge Walter Lanier, Jr., chairman of the commission

which drafted the home rule charter for Lafourche, stated, "Generally
speaking, all legislative power was vested in the parish governing
authority and except as otherwise provided in the charter all executive
power was lodged with the parish president."^

This separation of
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powers is wide since the president votes only to break a tie and was
not given veto power.

The name "police jury" was retained, as was the

number of governing board members.

Voters were given an option and

chose to elect the jury from single-member districts.
The office of mayor in Orleans and East Baton Rouge parishes
and the council presidents of Lafourche, Jefferson, and St. Charles
parishes provide voters with the opportunity to choose one person as
parish

president, rather than choosing

president from its members.

a council

which

selects a

These independently elected executives do

not have a voice on the council as a member-president would.

The

extent to which the executive controls the operation of departments and
the selection of employees under these charters also depends heavily
on council ordinances.
The

charter

commissions

of

St.

Tammany,

Ascension,

and

Tangipahoa parishes are looking into elected executive forms for their
governing bodies.

Since these parishes are closely located to other

home-rule parishes, one may be assured that they are observing the
progress and problems of their neighbors.
The discussion of separate executives will be continued
Chapter 3.

in

There, separation of powers and differentiation of roles

are analyzed within the context of parish

governmental

operations.
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Summary

At

the

beginning

of

this

chapter,

three

indicators

of

organizational development for parish governing bodies were delineated:
1. Autonomy through home rule
2.

Innovative institutional arrangements

3.

Separation of legislative and executive functions and
officials

Each indicator was selected

on the basis of its relationship to

criteria generally used in American developmental studies and those of
the Third World.
After

applying

bodies, a strong

development

indicators

to

parish

governing

involvement was found among the three criteria.

Parishes which have adopted home rule charters (and are thus more
autonomous

from

state

government)

have, through

their

charters,

established institutional forms that are more suitable to increased and
changing

responsibilities.

These

new

arrangements

stress

the

separation of the executive from the legislative in terms of functions
and personnel.

It was further noted that these home rule parishes

constitute'thirty-three percent of the parishes classified in Chapter 1
as having developed populations (Group I). On the other hand, twentyone percent of the less developed parishes (Group II) and none of the
underdeveloped parishes (Group III) have adopted home rule charters.
Hence, parishes having the characteristics of developed

populations
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also tend toward home rule governments, have more often established
innovative

governmental

forms

to

unify

the

services

and

responsibilities of highly urban parishes, and have used their charters
to create a separate executive branch.
In summary, the institutional development criteria chosen for
this study indicate that certain parishes are adjusting the structure
of their governing bodies to address the modern demands of parish
government more adequately.
a sign of development.
institutional

Modification or change is not, of itself,

Yet, when such change can be associated with

characteristics that are found in the more developed

nations, it indicates that the government which is instituting these
changes is moving forward on the development continuum.

Furthermore,

the parish governments with structural traits comparable to those of
modern nations are most frequently those designated by this study as
being "developed."

Hence, it is possible to show that a strong move

toward institutional development occurs more frequently in parishes
where the characteristics of the population also suggest that greater
development is taking place.
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Chapter 3
THE ADMINISTRATION OF PARISH GOVERNMENT
Lane W. Lancaster, an early proponent of ecological theory,
asserted

that

the

administration

of

a

particular

governmental

institution is conditioned largely by the thinking and tradition of
the people.

In rural America, he said, the amateur tradition runs

counter to modern concepts of administration.*
The rural-urban dichotomy of Louisiana parish populations was
illustrated in Chapter 1.

It was further shown in Chapter 2 that the

complexity in. structure of governing boards varies considerably from
one parish to another, and that the degree of complexity affects the
administrative requirements of individual boards. In this chapter, the
operational methods of parish government are explored and relationships
between the developmental levels of their administrative procedures and
the development of the populations they serve are examined.
The Developed Administration
Administrative

literature

is

rich

bureaucratic operations of public agencies.

with

analyses

of

the

As a subject of scholarly

inquiry, bureaucracies are often associated with the works of German
social
"ideal"

scientist Max Weber in the 1890s and early 1900s.^
bureaucratic

model

corresponded

most

closely

to

His
the

administration of developed European nations in that day. Ferrel Heady
observed that numerous models have subsequently been built; yet, most
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exhibit common characteristics including:
authority

which

ensure

subordination;

(2)

differentiates

roles

requirement

that

an ordered

system

specialization,
within

the

employment

be

(1) hierarchy, levels of
of

superordination

division

organization;
open

and

of

labor

and

(3)

recruitment

and
which

equality,
based

on

qualification rather than abscription.3
York Willburn, in discussing fundamental guides to change at
the local l e v e l , makes note of the need for "executive leadership" and
"administrative

integration"

(hierarchy);

"professional ization

public service"

(specialization and expertise); and "equity"

of

(equal

treatment for persons equally situated).^
Lucien Pye in 1966 brought administrative concepts more f u l l y
into

the theory of development.

In an effort

to

establish some

c r i t e r i a for judging the progression from the traditional practices to
the

modern,

he delineated

three

development

characteristics

that

correspond, in part, to those typifying Weber's "ideal" model.

These

characteristics were differentiation and specialization, equality, and
capacity. 5
The model

of

a developed

parish

administration

that

was

constructed for this study draws from basic tenets of administrative
and developmental
development

are:

literature.
(1)

Indicators chosen for
hierarchy;

(2)

administrative

differentiation

and

specialization; (3) equality; and (4) capacity.
A v a i l a b i l i t y of data limited the examination of other aspects
of

administration.

For example,

in-depth

interviews

with

office

personnel throughout the state would have been required to analyze more
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sensitive aspects of personnel

relationships.

Research

limitations

required that questionnaire responses (Appendix A) be relied upon as
the major

source of information.

As noted

in the

Introduction,

questionnaires were mailed to sixty-three parish administrators.

In

some instances, respondents were police jury secretaries; in other
parishes, professional

managers replied to the instrument.

Fifty-

seven, or ninety percent, responded by either returning the form or by
answering questions via telephone or in person.
Comments relative to personnel relationships within the various
offices

were

statements

solicited

are

more

to

supplement

meaningful

than

the
the

data.
standard

Some

of

these

questionnaire

responses in providing insights into parochial administration.

Yet,

the tenuous nature of the information provided in this chapter should
not be overlooked.

Administrators

are major

participants

in the

operation of parish boards and are informed observers of parochial
government.

Their

views, however, may be biased

by their close

association with their own offices.
The tenuous nature of the data is further reflected in the
discussion of capacity of board members.

Here, the analyses are based

on an assumed carry-over from occupational experiences to ability in
the performance of governmental

tasks.

Common sense leads one to

believe that the daily decision-making experiences of a businessman
bear a closer analogy to those of a parish board member than do the
experiences of a machine operator to such a public official.

It is

concluded, therefore, that the businessman has a greater capacity for
governing than does the operator.

Intervening influences that could
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disprove such assumptions are numerous; yet, the relationships between
occupational levels of board members and developmental levels of parish
boards prove interesting.
Because so little is known of operational procedures on the
parish level, it is justifiable to explore administrative development
on

the basis

of hierarchy,

equality, and capacity.

differentiation

and specialization,

The findings of these analyses may, however,

be inconclusive since the desired substance of the data is, in some
instances, lacking.
Hierarchy
Ours is the age of the executive, just as the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were the
age of the legislature.°
Since Louisiana parishes have entered new service areas and
have accepted the complexities of urban governance, i t has become more
d i f f i c u l t for their governing boards to serve in dual legislative and
administrative capacities.

Most board members serve part-time and

handle their o f f i c i a l duties in conjunction with the responsibilities
of their respective occupations.

They cannot, therefore, contribute

the time and energy necessary for the day-to-day operation of parish
governments.

Fifty-four parishes (those other than home rule parishes

and those considering home rule)
system.
serves

still

adhere to the police

jury

Here, the jury elects a president from its membership, who
as

presiding

officer

and

has

some degree

of

executive

authority, depending usually on the power he is willing or able to
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assert.

The president does not have appointment or veto powers, but

generally supervises the professional jury staff.

Since his office is

also part-time, this supervisory capacity may be limited.
In 1960, the state legislature permitted governing boards to
employ managers who could be professionals or members of the board.
The law was extended in 1974 to provide for the selection of board or
non-board members as assistant managers.

The office of manager for

parish governing boards was 'intended to prevent overlapping of the
p o l i t i c a l and bureaucratic sectors in the administrative function.

The

professional parish manager was to assume a position long advocated by
reform-minded students of municipal

government.

John Harrigan, for

example, observed that c i t y managers
serve as a mechanism for introducing cosmopolitan professionals
into positions of local leadership. This [tends] to break down
the resistance of parochially oriented local governments to
planning and standardization of procedures.
In most instances, Louisiana police juries have turned over
administrative work to secretaries or secretary-treasurers whose duties
correspond

to

those

secretary-treasurers

of

administrative

frequently

aides.

become ;de

Secretaries

facto

parish

and

managers,

however, because of their full-time jobs, their extensive contacts with
a l l aspects of parish administration, and the reliance of the police
jury on their advice in the decision-making process.
In order to investigate the hierarchy of supervision within
parish governing boards, administrators were asked to comment on the
interaction of the president with the staff.
their responses.

Table 3-1 summarizes
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Table 3-1
INTERACTION OF PRESIDENT WITH STAFF
(In Percent)

Group I
(N=15)

Group I I
(N=19)

Group I I I
(N=23)

0

16

17

0

21

26

Delegates supervision to
another administrator whom
he supervises

80

42

43

Other

20

21

13

Total

100

100

99

Item

The board president:
D i r e c t l y supervises
f u l l time

staff

Supervises s t a f f on a l l
that are not routine

Although the majority of responses indicate a hierarchy of supervision
from president to administrator, some of the "other" responses reveal
that the

administrator

has

assumed

rather

autonomous

authority:

"The jury has delegated authority for administration to
the secretary-treasurer."
"We have no supervision.
want t o . "

We operate the office the way we

" L i t t l e supervision by president-manager."
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"Secretary and Treasurer are mostly unsupervised."
"Secretary-Treasurer is supervisor."
Further variations

in hierarchy are seen when the

patterns of developed and less developed parishes are compared.

staffing
Parish

governments may be as complex as the two developed parishes shown in
figures 3-1 and 3-2; or, they may be as simple as a parish office where
the

combined secretary-treasurer

supervises

a clerk,

while

police

jurors supervise ward road crews, either directly or through a foreman.
In Figure 3 - 1 , direct

lines of supervision extend from the

separately elected mayor-president to the executive departments.

In

t h i s parish, the mayor-president has the power to appoint and remove
department heads under his supervision.

Department heads, in t u r n ,

appoint s t a f f , choosing from the three most qualified applicants as
determined through competitive examinations.
created

for

the

administration

of

the

Thus, a hierarchy

executive

branch.

is
The

legislative branch is less hierarchial since the council appoints the
five

top

administrative

officers

but

shares

the

administrative board members with the mayor-president.

appointment

of

Moreover, the

administration of the parish is divided, since the boards report to the
legislative branch rather than to the executive.

This further disrupts

the hierarchical arrangement.
The

developed

police

jury

organization

illustrated

in

Figure 3-2 combines the administration hierarchy and places i t under
the police j u r y .

Lines of responsibility run through the manager for

central office staff and through the parish engineer for maintenance
and construction staff.
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!
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Figure 3-1. ORGANIZATION OF DEVELOPED CITY-PARISH GOVERNMENT
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ORGANIZATION OF DEVELOPED POLICE JURY PARISH GOVERNMENT

A more formal

hierarchy would place the manager above the

engineer and the secretary-treasurer

under the supervision

of the

manager.

This arrangement is seen in a few of the parishes where

managers

have

replaced

secretaries

as administrative

officers.

From the foregoing description, it is seen that presidents in
the

developed

authority.

parishes

of Group

I are more

likely

to delegate

This may be due in part to the increased complexity of

staff roles and patterns, as will be discussed later in this chapter.
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Overall,

however, fragmentation

hierarchy generally exists.

of

authority

rather

than

ordered

Where parishes have full-time elective

heads or professional managers, the administrative system becomes more
rational; but, this is presently found in only twelve of the sixtythree

parishes.

ostensibly

In other

both

executives

parishes, police
and

jury

administrators,

interaction with staff varies considerably.

presidents
although

are
their

From staff interviews, the

impression is that secretaries are the real administrators for less
developed parishes, while the involvement of presidents is minimal.
Differentiation and Specialization
In developing nations, executive, legislative, and judicial
functions and personnel are often combined.
James

S.

Coleman

also

found

in

Gabriel A. Almond and

underdeveloped

societies

that

administration and employee roles were undifferentiated structurally
and more akin to the particular environment than to the universal.^
Moreover, the limited available human resources and personality-based
power structures of the Third World tend to encourage multiple officeholding.

While dual office-holding is not uncommon in Louisiana local

government, even more prevalent are situations where employees carry
out

responsibilities

of

several

jobs.

This

generalization

of

assignments is found particularly in smaller parishes with limited work
forces.

The further a government moves toward

an organizational

framework where functions are differentiated and specialized jobs are
defined, the further it has moved in the direction of development.
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Leadership Differentiation
The board member-manager is an example of the problems that
result

from

lack

of

administrative units.

differentiation

between

the

political

and

Here, the administrator is still a member of the

legislative body, but his power on that body is intensified because of
his authority in carrying out the policies he helps create. As manager
and board member, he not only serves as an advisor to the jury, but he
also acts on this advice.
president; this
In

practice

comparing

the

In six parishes, the manager is also jury
extends the

power

differentiation

of

problem

even

personnel

further.

for

parish

governing boards, Table 3-2 lists the parishes that have appointed
managers.

From these data and the survey of elected executives in

Chapter 2, it is seen that parishes in Group I are more likely to have
administrative

functions differentiated

from the

legislative

body.

Parishes in Group II are moving toward the appointment of managers but
are using board members in these positions.
Specialization Through Committees
Differentiation and specialization apply to political decisionmaking

personnel

as well

as to

staff.

Parish

governing

boards

frequently form standing committees for administrative and legislative
purposes.

The primary purpose of committees is to divide the labor of

investigating and making preliminary decisions on the multitude of
issues coming to the attention of a parish government.

The general
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Table 3-2
PARISHES WITH SEPARATE ADMINISTRATORS
(By Development Group)9

Group I
(N=15)

Parish

Group I I
(N=21)

-Group I I I
(N=27)

Appointed Professional Managers
Allen
Bossier
Calcasieu
Lafayette
Ouachita
St. John the Baptist
West Baton Rouge

X
X
X
X
X
X

Appointed Juror-Managers
Acadia
Ascension
Concordia

x
x
x

DeSoto

x

Iberville"
Natchitoches
St. Bernard0
St. Landry0
St. Tammany0
Sabine0
Union
Washington

Percent of Total

Source:
a

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

40

38

18

Louisiana Police Jury Association.

Parishes with separately elected executives are not included.
^Manager is also vice-president of j u r y .
°Manager is also president of jury.
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lack of executive officers thus casts the burden of executive decisionmaking on the boards in areas such as personnel.

Where political and

administrative problems are complex and board members serve part-time,
functional specialization in the form of committees seems a necessity.
Parish
committees

administrators

of their

governing

were

asked

boards.

to

list

the

From

their

standing

responses, no

development, population, or other discernible pattern is found for the
number of committees formed in the various parishes.

Several parishes

in Groups I, II, and III have eight or more committees, and some in
each group have one or two.
governments that function

Only in Group III are there parish

without

committees

(except

a parish

in

Group I whose six-man police jury operates as a committee of the whole
on all matters).
Similar variations occur with regard to standing committees.
Table 3-3 shows the types of committees

listed

by administrators.

Finance, roads and bridges, buildings, and personnel committees were
cited as being most important.

Other committees that were named are

listed in the order most frequently mentioned.

From Table 3-3, it is

seen that parish boards use specialized committees as an integral part
of their administrative and decision-making

process.

In addition,

their committees are often organized to meet particular needs.

A

"Sidewalk and Bicycle" committee would be unnecessary in a rural area,
and

urban

Fisheries."

parishes

would

not

be

concerned

with

"Wildlife

and

On the whole, however, Louisiana parish governments seem
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Table 3-3

SPECIALIZATION OF SUBJECT-MATTER COMMITTEES*

Committee
1. Finance and Budget
2. Roads and Bridges
3. Buildings
4. Personnel
5. Drainage
6. Recreation
7. Health and Welfare
8. Civil Defense
9. Food Stamps
10. Solid Waste
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Insurance
Public Safety
Airport
Equipment
Executive
Sales Tax
Legislative
Special Services
Policy and Procedure
Claims

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Ambulance
Wildlife and Fisheries
Utilities
Liquor Permits
CETA
Atchafalaya
Purchasing
Capital Improvement
Public Relations
Planning

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
'39.
40.

Industrial
Organization and Rules
Libraries
Ethics
Bids
Bill Approval
Intercoastal
Community Action Agency
Federal Grants
Equal Employment

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Juvenile Rehabilitation
Ferry
Building Permits
Sidewalks and Bicycles
Evaluation
*Listed in order, according to frequency of mention by
administrators.
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to advocate specialization in important subject areas through extensive
committee systems.

Since this indicates that parishes are emulating

the practices of other American legislatures, they may be said to be
modernizing.
Specialization of Staff
Responses to the request for information

on parish

staffs

indicate that the usual arrangement for Group I is to employ personnel
who are specialized in their fields through training and experience and
who perform highly differentiated roles.

In Group II, the offices of

secretary and treasurer are generally separate, thus differentiating
financial administration from personnel

and record-keeping.

Parish

engineers are usually hired on a part-time basis; some specialization
begins to occur through the employment

of road

supervisors, fire

chiefs, building supervisors, housing directors, and federal
administrators,

along

with
There

the

usual

component

is some carry-over

of
from

program

clerical
Group

and

maintenance

staff.

II to

Group III.

In the third group, however, the parish engineer is more

likely to be a private civil engineer who is placed on retainer, and
federal

programs are usually

subcontracted

to

non-profit

agencies

rather than being administered by parish personnel.
In summary, differentiation and specialization of staff occur
most frequently in the highly developed parishes.
parish governments are building authentic

In many cases, these

bureaucracies.

developed areas, parish business is conducted on a

In less

particularistic

basis by a small staff whose jobs include a range of responsibilities.
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Equality
As an attribute of development, equality is seen by Third World
observers

to

include

universal

application

of

laws,

political

participation and selection of personnel on the basis of merit. Almond
and Coleman found in underdeveloped areas that recruitment to both
political and administrative offices was often based on ascriptive
characteristics such as kinship.9
Sub-national units in the United States are bound by national
and

state

statutes

that

provide

for

universal

laws.

Popular

participation in voting and office-holding has been strengthened as a
result of Federal civil rights decisions, beginning in the 1950s, and
the passage of related legislation.
governments,

however,

is

largely

Democrats who are traditional

Election to office in parochial
the

prerogative

in Louisiana

of

white

politics.

practices are also prevalent in personnel selection.

male

Traditional

Like developing

nations, parish governments use a number of employment methods that
range from kinship and patronage to civil

service.

It is found,

therefore, that the indicators of equality that are most related to
parishes are

election of officials from non-traditional

groups and

selection of employees on the basis of merit.
Board Members from Non-Traditional Groups
Parochial boards have historically been composed of white males
of the Democratic Party. Hence, parishes with officials who do not fit
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this mold are moving away from traditional

political

patterns.

The

degree of office-holding by blacks may s t i l l be affected by the percent
of

black

population

in

individual

parishes.

In like

manner, the

percentage of Republican or "other" registrants may be a mitigating
influence

on the

election

of

non-Democrats.

Party

affiliation,

however, is a matter of choice, and Louisiana's open election system,
adopted in 1975, permits even greater freedom in choosing candidates of
any party or of no party. 1 0

There are s l i g h t l y more females than

males in the state; therefore, office-holding by women is not affected
by numerical inequities.
Black Members
Equality

in

terms

numerous considerations.
t h i r t y percent black.
the

state's

registration

of

black

office-holding

is

subject

to

In 1970, the population of the state was

In December 1974, nearly twenty-three percent of

registered

voters

was

black;

had increased one percent.

by

1978,

Precise

black

figures

voter

are not

available for the number of black parish board members after the 1972
election; but, by the end of that term (1975), f i f t y
serving.

blacks were

A survey made after the 1975 election indicates that the

number of blacks increased by t h i r t y percent, to seventy-two.

This is

significant when compared with a fourteen percent increase in black
elected o f f i c i a l s nationwide during the same period. 1 1
Although black population and registration increased, extensive
reapportionment
attitudes

programs supervised by federal

toward

black

participation

are

courts
probably

significance to the election of black o f f i c i a l s .

and changing
of

greater

Reapportionment of
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wards and districts from which board members are elected
piecemeal

and usually the result of federal

suit.

An

has been
acceptable

redistricting plan is generally one in which certain wards having heavy
concentrations of black population are delineated.
electing

black board

members

The likelihood of

from those districts

is, therefore,

substantially increased.
Attitudinal changes are exemplified by the 1977 election of a
black mayor to head the city-parish government of New Orleans.

Here,

white and black voters combined in selecting the city's first black
chief executive.

Support

of a black

undoubtedly occurs in other

local

candidate

by white

elections, but

pinpoint since votes are not compiled by race.

voters

is difficult

to

In the main, however,

white voters continue to support white candidates and black voters more
and more support blacks.

Although the election of blacks

is due

primarily to the lowering of barriers to office-holding rather than to
the willingness of voters to support minority candidates, the increased
openness of the electoral system is an important aspect of equality.
As Pye observes, a spirit or attitude toward equality is, in most
views, characteristic of political development.^
Although many factors
members,

the

influence

of

affect

the election

population,

voter

development are of primary interest in this study.
variables are presented

of

black

registration,

board
and

Raw data on these

in Appendix C and are shown in Table 3-4.

Here, it is seen that parishes with high percentages of blacks in the
population and high percentages of black registered voters are more
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Table 3-4
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF BLACK BOARD MEMBERS, BY
BLACK POPULATION, BLACK REGISTERED VOTERS, AND
PARISH DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Item

Average Percentage of
Black Board Members

Black Population
Low
(0-22%)
Medium (23%-44%)
High
(45%-67%)

3.4
10.1
22.7

Black Registered Voters
Low
(0-17%)
Medium (18%-34%)
High
(35%-51%)

2.2
11.5
21.3

Parish Development Group
Group I
(N=15)
Group II (N=21)
Group III (N=27)

Source:

9.7
10.4
12.0

Data compiled from sources indicated in Appendix C of this
report.
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likely to elect blacks to their governing boards.
higher the developmental

Conversely, the

level of residents in a parish, the less

likely is its board to include black members.
Initially, these findings seem contrary to the expectation that
developed parishes would have open political systems resulting in the
election of officials from non-traditional

groups.

In Chapter 1,

however, it was seen that the developed parishes tend to have fewer
black residents. When the influence of population is controlled, as in
Table 3-5, the relationship between black office-holding and higher
levels of development becomes somewhat stronger.

Parishes in Group I

with low and medium black populations average larger percentages of
black board members.

Since Orleans is the only parish represented in

the Group I "high" population cell, the percentage indicated is not a
sufficient basis for conclusions.
Factors other than population may be relevant in determining
why parishes in the Orleans area have few blacks on their governing
boards.

It will be shown later in this chapter that the social status

of board members in these parishes is high. The emphasis placed by the
electorate on the social level of officials may thus deter the election
of blacks.
Women Members
Women have made less of an impact numerically on traditional
parish governing boards than blacks.

A 1974 local government survey

showed that women are more likely to be elected as school board or city
council members, assessors, or clerks of court than as sheriffs or
members of a parish

governing

board.^

The role of the

parish
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Table 3-5
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF BLACK BOARD MEMBERS BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP,
(Controlled for Black Population)

Population Category
Medium (231-441)

Low (0-22X)
Parish Development
Group

Percentage of
Black Members

Number of
Parishes

Percentage of
Black Members

High (45X-67X)

Number of
Parishes

Percentage of
Black Members

Number of
Parishes

I

(N-15)'

4.7

7.

14.0

7

14.0

1

II

(N-21)

4.0

5

9.8

13

26.0

3

I I I (N=27)

0

4

6.8

12

22.6

11

Source:

board

Data compiled from sources shown 1n Appendix C.

member

has long

been

construction and maintenance.

associated

with

road

and

building

Supervision of a road crew is not the

kind of work that would attract most women; furthermore, traditional
conceptions

of male-female

roles

inhibit

voter

support

of female

candidates.

Such factors increase the general tendency in the United

States for fewer women than men to seek and to gain public offices.
Police Jury Association records indicate that five women were
elected to the 1972-75 term.

After the 1976 election, fourteen were
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elected

and

two

were

appointed

to

fill

vacancies.

Women

represented two percent of the board members at that time.

thus

Rapides and

Calcasieu parishes each elected three women.
Table 3-6 indicates that a larger number of the women board
members are from the developed parishes (Group I).
parishes

having

female

board

members

are

among

In general, the
those

where

the

transition is being made from supervisory to legislative duties and
from traditional-rural to modern-urban services.

It seems reasonable

to assume that these changes will make future parochial office-holding
more attractive and available to women.
Minority Party Membership
In 1975, Louisiana changed from closed party primaries to the
most non-partisan open primary system in the United States.

Prior to

that time, few Republicans entered races for local offices and even
fewer won when faced by Democratic opponents in the general election.
The pervasive nature and strength of Democratic registration in the
state is such that at the time of the last election in 1975, the parish
having the highest

party competition

Republicans or "others."

registered

only

11.6 percent

Table 3-7 indicates the parishes with highest

levels of party competition, all of which are in Group I.
The seven parishes with the highest degree of party competition
are all developed parishes (i.e., in Group I).

The table also shows

that the percentage of non-Democrats increased slightly after the 1975
election.

The influence of the open primary on this increase is

impossible to determine at this point.

It is further seen that the

seven most competitive parishes remained the same, although the degree
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Table 3-6
NUMBER OF WOMEN ON PAROCHIAL GOVERNING BOARDS IN 1976,
BY PARISH DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Number of Women
Parish

Group I

Group II

Group III

Beauregard
Caddo
Calcasieu
East Baton Rouge
East Carroll
Rapides
St. John the Baptist
St. Mary

West Baton Rouge
West Carroll

Total Number of Women
Percent of Women in Total
Board Membership

0.5

0.1

0.09
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Table 3-7
PARISHES WITH HIGHEST PARTY COMPETITION BASED ON
NUMBER OF REGISTERED VOTERS

Percent Registered
Republican and "Others"
Parish*

1974

1975

10.5

11.6

Lincoln

8.2

9.6

Bossier

7.5

9.8

Jefferson

7.5

8.1

Lafayette

7.0

7.8

Ouachita

7.0

8.2

East Baton Rouge

6.7

7.9

Caddo

*These parishes all fall in Group I.
Source:

Louisiana State Board of Registration, Report of
Registered Voters, quarters ending December 1974 and
December 1975.
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of party competition shifted s l i g h t l y .

Between 1974 and 1975, the four

urban northern parishes--Caddo, Lincoln, Bossier, and Ouachita—gained
over the southern parishes of Jefferson, Lafayette, and Baton Rouge in
Republican and "Other" voters.

Table 3-8
NUMBER OF REPUBLICAN MEMBERS OF PARISH GOVERNING BOARDS
ELECTED IN 1975

Group

Number of
Members Elected

Caddo

[

3

Bossier

r

1

Parish

1

East Baton Rouge

I[

Plaquemines

1

1

Rapides

Minority party members of parish governing boards increased
from four in 1974 to seven elected
(Table 3-8).
from

The seven members are all Republicans and are largely

the parishes

Plaquemines

in 1975 for the 1976-80 term

Parish

with

strong

minority-party

was the exception

since

voter

affiliations.

it has three

percent
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registered Republicans and "Others," but has elected a Republican to
its commission.

Plaquemines Parish is also the only parish outside

Group I to elect a minority party member to its board.
The preceding survey of equality indicates that Louisiana's
political system has become legally more accessible to non-traditional
groups.

This was accomplished through legislative and court actions

related to the voter and candidate rights of racial minorities and may
have also been affected by the open primary system which encourages
wider participation by voters and candidates affiliated with minority
parties.

Social changes are also occurring that tend to encourage

office-holding by women and Republicans.
developed

parishes whose

urban centers:

This more often occurs in the
(1) draw minority

members from other parts of the nation; and

party

(2) have more active

political organizations to encourage participation by women.

Although

it would be expected that black organizations and concentrations of
dense minority population in urban areas would further the election of
black board members, the data only partially supports this hypothesis.
Those parishes in Group I that are outside the Orleans Parish
area exhibit greater equality in the composition of their boards.

The

higher development of Orleans area parishes should be consistent with
political equality.

Remnants of machine politics exist in parishes

near the state's largest city and may account for the closed nature of
the political system in this section of the state.^
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Employment Based on Merit
Equality as the basis for personnel

recruitment

is also of

prime importance in the movement from traditional to modern operations.
The state

and

standards.

its

larger municipalities

adhere

to

civil

service

In parish governments, however, traditions of patronage

widely exist.

As previously noted, it has long been the practice of

board members to select employees from their wards to work on road
maintenance crews within the ward and to take turns in hiring central
office staff.

Improvements are seen, however, toward

standardized

personnel systems, and civil service systems have been established in
some parishes.
A comparison
attitudinal

of charter provisions

differences

in relation

in two

to employment.

parishes

reveal

In Jefferson

Parish,
all appointments and promotions in the service of the
parish. . .shall be made on the basis of merit and fitness,
which shall be determined, insofar as practicable, by
competitive test. . . .^
The Plaquemines Parish charter states that,
The Parish Council, by Ordinance, may provide for the
employment of any employees and personnel which, in
their judgment, may be necessary and proper to perform. . .
the duties and functions of parish government. . .The Parish
Council shall have the exclusive authority to provide for the
compensation and terms and conditions of employment. . . .^
Administrators were asked to comment on the employee selection
methods used in their respective parishes.
from

the

questionnaire,

(Table 3-9).'

reveal

a range

The responses, tabulated
of

employment

procedures
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Table 3-9
EMPLOYEE SELECTION METHODS, BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
(In Percent)

Group I
(N=14)

Group II
(N=19)

By member from ward where
vacancy occurs

0

16

22

By members taking turns

0

11

13

By personnel committee on
whatever basis it chooses

7

16

18

By board on whatever basis
it chooses

0

26

30

On the basis of an establis hed
personnel system based on
qualifications

64

21

9

Through civil service

30

0

0

0

11

9

101

101

101

Method of Selection

Other

Total Percentage

Group III
(N=23)
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Four of the administrators made comments under the category of "Other."
"Full jury selects department head and department hires
staff."
"Road foreman is in charge of hiring and firing work
crews."
"Sometimes chosen at random although office staff is
selected more selectively."
"Depends on the politics."
In interviews, several administrators indicated that they would like to
see more standardized
parishes.

When

employment

questioned

procedures

regarding

established

the benefits

for their

of

standard

practices, they generally cited the criticism their offices received
when the hiring or firing of staff could not be justified.
The Police Jury Association is given credit for a large measure
of the change in parochial employment practices.
Service Intergovernmental
Association

has provided

Through U.S. Civil

Personnel Act grants, in recent years the
technical

assistance

to

those

parish

governments desiring to establish valid systems of employment, job
classification, and pay. Although Table 3-9 indicates that, outside
Group I, much improvement is needed in personnel selection procedures,
the value of merit system employment is becoming recognized.
Capacity
Pye

defines

capacity

as

involving

a

trend

toward

professionalism and rationality in administration where a government's
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actions are guided

more by deliberations, and justifications

carried out in a systematic manner.
development

government

moves

from

are

"In a sense," Pye says, "with
the

stage

of

being

a

social

preoccupation to becoming an industry."^
Whether in developing nations or in subnational units of the
United States, capacity refers to the ability of a government to
perform in a manner that is both efficient and effective. Many factors
influence the ability of a parish governing body to comprehend and
carry out its functions.

Elected officials must possess decision-

making and organizational abilities; staff must be able to institute
policies; and these human resources must be properly utilized in the
governing process.
Ability of Officials
The working hypothesis of the first chapter was that higher,
status occupations and higher educational levels are indicators of more
developed populations. Kenneth Prewitt and others involved in analyses
of recruitment to city councils found that the "social class difference
between governors and governed is perhaps the most obvious or at least
the most

frequently

remarked

upon

difference.

. . ."^

Donald

Matthews observed that the status of the elective office in terms of
high or low prestige or power is a drawing card that attracts a
candidate from comparable social level.^

In Texas, where counties

are governed by Commissioners' Courts composed of a county judge and
four commissioners, Edwin S. Davis found that the socioeconomic status
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of judges was higher than that of commissioners.

Like Matthews, Davis

concluded that the higher the office, the more distinguished its usual
incumbents.^
Parish governing boards generally rank low in the hierarchy of
governmental

institutions

in

the

United

States.

This

study

hypothesizes, however, that some parish governing boards have developed
to a greater degree than others.

Developed boards have been defined

here to mean those with more functional structures, more efficient and
effective operations, and whose policies adequately serve public needs.
Developed boards should, therefore, have greater prestige because of
their increased public involvement.

The question asked is whether the

developmental level of a parish governing board correlates with its
ability to attract members of higher social status, whose backgrounds
and experiences increase their probable ability to govern.
Usual criteria for determining social

status are education,

occupation, residence, income, and reputation.^!
study

are

limited

represented.

since

each

board

member

The data for this
in

each

parish

is

Occupation is one status variable that was obtainable

universally from a Louisiana Police Jury Association survey in 1976,
which described

the employment of each of the 600 board members.

Table 3-10 compares the occupational
members.

levels of parish board

Here it is assumed that professional

and

administrative

positions require a higher level of formal or self-education and demand
greater managerial skills.

Such skills are associated with leadership

and should lend themselves to policy formulation.

Professionals and

managers are analogous to employers and thus rank highest on the
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Table 3-10
OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS OF BOARD MEMBERS BY DEVELOPMENT GROUPS
(In Percent)

Group I
(N=192)

Group II
(N=226) "

Group III
(N=242)

Professional-Managers

59.2

27.4

20.9

Clerical, Sales, Service,
Skilled

11.5

15.7

20.1

Agricultural

7.2

23.4

27.9

Housewife, Student, Retired

8.7

7.1

11.5

Operatives

6.7

17.6

12.7

0

0

0.4

6.7

8.8

6.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

Occupations

Laborer
No Response

Total

occupational
positions

status

scale.

Clerical,

sales,

service,

and

skilled

are usually held by persons who are middle-level employees.

Their task is to carry out decisions rather than to make them.
level involves agricultural pursuits.

A third

The term "farmer" or "cattleman"

may be applied to range of occupations, from agribusiness to workers on
the family farm.
extensive
class.

Board members whose work indicated control

enterprise

were

placed

in

the

of an

"professional-managerial"

The work of others listed as farmers was assumed to be more
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traditionally agricultural
urban services and demands.

and less related to the complexities of
The unemployed group includes housewives,

students, and retired persons. The absence of their involvement in the
operation

of a modern

decision-making

business

required

for

placement at this position.

(which could

a

governing

be analogous

board)

to the

supports

their

The time they have to contribute to their

offices (and the past experiences of those who are retired), however,
may add to the importance of this group.
Occupations listed as "operatives" include persons involved in
transportation and the operation of machines.
social

status, second only to

laborers.

These jobs rank low in
Persons

in neither the

operative nor the labor category would seem to have the occupational
experiences most valuable for participation on modern governing boards.
They are, therefore, classified in the lowest ranking.
These six occupational levels are listed in Table 3-10.
number of board

members

from each

occupational

development group is also delineated.

category

The

in each

Noticeable variations are seen

between the occupations of parochial board members from developed and
underdeveloped parishes.

The percentage of farmers is greatest in

Groups II and III—the less developed, more rural parishes.

These

groups also have more members classified as "operatives," including a
number of school bus drivers and timber-related workers.

Conversely,

the number of members who are professionals or managers is noticeably
greater in Group I, the developed group.
members throughout

the

example, all Jefferson
attorneys.

Orleans
Parish

area
council

The occupational

is exceptionally
members

are

level of

high.

For

businessmen

or
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Bryan T. Downes in his study, "Municipal Social Rank and the
Characteristics of Local Political Leaders," found that the political
milieu exerts an influence on the types of officials elected to
office. 22

Although the

data

related

to

status of parish

board

members are limited to occupations, the extensive difference between
occupational levels of officials in Group III and in Group I further
attests to the tendency for more developed parish governments to
attract candidates from higher social strata.
Although the correlation between social level and ability to
govern is largely subjective, Kenneth Prewitt notes that "the general
life experiences of persons from higher social levels lend themselves
to public administration; and, officials are selected. . .according to
some notion, however implicit, that some are more fit to govern than
others."2**

in

addition, the

complexities

of

modern

government

demand managerial skills of officeholders as well as administrators.
These skills are, in general, derived from the "life experiences" of
persons of managerial and professional occupations.

As Pye noted,

"capacity means effectiveness and efficiency. . . .With development
government. . .[becomes] an industry."2^
Effectiveness of Members and Committees
The ability to govern must be converted to action before the
effective and efficient operation of public agencies can be realized.
In all entities, whether national or parochial, some officials exert
more influence on the governmental process than do others.
Parish administrators generally agreed that governing board
presidents are the members who most frequently use their capacities to
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influence the operation of parish government.
indicated

that

a member

influential on the board.

other

than

the

Only four responses

president

was

the

most

Of these, two members with lengthy tenure,

one former president and a member who was noted for his abilities as a
"shrewd" businessman and politician were cited.
Since governing boards usually meet once or twice each month,
they would seem to rely on committees, as well as influential leaders,
for information and advice.

It is assumed that members are placed on

committees

labor

both

to

divide

and

to add

expertise.

therefore, further assumed that the decision-making

It is,

capacity

of a

governing board increases in proportion to the advice that is accepted
from

its

committees.

administrators

of the

Table
percentage

3-11

shows

estimates

of time that

by

parish

recommendations

by

committees are accepted by their boards.
From these data, it is seen that parishes in all groups heavily
use the resources of their committees.

The committee system may,

therefore, be said to be used effectively.

Parish presidents generally

serve as chairmen of the most important standing committees.

The

influence of presidents, therefore, strengthens the influence of these
committees as advisory and investigative bodies.

The important roles

played by the president and the committees, as seen in this section,
also provide clues regarding the policy formulation process.

(This is

discussed in Chapter 4.)
Effectiveness of Staff
To operate efficiently and effectively, parish boards must
depend on the abilities of full-time staff to offer advice and to
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Table 3-11
ACCEPTANCE OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM COMMITTEES, BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
(In Percent)

Percent of Paris;hes
Group I
(N<L5)

Group II
(N=19)

100% to 90%

54

58

39

89% to 80%

47

26

39

79% to 70%

0

11

0

69% to 60%

0

5

0

Less than 60%

0

0

22

101

100

100

Percent of Time
Recommendations Accejpted

Total

implement policy decisions.

Group III
(N=23)

The competency of staff is thus highly

related to the capacity of parish government.
Administrators were asked to rate their staff in comparison to
the abilities they felt their staff should possess.

Only three of the

responses rated the staff as functioning at less than a high level.
These were evenly divided

among development

groups.

comments regarding staff are, however, interesting:
"Staff could improve their public relations."

Some of the
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"Broad administrative authority has been delegated to
the administrator. As a result, an effective organizational
structure has been developed with highly skilled department
heads."
"My own position as Secretary is part time. I don't have
the time to monitor bills before the legislature, etc. as
I should."
Since staff often sit in on committee meetings and

through

other methods are able to contribute their ideas, administrators were
asked to estimate the percentage of time their recommendations were
accepted by parish boards.
The

data

from

Table

3-12,

when

compared

with

that

of

Table 3-11, indicate that there is a slight tendency to depend more on
staff.
Table 3-12
ACCEPTANCE OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM STAFF, BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
(In Percent)

Percent of Parishes

Recommendations Accepted:

Group I
(N=15)

Group II
(N=19)

Group III
(N=23)

100% to 90%

60

47

52

89% to 80%

7

22

39

79% to 70%

27

5

4

69% to 60%

7

16

4

Below 60%

0

0

0

101

90

99

Total
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In general, however, most parishes seem to rely heavily on
committees or staff or both in the decision-making process.
general

movement

is

seen

from

personalized

policy,

as

Hence, a
found

in

underdeveloped nations and early parish governments, to decisions based
on a range of opinions.

This should serve to increase the decision-

making ability of parish boards.
Summary
The administrative procedures of parish governing boards were
established in the nineteenth century.

At that time, governmental

services were limited and decentralized; consequently, most of the
services could be performed by police jurors as a service to their
individual constituents.

Today's demand for sophisticated services has

created

modern

the

need

for

practices

and

complex

systems

of

administration.
In

some

parishes,

primarily

the

less

developed

traditional operational methods have been slow to change.

ones,

In others,

modern bureaucracies are being formed wherein supervisory hierarchies
and differentiated job roles become the rule rather than the exception.
Members from non-traditional

groups

are also

taking

their

places on parish boards. This movement toward equality has expanded to
include employees who, in more developed parishes, are being selected
on the basis of merit.
practice

of

board

In many parishes, however, the traditional

members

selecting

all

staff

still

remains.
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Although great variation exists among parishes, the general
capacity

of

parish

governments

to

e f f i c i e n t l y seems to be increasing.

operate

more

effectively

and

Committees are widely used in the

decision-making process, permitting closer attention to policy matters
prior to action by the entire board.
The

usual

involvement

of

board

members

in

areas

of

administration—through committees such as Personnel, Insurance, Claims
and

Purchasing—prevents

administrative roles.

differentiation

of

legislative

and

It also precludes the formation of an authentic

hierarchy of authority within parish government offices.

Only where

the executive officer is separately elected, or where a professional
manager has been hired, do lines of supervision become more rational
and administrative roles become better defined.
On the whole, parish governments have been slow to modernize
operational

methods.

administrative

theories

Only

in

the

and practices

most

developed

comparable to

adhered to by municipal and state governments.
Research

Council

government, i f

of

Louisiana,

effectively

local government.

Inc.,

has

parishes
those

usually

The Public

Affairs

observed

that

parish

operated, can become the cornerstone

of

Failure to do so can result in the incorporation of

numerous small municipalities to provide the services that
seek.25

are

residents
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Chapter 4
PARISH POLICY
. . .Public policy [is] a response by government to
challenges or pressures from the physical and social
environment.*
The policies of a parish governing
define and difficult to measure.

board are difficult to

Policy outputs may be formally

stated (as ordinances and regulations) or unstated (as in the refusal
of the board to consider a policy proposal).

Moreover, complex factors

combine to determine such outputs and the way in which they are
produced.

Constituent and interest group demands, monetary and human

resources, and willingness to innovate all affect the policy outputs of
parish governing bodies.

These come together in the. local decision-

making process, where the policy-maker's perception of what he wants
for his parish, as well as what is politically expedient, are integral
to the policy that will result.
The literature of political

science

is rich with

studies

illustrating the effect of citizen and group-related variables, such as
public

pressure,

on

gover cental

policies.

The

environment on public demands has also been observed.

effect

of

the

For example, in

Chapter 2 it was noted that Americans, particularly since the Civil
War, have moved together into cities.
commmented that,
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Marando and Thomas have further
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cities were created and developed in response to the
service needs of residents, and they were incorporated
when population densities stimulated service demands,
thus being responsive to urbanization and its effects
by providing increased services.2
The pressure for city-type services in rural areas has expanded
as populations outside incorporated areas have grown.
(and in Louisiana, the parish) has assumed
providing these needs.

Here, the county

the responsibility for

Marando and Thomas further observe that county

commissioners think they should deliver "both those services that the
county

has

traditionally

provided,

such

as

roads

and

court

administration, and those that are considered amenities, such as parks
and libraries."^
The County Year Book, 1977 also makes note of the changes that
have occurred relative to the services provided by county (and parish)
governments.

"Urban" services, which include various health, welfare,

cultural and recreational programs and facilities, are cited as being
recent additions to the functions of counties.
road

construction

and

maintenance,

Law enforcement and

conversely,

are

termed

Third

World.

"traditional."4
An
Governments

analogous
there

situation

were

initially

is

found

engaged

in

the

primarily

in

regulatory

functions, but they are now showing increased concern for the wellbeing of residents.

As a result of these policy changes (and the

economic ability to carry them out), great strides in health care and
education have been made by the developing nations.^
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Cyril

Black

observes

that,

in

traditional

governmental authority normally has not reached every

societies,
person.

The

developed society, through institutional centralization, has extended
its power to assume many functions that were once the domain of the
church, the landlord, or the family.^
government

has become so routinely

This caretaker function of

accepted

by citizens that, as

service agencies are added to bureaucracies, a developing government is
increasingly required to produce service-related policies.
The

transition

from

traditional

(or

in the

Third

World,

primitive) functions to those that serve modern needs is basic to the
theory of development.

Such movement on the part of parishes has been

observed in previous chapters as it relates to changing

population

characteristics, ecology, and forms and administrations of parochial
government.

In this chapter, serving modern needs will be related to

parish policy.
modern

Amenities and remedial services have been equated with

urban-oriented

policy outputs, and

modern county and parish needs.

are instituted

to

serve

To the extent that such services are

included in the policy outputs of a parish, that parish's policy is
considered by this study to be developed.

For the purposes of this

study, "developed" policy will, therefore, be defined as policy that
promotes amenities and remedial
parish

governing

boards

will

services
be

developmental levels of their policy.

for the populations; and

analyzed

with

respect

to

the
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Policy Resources
Demands may be an impetus for service policies, but resources
are required to convert requests into realities.

Thomas R. Dye, for

example, suggested that greater material resources are available to
governments in urban, industrialized areas where income and education
are advanced.
services.7

-This basis provides the necessary funds for social

Other observers, such as Heinz Eulau and Robert Eyestone,

concluded that a scarcity of resources creates the greatest need for
social

services.

In poorer areas, services not provided

private income become the responsibility of the public sector.
such circumstances, needs

bear

service than do resources.**
Sharkansky found support

a stronger

to

Under
social

In an analysis of welfare policy, Ira

for both the

linkages to ecology and policy.

relationship

through

"resources" and the

"need"

In the programs reviewed by his study,

however, the resource/policy linkage was found to be more prevalent.^
Local Ecology
In the study of governmental resources, the population factor
has been cited by many observers as being of primary importance, since
a

larger citizen

body means more money

available

to government.

In Table 4-1, parishes are separated into groups according to
their populations.
differences

in

the

The gross income shown in the table illustrates
revenue

amounts

received

by

the

parishes.
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Table 4-1
GROSS PARISH REVENUE, BY PARISH POPULATION GROUP
(In Thousands of Dollars)

Parish Population Group

Number of
Parishes i n Group

Mean Revenue
( I n Thousands)

250 ,000 aiid over

3

$163,334

100 ,000 to 249,999

5

50,971

50, 000 t o 99,000

10

23,229

25, 000 t o 49,000

15

11,793

10, 000 t o 24,999

25

6,060

5

3,550

9,999 and less

Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce , Bureau of the Census,
1972 Census of Governments, Vol. 4, No. 5, Oct . 1974,

pp. 410-415.
As this table indicates, the revenue received by a parish corresponds
to the size of its population.

One basic reason is that the larger the

population, the greater the number of home and business

property

owners; hence, the larger the amount of property tax revenues available
to parish officials.
In Table 4-2, where revenues per capita is used as the data
base, it is seen that population has little effect on the revenue
generated by a parish in Louisiana.

For the United States as a whole,

some pattern exists showing that counties with larger populations have
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Table 4-2
ANNUAL PER CAPITA REVENUE OF LOUISIANA PARISHES,
BY PARISH POPULATION GROUP

Parish
Population Group

Louisiana Parisf les
Mean Per
Number
Capita Reven ue

Mean Per
Capita Revenue,
U.S. Counties

250,000 and over

3

$409

$615

100,000 t o 249,999

5

346

453

50,000 t o 99,999

10

363

401

25,000 t o 49,999

15

441

377

10,000 t o 24,999

25

333

373

5

392

413

9,999 and less

Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce>, Bureau of the Cen: sus,
1972 Census of Governments,, V o l . 4, No. 5, Oct,. 1974,

pp. 410-415.
larger per capita revenues.

Certain unusual circumstances, however,

contribute to the exceptionally
parishes.

large revenue

generated

by a few

Plaquemines Parish, for example, has the state's highest per

capita revenue ($798), based on its large receipts from property taxes
and its "other" income, particularly from petroleum and mineral leases.
Beauregard Parish has the second largest per capita revenue ($753).
This parish derives its exceptional income from bond issues to finance
specific projects.

Iberville Parish ranks third ($664).

issues also provide exceptional revenues.

Here, bond

Cameron, the most sparsely
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populated parish in the state, has the fourth highest per capita
revenue ($564).

Like Plaquemines Parish, Cameron Parish derives its

revenue from high property tax revenues and from petroleum and mineral
leases.
If the analyses in tables 4-1

and 4-2 are controlled

by

omitting the four exceptional parishes, the more populous and urban
parishes would have the greatest per capita revenues. This would be in
line with national averages and expectations of this study, but would
not be accurate for Louisiana.

Two of these parishes have greater

natural resources; that is a part of their natural environment.

Two

others are willing to assume large debts; that is a result of their
policy outputs.
When parish revenue is analyzed on the basis of development
groups, even these exceptions

do

not

prevent the more developed

parishes from showing larger mean revenues.

Table 4-3 provides an

overview of the per capita revenue of parishes, classified according to
development.
Table 4-3
ANNUAL PER CAPITA REVENUE OF LOUISIANA PARISHES, BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Development Group

Annual Per Capita Revenue
Mean
Highest
Lowest

Group I

(N=15)

$365

$498

$254

Group II

(N=21)

362

798

224

Group III

(N=27)

336

664

230

Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
1972 Census of Governments, Vol. 4, No. 5, Oct. 1974,
pp. 410-415.
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From this analysis, it is seen the more highly developed parishes have
slightly more per capita revenue with which to pay for those policy
outputs requiring the expenditure of funds.
Urbanization is another factor often cited as a determinant of
government revenue.
parishes

(which are

Prior to property tax equalization in 1978, urban
usually

larger

in population) were

generally

assessed higher property tax rates, further increasing their revenues
from taxation.

To investigate the influence of urbanization on income,

in Table 4-4, the population factor is controlled through the use of
per capita revenue for rural and urban parishes.
It can be observed

from the table that the twenty

urban

parishes have a lower mean revenue than the forty-three rural parishes
(Vernon Parish is excluded).
occurs within the rural
previously cited.

The highest revenue for parishes also

group because of the exceptional

parishes

When controlled by development group, the average or

mean per capita revenues for parishes in Group I exceeds that of Group
II and Group III.

Group III and Group II, however, average the lowest

per capita revenues.

Again, the four parishes with exceptionally high

revenues are in the rural Group III and Group II.

This causes these

groups to average higher per capita revenues than Group I.

Overall

development, therefore, appears to affect increased per capita revenue
to a greater extent than urbanization alone.
Debt
Another

strategy

through

available is parochial debt.

which

policy

resources

become

Since per capita revenue is nearly equal

Table 4-4
ANNUAL PER CAPITA REVENUE FOR URBAN AND RURAL PARISHES
CONTROLLED BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Item

Annual Per Capita Revenue
Mean
Highest
Lowest

All Groups
Urban (N=20)

$349

$494

$255

Rural (N=43)

361

799

224

Urban (N=14)

365

494

255

Rural (N=l)
Average

384
374

384
439

384
319

Urban (N=6)

312

339

298

Rural (N=15)
Average

399
355

799
569

264
281

339
339

665
665

224
224

Group I:

Group II:

Group III:
Urban (N=0)
Rural (N=27)
Average
Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
1972 Census of Governments, Vol. 4, No. 5, Oct. 1974,
pp. 410-415.
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throughout

the

state

and

since some parishes

are

providing

more

services than others, the funds for these programs come partly from
borrowing.
Bond

issues are

seldom proposed

by parish

programs; they are initiated for capital

governments

for

outlays that provide the

voters with tangible benefits for their tax dollars.

Construction or

improvement of hospitals, libraries, other community buildings, and
parks are frequent reasons for incurring

long-term

parochial

debt.

Still, these are service-oriented amenities which were traditionally
not a part of the parish's purview. Table 4-5 indicates the debt level
among parishes.

Here, it is found that, with some exceptions, the more

populous parishes are more willing to go into debt than are the smaller
parishes; yet the latter are the most in need of supplementary funds.
The data on county governments presented

in Table 4-5 also

indicate that the debt pattern for Louisiana parishes is consistent
with that of other areas of the nation.

When viewed in relation to

development group, it is seen that, again, the more developed parishes
have the higher levels of indebtedness.

Income from borrowing, thus,

adds to the funds that are available to the more populated and more
developed parishes.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to control the

population factor in the data presented in Table 4-5 since all the
highly populated parishes come within Development Group I, while all
the parishes with low populations are in Group II.
Federal Involvement
Questionnaires and interviews eliciting the opinions of parish
officials and administrators reveal a change in parochial policy during

Table 4-5
ANNUAL MEAN PER CAPITA INDEBTEDNESS OF LOUISIANA PARISHES FOR
PURPOSES OTHER THAN SCHOOLS, BY POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Number of Lo uisiana
Parishes in Group

Group

Annual Mean Per
C a p i t a Indebtedness
Louisiana
U.S.
Parishes
Counties

Population Group
250,000 and over

3

$548

$608

100,000 t o 249,999

5

499

428

50,000 t o 99,999

10

250

330

25,000 t o 49,999

15

310

317

10,000 t o 24,999

25

373

278

9,999 and below

5

254

242

Group I

15

402

Group I I

21

208

Group I I I

27

193

Development Group

Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of t h e Census,
1972 Census of Governments, Vol. 4, No . 5, Oct. 1974,
pp. 410-415.
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the decade.

When asked, "Has there been a change in the involvement of

parish government in social

services

unanimous answer was "Yes."

in the last ten years?,"

The reason most often cited for

change was not citizen demand.

the
this

Instead, i t was the growing involvement

of the Federal government in the social services f i e l d .

Note was also

taken of the federal funds that became available to parishes in the
late 1960s and the 1970s.

These monies not only gave the parishes

resources for amenities and remedial programs, but also were largely
attached to federally conceived projects; therefore, the parish could
supply certain

programs—such as

Community Action

Services, Manpower Training (later

Agencies,

CETA), Head Start

Aging

kindergartens,

juvenile homes, and community centers—regardless of the constituents'
demands or the parish's financial condition.
Parishes having larger populations, more minorities, and more
unemployed were granted exceptional
certain

special

federal

impact

funding and also qualified

programs.

The

larger

for

parishes,

therefore, became the recipients of funds from a wider range of federal
programs.

Governing

bodies

thus

were

involved

in

many

social

services—not because of citizen demands or innovation on the part of
parish leaders, but because funds and programs were there for the
asking.

In some instances, as time passed federal funding ran out and

parochial governments were hard-pressed to continue the activities that
had come to be expected by residents.
Federal Revenue Sharing (FRS), which began in 1972, brought
extensive

monies

to

parish

governing

boards.

This

"no

strings

attached" approach was an effort on the part of the Federal government
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to permit local governments to set the priorities for which revenuesharing funds would be spent.

Parish administrators were questioned

regarding the effect of revenue sharing on the involvement of their
offices in social service programs.

The diverse uses of FRS are

indicated in these responses:
"None."
"Minimal."
"None except to help the l i b r a r y ; the rest spent on
roads, which is this parish's most serious problem."
"Increased the Jury's capabilities in a l l programs."
"Without Revenue Sharing i t would be impossible to fund
many of these programs."
"90%."
"Profound effect, especially in community development."
"Federal Revenue Sharing monies have been expended on the
parks program. . .as well as the stadium. Beyond this, the
availability of FRS has freed other funds so that social
services can be funded."
One parish secretary-treasurer
e\/ery

observed that

"the restriction

that

FRS dollar must be accountable prohibits the Jury from making

lump sum donations to these programs."

Thus, both programs and fiscal

responsibilities were often enlarged as a result of the receipt of
federal funds.
Contacts with personnel of the National Association of Counties
(NACo) reveal that statewide the larger part of revenue sharing was
used for law enforcement and capital outlay. 10
however,

social

projects

were

also

funded;

In many instances,
and, where

direct
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revenue-sharing monies were not allocated to services, the use of FRS
funds for other projects left some money from general parish revenues
free to be used

for amenities and

services.

In observing

state

governments, Jack L. Walker noted that "free floating" resources are
found by writers to be important determinants of the willingness of
government to be innovative.11

Hence, the federal

level

brought

innovation to the parish level, both through funds for new programs
concomitant with local

needs and the continuatron

of

preconceived

programs.
Innovation
A method of acquiring new ideas, and one which costs little, is
innovation through emulation.
general

acceptance,

and

products or services."^

Innovation has been described as "the

implementation

of

new

ideas,

processes,

A number of studies describe the effect

of prestigious programs in certain states on the policies instituted by
other states on the basis of perceptions by state administrators.
Several students have attempted to explain why some states were more
innovative than others.

Walker found that states associated with, and

drew "cues," from others within what he called "their league."

These

leagues of states also correlated highly with regions of the nation.
He concluded that,
decision makers are likely to adopt new programs. . .
when they become convinced that their state is relatively
deprived, or that some need exists to which other states
in their 'league' have already responded.*•*
Interstate communication is also important, Walker said, as a means of
making states aware of existing programs.^
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Michael

Aiken

and

Robert

R.

Alford

analyzed

community

innovation with respect to public housing, and they found ecology and
governmental

structure to play a role.

Larger urban areas, which

generally coincide with developed parishes in Louisiana, were found to
be more structurally

differentiated; thus

they

devoted to a wider range of policy areas.

have more agencies

These organizations were

also found to have professional staffs capable of innovation in their
areas of expertise.

I t was concluded by Aiken and Alford that three

properties—structural differentiation, accumulation of experience and
information,

and

interorganizational

community's a b i l i t y
innovation.15
considered
chapters,

to generate the social

Structural

an attribute
it

networks—contribute

of

resources necessary

differentiation
a more developed

was shown that

Louisiana

to

has

also

polity.

parishes

with

long

a
for

been

In

earlier

more

highly

developed populations were also those whose governmental structures and
organizations were highly differentiated.
developed
networks.

parishes

exhibit

Table 4-6

greater

presents

I t is also hypothesized that
involvement

a summary of

in

responses

information
by

parish

administrators to questions regarding communication among parishes and
with parish government organizations.
The responses summarized in Table 4-6 reveal that a sizable
difference exists among groups as to the closeness of contacts among
parishes.

Orally,

in

discussions

with

parish

officials

and

in

responses to questionnaires, the impression was conveyed that parishes
do not communicate with

one another

on a regular

basis.

Where

contacts are made, the data substantiate Walker's findings for other
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Table 4-6
CONTACT BY PARISHES WITH INFORMATION SOURCES, BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
(In Percent)

Extent of Contact
By Parishes

None

Percent Responding
Regular
Little
(or Close)

Total

With other parishes
Group I

(N=15)

0

34

67

101

Group II

(N=19)

16

42

43

101

Group III (N=23)

17

43

39

99

(N=15)

0

27

74

101

Group II (N=19)

0

21

79

100

Group III (N=23)

0

22

78

100

(N=15)

10

34

56

100

Group II (N=19)

32

42

27

101

Group III (N=23)

48

22

30

100

With Louisiana Police
Jury Association
Group I

With National Association
of Counties
Group I
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states:

that governments associate with others that are similar.

The

only pattern of communications discernible among parishes is contact
between

neighboring

administrators

made

parishes

of

note of this

similar
by

characteristics.

responding

that

Two

contacts

to

determine what other parishes are doing were made with "close parishes
of comparable size," and "neighboring
population or geographical makeup."

parishes or those with

like

Administrators were also asked to

list the parishes that they most often contacted

for information.

Again, their responses showed that the large urban parishes did not
serve as models; rather, the model was parishes of like size and close
proximity.
Surprisingly, on all development levels responses indicate that
parishes have a closer relationship with the Louisiana Police Jury
Association (PJA) than with other parishes.
that most

interparish

contacts

One respondent observed

were made at regional

meetings and statewide conventions.

Association

The PJA has attempted to present

educational programs in areas of interest to parish governments and to
serve as a reference source when questions arise.
quarterly

magazine

also

serves

as

The Association's

a communication

mechanism

and

presents relevant articles.
Only the more developed

parishes

seem to have

established

communications with the National Association of Counties (NACo).
organization
telephone

is both a national

call

can

provide

lobbying and information unit.

information

on

the

legislation and its anticipated effect on parishes.

latest

This
A

national

NACo publications

on a variety of topics, including grants, are also available.

Few
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parishes, however, indicate that they take advantage of this reference
source.

Lines of communication thus exist among parishes and with

state and national organizations, but they are seldom used.

In fact,

such organizations seem more interested in providing information than
do the parishes in availing themselves of their service.

Officials

from two of the highly developed parishes, for example, responded that
they place more confidence in their own staffs than in other parishes
as sources of innovative ideas. This information tends to substantiate
the findings of Aiken and Alford, that governmental agencies that are
differentiated and possess professional personnel are more capable of
innovation because of their own extensive areas of experience and
expertise.^

As a rule they tend to rely on themselves rather than

emulate others.
In

summary,

Hofferbert's

contention—that

ecological

development (as opposed to simple economic development) provides a
particular climate, as well

as adequate

resources, and

that

the

technical, communication, and leadership skills of an advanced society
strengthen

the

appropriate.^

likelihood

of

As the preceding

innovative

policy

out puts--seems

review indicates, both

financial

and human resources are necessary and must coalesce to form the basis
upon which developed policy is formulated.
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Policy Formulation
Personal

perceptions

and

outside

important aspects of policy formulation.

political

influences

are

A police juror, for example,

may wish to pass a bond issue for a new jail because he sees it as an
overall parish need.

He may find it politically unwise to press such

a policy because his constituents place more emphasis on their own
service needs than upon those of prisoners and are thus unwilling to
pay increased taxes to cover the expenses of a new jail.

On the other

hand, a strong effort on the part of the local media, the Civil
Liberties Union, or a threat of suit regarding the conditions of the
jail could further influence his policy alternatives.
of making every

In the process

policy decision, parish officials are, therefore, moved

by numerous forces.
Ward Versus Parish Perspectives
Since the early 1800s, police jurors have been elected from
parish subdivisions called "wards."

Because of the ward electoral

system, a practice grew whereby each juror conducted parish business in
and for his ward.

Each was allocated a share of parish funds and,

within limits, used his discretion regarding expenditures for his ward.
Advances

in

communications,

transportation,

and

interrelationships among parish residents caused unincorporated areas
to coalesce with municipalities.

Residents identified more with the

parish and less with their individual ward. As a result, the "unit" or
parishwide system developed.

Here, "decisions on what must be done in
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the parish and the order of priorities are voted on by the police jury
as part of its regular deliberations and carried out by the working
departments. 18

State

aid

and

the

economic

necessity

for

centralized operations and equipment precipitated some transition to
decision-making for the parish as a whole.

Yet, close relations

between board members and their constituents, as well as patronage,
caused the ward system to remain.
In 1955, the Louisiana Legislature required that all parishes
receiving
unit.19

state

funds

for

road

maintenance

This requirement was extended

1965, but was repealed in 1966.20

in

a

be

organized

as

a

in 1958, 1960, 1964, and
study of jury operations,

Marvin Lyons suggested that the repeal came about ". . .not because of
a new recognition of the value of the ward system, but rather because
of the difficulties which were encountered in enforcing it." 2 *

In

1974, Act 336 required the unitary operation of parish governments.
The Office of the Legislative Auditor, however, has had frequent cause
to criticize parish governments for their failure to adhere to the
law. 22
To investigate the "ward versus parish" orientation of boards
in relation to policy areas, parish administrators were asked to
comment on the policy perspectives of their board members. ' The
questions and

their responses are shown

in tables 4-7

and 4-8.
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Table 4-7
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES BY PARISH ADMINISTRATORS CONCERNING
ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT

Percent of
Administrators
Responding

Question
Which answer most nearly expresses
the way your police jury allocates
its resources and equipment?
a.

Completely on the unit system

50

b.

By unit but with exceptions

10

c.

By wards rather than unit

30

d.

Other (comment)

10

100

Total

In

all

development

groups, more

parishwide (or unitary) allocations.

administrators

indicated

Some comments, however, indicate

that ward politics still cannot be completely eliminated by force of
law:
"Everyone wants a little something to show the voters back home."
"Jury allocates according to need."
"By wards, except on the books."
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Table 4-8
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES BY PARISH ADMINISTRATORS CONCERNING BOARD
MEMBER INTERESTS, BY PARISH DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Group I:
Percent of
Administrators
Responding
Question

Group II:
Percent of
Administrators
Responding

Group III:
Percent of
Administrators
Responding

Ward

Parish

Ward

Parish

Ward

Parish

maintenance

40

60

92

8

66

34

b.

Social services

10

90

77

23

9

91

c.

Selection of
employees

30

70

70

30

50

50

In general, are your
board members more
interested in their
individual wards or
the parish as a whole
in relation to:
a.

Road and building
construction and

It can be seen that the focus on the ward remains strong with
regard to the traditional road and building construction function of
governing boards.

As previously noted, police juries were originally

established primarily to maintain roads; and for a long time, jurors
were

actually

road

work

supervisors

in

their

respective

wards.

Constituents, in rural areas particularly, still look to police jurors
for road, bridge, and drainage needs, which are important to rural
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residents.

On the other hand, many social services lend themselves to

unitary allocation, since a service such as a health unit or library
benefits the parish as a whole.

In common with other legislators,

board members will bargain intensely, however, when a new fire station,
housing development, or park is to be constructed in the parish.

The

closer the location to a board member's ward, the more benefits he can
show for his constituents.
Internal Pol icy-Making Processes
Throughout this study, various elements which come together in
the policy formulation process have been discussed.

Policy demands are

usually made informally by residents to board members or to staff.
most parishes, the organizational

In

structure is such that a parish

resident having a request or complaint presents it to the police jury
secretary or parish manager.
request.

Board members are then apprised of the

The need may be taken care of immediately by a board member

if, for example, it involves adding surfacing materials to a road in
his ward.
If the construction of a bridge is requested, however, the
secretary places the request on the agenda of the Roads and Bridges
Committee.

At the next monthly committee meeting, members seek the

advice of the parish engineer, the parish treasurer, and other involved
staff members.

Based on the seriousness of the need, the engineer's

description of the bridge condition, and the costs involved, the
committee formulates its recommendation to the board.

If the bridge is

in the ward of the parish president or another pov/erful member, his
influence may sway the decision of the committee.

If the parish
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operates on the ward system, the bridge construction can be further
dependent on the wishes of the juror from the ward in which it is
located.

Since he already has a certain allocation of funds for his

ward, construction would also depend on the remaining monies budgeted
to his area.
In parishes with more complex bureaucracies, estimating the
priority position for such a project within the total
construction
carried

plan, and ultimately determining

whether

budget and
it would

be

out, comes within the duties of the road or maintenance

department.

Only

in

an

emergency

or

when

the

overall

parish

construction program is being considered, will the committee act on an
individual

matter.

The more

structured

the

parish

organization,

therefore, the less involved are members (through individual influence
or committee deliberations) in the day-to-day policy-making of parish
government.
After

a

policy

position

is

taken

by

a

committee,

the

recommendation is considered by the full board at its next regularly
scheduled meeting.

In the previous chapter, for both the developed and

less developed parishes, it was seen that administrators believe that
boards rely heavily on the advice of committees.

Administrators were

also asked to list the most influential committees in the policy-making
process.

In nearly every

ranked first.

instance, budget and finance committees were

This is understandable, since policy formulation is

highly dependent on the availability

of funds for implementation.
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Policy Priorities
Each decision-maker has priorities for policy resulting from
his own

perceptions, as well

as from

influences

related

to the

residents, culture, and demography of the parish. Although one may not
be aware of all the policy plans of an individual board member, many of
the policy priorities that have been instituted by the board as a whole
can be observed.

Actions by the board--such as acceptance or rejection

of zoning laws--do not carry a monetary price tag, but most policies
cost

money.

Governing

bodies

of

all

parishes, therefore, make

decisions regarding revenues and expenditures; and, because of state
laws, the revenues and expenditures of all parishes are in many ways
similar.

Data

associated

with

financial

activities

of

parish

governments can thus be analyzed, compared, and related to certain
types of policy choices.
The shortcomings of financial analyses are many.

There is, for

example, a long leap between financial data and inferences regarding
policy preferences.

For the purposes of this study, however, the fact

that a parish chooses to commit
purposes is deemed significant.

its limited

resources to certain

The strength of this commitment is

represented by the proportion of funds designated to the policy.

Of

course, the implementation of some policies carries a much greater
expense than others. The fact that the expensive project is undertaken
rather than several less costly ones, however, is an indication of the
value placed on it as a policy output.

It is therefore hypothesized

that the distribution and levels of expenditures by parish governing
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boards represent
differences

in

policy choices.
these

choices

It

is

further

correlate

with

hypothesized
variations

in

that
the

environmental conditions of the parishes and can thus be related to
development.^
In the attempt to correlate policy outputs and development,
policy

preferences

importance.

in the

social

services

area become primary

in

It has been hypothesized that a parish is more developed

when i t expands i t s policy from traditional service areas (such as road
and building construction)

and institutes policies that also provide

amenities and remedial services for i t s residents.

Parish expenditures

from the U.S. Bureau of the Census publication, Census of Governments
for 1972, provide the principal data for these analyses.
l i s t s the expense categories from the publication.
protection,

and general

control

Appendix E

Education, police

(courts)—which, in Louisiana,

are

outside the jurisdiction of parish governing boards—are omitted in the
expenditure analyses.
Parish Expenditures and Public Service Policy
I t was shown previously that l i t t l e difference exists in the
per capita revenues of parishes, although the developed parishes do
bring

in

slightly

larger

revenues.

Parish

governments

should,

therefore, have equal funds with which to provide for their residents.
It

is hypothesized, however, that parish boards will

choices concerning the expenditure of these funds.

make different

Furthermore, these

differences should bear a relationship to the environmental
within the parishes involved.

factors
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In a study of state expenditures, Sharkansky found ' a weak
correlation between total
rendered.

expenditures and the amount of services

Yet, his analysis showed that relatively wealthy states with

large administrative corps and decentralized governments placed greater
emphasis on services.^

Sharkansky

also

found

some

relationship

between population and services. His work, however, suggests that "the
elements generating public services are more likely to occur in states
with small

populations."^

The consistent

relationships

to state

service policies observed in the Sharkansky study were, then:

(a)

large size administration, (b) decentralized governments, (c) high per
capita personal income, and (d) small population.

The reader is not

told, however, whether it is usual to find these factors combined.

One

would, a^ priori, expect that large administration and low population,
for example, are not generally associated.
Eulau

and

Eyestone

correlated

expenditures with urban environmental

percentage

of

service

features and with the policy

perceptions of city councils, to measure policy development in eightytwo California municipalities.

Policy development criteria were based

on the median of median expenditures for all cities over an eight-year
period.

Their data confirmed that:

the more developed

its policy

(a) the larger the city's size,

is likely to be; (b) the

greater

the city's density, the more developed its policy is likely to be;
(c) the greater the city's growth, the more developed its policy is
likely to be, and no support was found for the hypothesis that high
city resources are related to developed policy.26
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Although the Sharkansky study related to states and the EulauEyestone analysis was of municipalities, one expects that

service

policies for Louisiana parishes will be related to elements comparable
to the findings of these works.

Similar findings from previous

chapters

that

of

this

study

indicated

developed

parishes

have:

(a) high status and high-income producing populations; (b) increasing
populations;

(c)

home

administrations.

rule

These

governments; and

attributes

of

(d)

developed

large, complex
parishes, thus,

correspond to the conditions found by other studies to be conducive of
service-related policy.

It is, therefore hypothesized that the policy

choices (as represented by the level and distribution of expenditures
among the functions of government) of the more developed parishes will
be highly service-oriented.

And, it will be remembered that service-

related -pol icy is consistent with the definition of developed policy.
Hence, parishes associated with developed populations, institutions and
operations should exhibit developed policy outputs, as well.
Data

were

expenditures for:
(3)

libraries;

resources;

(6)

gathered

on

Louisiana

parish

governmental

(1) health and hospitals, (2) parks and recreation;
(4)

housing

sewerage;

and

(7)

urban

development;

sanitation;

(9) corrections, and (10) highways.^

(8)

fire

(5)

natural

protection;

A review of the per capita

expenditures in these categories revealed no apparent pattern.

Raw

data for each category were then converted to a percentage of the total
direct expenditure.
assumed

These data were analyzed on the basis of their

relationship to population.

As shown

in Table 4-9, the

sixty-three parishes were placed in population groups of twenty-one
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each.

The high

expenditures

for

population

parishes

health and hospitals,

averaged
fire

recreation, and sewerage and sanitation.

greater

protection,

per

capita

parks and

Medium population parishes

spent more on housing and on natural resources, but parishes with few
residents

spent

larger

percentages

on

highways,

corrections,

and

libraries.
The high and medium population groups were relatively equal in
overall average expenditures, but the low population group showed lower
expenditures.

In each population

group,

however, the higher

development group, the higher the average overall
services.

expenditures

the
for

-Parish data, therefore, showed no substantiation of the low

population/high service expenditure findings of Sharkansky and only
partial substantiation of the high population/high expenditure results
of the Eulau-Eyestone study.

Rather, when analyzed by development

groups, the data became somewhat more patterned.

Table 4-10 shows that

the developed parishes of Group I exceed or equal their less developed
counterparts in most of the social service areas.*

*For natural resources, Plaquemines Parish and West Baton Rouge
Parish in Group I I and St. James Parish in Group I I I show exceptionally
high expenses. In the housing and urban renewal category, St. John the
Baptist Parish and Ascension Parish in Group I I and St. James Parish in
Group I I I are exceptional. All these parishes, except for Plaquemines,
border on the lower Mississippi River and a l l are developing rapidly
because of their petrochemical industries.

Table 4-9
AVERAGE PER CAPITA EXPENDITURE ( I N DOLLARS) FOR SERVICES, BY POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Medium Population

High Population

Policy Area

I
(N=14)

Group
II
(N=7)

Group
II .
(N=12)

Ill
(N=8)

Mean
(N=21)

$ 3.53

$6.42

$3.89

Mean
(N=21)

I
(N=l)

$10.68

$8.31

III
(N=0)

Low Population
Group
II
(N=2)

III
(N=19)

Mean
(N=21)

$5.32

$0.82

$4.39

$4.05

I
(N=0)

Amenities and Remedial
Services
Health and Hospitals

$7.14 '

Parks and Recreation

2.02

0.54

1.53

0.76

0.94

0.16

0.63

1.18

0.11

0.21

Libraries

0.81

0.74

0.81

0.96

0.83

1.26

1.00

0.88

1.30

1.26

Housing and Urban
Renewal

2.13

1.94

2.08

12.15

4.40

4.21

' 4.70

0

0.05*

0.04

Natural Resources

1.11

0.55

0.93

0.08

2.61

3.32

2.76

9.52

0.48

1.33

Sewerage

1.76

0.63

1.38

1.97

1.27

0.50

1.01

1.25

0.68

0.74

Sanitation

2.25

1.28

1.92

1.34

0.81

0.58

0.75

1.12

0.36

0.44

Fire Protection

2.36

1.24

1.99

2-16

0.65

2.79

1.61

0.84

0.23

0.29

Correction

0.33

0.11

0.26

0

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.15

0.43

0.40

Highways

5.96

5.85

5.92

9.99

5.05

4.83

5.20

6.52

6.31

6.33

Traditional

•Only three parishes showed expenditures in this area.
Source:

Compiled from data provided in U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Census of Governments f o r 1972. pp. 410-415.
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e 4-10
AVERAGE PER CAPITA EXPENDITURE (IN DOLLARS) BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Policy Area

Group I

Group II

Group III

Health and Hospitals

$ 6.89

$ 6.55

$4.57

Parks and Recreation

1.94

0.72

0.12

Libraries

0.85

0.98

1.16

Sewerage

1.77

0.94

0.67

Sanitation

2.19

0.93

0.40

Natural Resources

1.04

2.03

1.16

Housing and Urban Renewal

2.80

3.03

1.11

Fire Protection

2.36

0.80

0.22

$19.86

$15.98

$9.41

Corrections

0.31

0.11

0.38

Highways

6.22

5.40

5.76

$6.53

$5.51

$6.14

Amenities and Remedial Services

Subtotal
Traditional Services

Subtotal
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Contrary to the expectations, the parishes of Group I also
spend more for corrections and highways.
County Year Book as traditional

(These are noted by The

areas of county responsibility.)^8

Still, in Groups I and II, more funds are expended for the modern
policy area of health and hospitals than for traditional policies.
Overall, the data show that the developed parishes allocate a greater
amount of per capita funds to policies considered by this study to be
indicative of modern or developed government.
the hypothesis:

policy

development

This tends to confirm

bears a relationship

developmental level of the government and citizen-body.

to the

The data also

tend to substantiate the development-related expenditure patterns shown
in the Sharkansky and Eulau-Eyestone studies.^
Recent Trends in Parochial Services
The second step in determining policy priorities is to view in
more detail certain social services that have become the responsibility
of parish governments.

The National Association of Counties and the

International City Management Association—in their 1977 County Year
Book survey of 1,747 counties in the United States—revealed that "in
addition to the services for which counties have been traditionally
responsible, such as tax collection, detention facilities and record
keeping, counties are now providing more specialized services to their
residents."30

Table 4-11

compares the national

survey with

the

survey of Louisiana parishes in the area of three "human services"
which the County Year Book cited as being non-traditional.

In each

policy area, the percentage of Louisiana developed parishes providing
the service exceeds the national percentage.

In the underdeveloped
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Table 4-11
PERCENT OF COUNTIES IN UNITED STATES AND PERCENT OF PARISHES
IN LOUISIANA PROVIDING SELECTED HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICES

Percent of Louisiana Parishes
(By Group)
Type of
Service

Percent of
U.S. Counties

Group I

Group II

Group III

Mental Health

79.3

80.0

40.0

23.1

Aging

67.4

80.0

86.7

48.2

Recreation

45.3

100.0

60.0

53.3

Source:

•

National Association of Counties and International City
Management Association, The County Year Book, 1977
(Washington: National Association of Counties, 1977), p. 104.

group (Group III), except for recreation the percentage of parishes
providing

the

services

in

Louisiana

is less

than

the

percentage

nationally.
In order to acquire more specific information on the amenities
and remedial

programs provided by each parish, administrators were

asked to select from a list of thirty-five services those that were
operated or funded wholly or in part by the parish governing board.

As

will be seen, many projects are federally funded; but in order to act
as sponsor, a parish agency must also donate funds, administrative
personnel or services.

Not all parish governments have been willing to

make such contributions in order to participate in these programs.
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The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) program is
the largest

public employment project

since the years of the Great

Depression.

Five parishes having 100,000 or more population are "prime

sponsors" of CETA and f u l l y operate their own programs.

The state is

the "prime sponsor" for all other parishes and sets program policies
and provides funds for them.

(A parish may refuse to participate in

CETA, but none in Louisiana have done so.)
are currently

involved

in

placing

Another project in which all
Program.

the

All parishes, therefore,

unemployed in

public

work.

parishes participate is the Food Stamp

Here, federal, state and parish funds are used to provide

food coupons for individuals with low incomes.
receive federal, state and parish funds.

Local health units also

Most parishes have their own

units; but sometimes two or three smaller parishes combine to support
one health agency.

In all other service areas, the participation of

parish boards in the specified projects varies.
Other service areas--such as veterans'
extension

and c i v i l

defense—were

not

affairs,

included,

since

agricultural
all

parish

governing bodies have participated in these programs for a number of
years.

Table 4-12 separates the Louisiana

parishes by development

groups and shows the percentage of parishes in each group involved in
other

primary service areas.

within

the

developed

group

The data show that
more

frequently

parishes

provide

falling

these

traditional

human services for their citizens.

traditional

policy has been equated with developed policy.

non-

In this study, nonHence,

parishes with more highly developed populations and governments also
produce

policy

outputs

that

may

be

classified

as

developed.
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Table 4-12
PERCENT OF PARISHES, BY DEVELOPMENT GROUP,
PROVIDING SELECTED SOCIAL SERVICES

Percent of Parishes
Providing Services
Type of Services

Group I

Group II

Group III

100.0

86.9

76.9

Head Start

20.0

33.3

7.7

School f o r Mentally Retarded

40.0

40.0

0

Museum, Theater or Zoo

10.0

20.0

0

Trade or Vocational School

40.0

26.7

0

100.0

86.7

84.6

Hospital

40.0

33.3

48.2

Mental Health C I i n i c

80.0

40.0

23.1

Alcohol Abuse C l i n i c or F a c i l i t y

60.0

40.0

7.7

Drug Abuse C l i n i c or F a c i l i t y

50.0

13.3

0

Community Action Agency

60.0

60.0

38.5

Programs f o r Aged

80.0

86.7

48.2

Day Care f o r Pre-School

30.0

33.3

7.7

Juvenile R e h a b i l i t a t i o n

50.0

6.7

0

Adult R e h a b i l i t a t i o n

60.0

0

0

Parks and Recreation

100.0

60.0

Library

Health Unit

53.3
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The preceding review of policy priorities indicates that both
developed and underdeveloped parishes presently spend more per capita
to provide amenities and remedial services than for the construction
and maintenance of roads or for detention-related policies.

A closer

examination of service policies reveals that many parishes provide
programs and facilities that were unusual prior to the infusion of
federal funds in the 1960s.

Mental health and care for the aged and

the young are now considered part of the responsibilities of parish
governing boards.
frequently
exhibit

found

those

It is further seen that such programs are
in

parishes

whose

characteristics

populations

indicative

of

a

and
high

more

governments
level

of

development.
Summary
The policy process and products of parish government have been
reviewed from the perspectives of:
(3) outputs.

(1) resources, (2) formulation, and

The resource findings indicate that per capita revenues,

through which parishes implement policy, are only slightly higher for
developed parishes than for those in the less developed stages.
the

developed

parishes

produce more

probably through their willingness
attract federal
resources.

to

extensive

Yet,

service programs--

borrow, their abilities to

dollars, and their more

innovative

use of human

Service policy outputs are, then, found to be closely

associated with both development and resources.
The developed parishes also have more comprehensive support
staffs upon which to rely in the policy-formulation process. Although
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individual board members in these parishes are probably less involved
in direct policy decisions, they may be better informed

by staff

regarding the broad policy areas on which they decide. Moreover, their
policy representatives are more often related to the total parish than
to individual wards.
As noted by Marando and Thomas, policy outputs have shifted
from maintenance to service and remedial

areas.31

High population

seems related to high service expenditure; yet, in each

population

group, a larger percentage is spent for non-traditional services than
for traditional road construction and maintenance.

The overall picture

is one whereby all parish boards are concerned with new areas of
service for constituents.

Still, parishes with developed populations

and developed governing boards provide more amenities and
services.

remedial

One may, therefore, conclude that their policy has also

reached a higher level of development.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
Among humans there exists some i l l u s i v e or i l l defined,
yet recognizable, q u a l i t y t h a t elevates a few above t h e i r
peers. When r e f e r r i n g to nations or t h e i r sub-units and
t h e i r governments, t h i s q u a l i t y i s termed development.
-

The purpose of t h i s f i n a l chapter i s t w o f o l d :

(1) to summarize

b r i e f l y the relationships of parish populations and their
boards

to

political

each other

and the

criteria

of

social,

governing

economic, and

development, and, on the basis of these data, to project

developmental

changes that may be expected for Louisiana

in years

ahead; and (2) to raise broader questions regarding the developmental
approach and i t s

application

to

the

study

of

American

politics.

I t w i l l be recalled from earlier chapters that "development"
has been given various definitions.
ten that were commonly employed.
general
involved.

societal

movement

Although

Lucien Pye, for example, listed

A consensus, however, exists that a

from the

"development"

traditional
often

quantification, in its holistic form i t

defies

to

the modern

categorization

is
and

is clearly discernible in a

dynamic people whose government adjusts to change and produces policy
responsive to

current

needs.

Where development

outmoded vestiges of government cause i t s
known.
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does not

occur,

absence similarly

to be
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Population Development
In

the

first

chapter,

certain

characteristics

of

parish

populations were related to a concept of development in much the same
manner that students of Louisiana have related political ecology to
another phenomenon:

voting behavior.

In Political Tendencies in

Louisiana, Perry Howard explained the rationale of such ecological
studies.1

By

quoting

Howard,

but

substituting

developmental

metaphors for those of ecology, considerable commonality of purpose and
method is found.
The methodology of social, economic and political
development has been formulated to explain"the behavior
of the people through inquiry into factors which may
influence their overall development. By correlating these
significant population characteristics with indicators
of forms and functions of governments, it is possible
to ascertain the interests and predispositions which are
present in geographical areas that unite citizens and
governments and that may be reflected in policy outputs.2
As indicated in the preceding statement, the concepts of ecology and
development, as employed here, are virtually identical.
An ecological map of Louisiana showing the political, social
and economic characteristics (if one existed) would reveal instances of
industrialization

located

in

otherwise

rural

areas; enclaves

of

affluence amid urban ethnic slums; and hubs of political activism in
farmlands where social, political, and economic roles function at low
key.

Such a map would indicate that populations in parts of the state

have developed to a level that is comparable to that of the nation,
while in other parts there is an impression of stagnation and even
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regression.

In order to compare these diverse areas of the state, i t

was necessary for formulate a "developmental" map.

The t r a i t s

or

tendencies that denote development were extracted from the ecological
characteristics of each parish.
significant
indicated

characteristics
development

indicator,

parish

And, through factor analysis, these

were

(Table

formulated

1-3).

populations

"forwardness to backwardness."^

into

one factor

By applying

were

the

differentiated,

that

development
moving

from

The developmental levels of parishes

were then mapped and their development studied and compared in a manner
similar to the study of developing nations.
Louisiana

parishes

were

separated

into

three

groups—the

developed (Group I ) , the developing (Group I I ) and the underdeveloped
(Group I I I ) .
north-south

The development groups were found to f i t neither the neat
dichotomy

Howard's Voter-Type

of

early

areas

emphasis on urbanization

ecological

(Figure

explorations

1-1).

Rather,

nor

Perry

because of

and party competition, developed

the

parishes

showed a likeness to the urban-Republican voting dimension isolated by
Granier and Howard in "The Edwards Victory" (Figure 1-3).
One primary
observable
development

from

development

the

levels

cluster

findings.
are

clustered

of

Parishes
around

c u l t u r a l , and economic center of the state.

parishes
exhibiting

was,

however,

the

highest

New Orleans—the

urban,

The ecology of New Orleans

is such that, from an early date, i t s river access brought commerce,
culture and population to the area.

In recent years, Orleans Parish

and the coterminous c i t y have additionally attracted low income, poorly
educated people whose work in the rural areas was displaced by labor
saving

machinery

and

other

advances

in

technology.

As

Samuel

Huntington observed in the Third World context, this drain on the
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Huntington observed in the Third World context, this drain on the
city's

cultural

and material

resources

caused

developed population to move from Orleans
"bedroom" parishes.

part

Parish

of

into

the more
surrounding

Thus, the characteristics of the populations of

Jefferson Parish and St. Bernard Parish indicate greater development,
while those of Orleans Parish show signs of decline.
Since people generally move toward developing areas in search
of greater advantages and away from places where their prospects are in
decline, net migration statistics provide a simple, yet valuable tool
for estimating development change.

Table 5-1 i l l u s t r a t e s

population

movements in the New Orleans Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA).

Here i t is found that only Orleans Parish in the group shows

an out-migration exceeding the rate of incoming residents.

On the

other hand, the other area parishes are rapidly expanding, in contrast
both to Orleans Parish and to the average migration of 0.6 for the
state during the period 1970-1977.
Table 5-1
NET MIGRATION FOR NEW ORLEANS SMSA, 1970-1977

Migrational Change
Parish

Number

Percent

Jefferson

53,700

15.9

-58,500

-9.9

St. Bernard

5,200

10.1

St. Tammany

18,400

29.0

Orleans

Source:

U.S. Census, No. 77-18, p. 26, July 1978.
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By the time of the 1980 census, the population of St. Charles
Parish and St. John the Baptist Parish, along the river, in company
with Tangipahoa Parish, to the north, may have also acquired the traits
associated with the developed Orleans area.
show these

parishes to have experienced

Census data of 1977 also
substantial

in-migration.

Livingston Parish, Ascension Parish, and West Baton Rouge Parish,
because of their proximity to the East Baton Rouge Parish industrial
complex and to the state's political center, may similarly join the
"developed" group.
areas,

a developed

By the joining of the New Orleans and Baton Rouge
corridor

could

result

within

the

foreseeable

future.
The data on parish officials and parochial governments show the
parishes of Orleans and East Baton Rouge and the surrounding areas to
be some of the most progressive in the state.' Does this suggest that,
in assuming the population characteristics of their dynamic neighbors,
adjacent parishes will find the capabilities of their politicians and
processes also enhanced?
In contrast to the New Orleans-Baton Rouge sector, by 1980 the
areas of piney woods and subsistence farming in north central Louisiana
may experience relative decay.

(See migration data in Table 5-2.)

Their lack of economic advantages could result in a continued outmigration, which eliminates the potential for urban growth, high-income
and prestige occupations, and the tax base necessary to enhance the
educational and cultural attributes of the citizens.

These parishes

may consequently be left with many older, poorer residents whose
contributions to development are minimal.
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Table 5-2
NORTH LOUISIANA PARISHES SHOWING OUTWARD MIGRATION, 1970-1977.

Parish

Percent Migration

Tensas
East Carroll
Madison
West Carroll
Concordia
Richland
Franklin
Catahoula
Claiborne
Morehouse
Webster
Winn
Rapides*
Bossier*
Caddo*
Natchitoches
Red River

-16.8
-15.7
-11.2
-10.8
-7.5
-6.3
-6.3
-6.0
-6.0
-5.1
-2.2
-1.2
-1.0
-1.0
-0.9
-0.7
-0.5

*Highly developed parishes.
Source:

U.S. Census, No. 77-18, p. 26, July, 1978.
As indicated

parishes delineated

in Table 5-2,
in

Figure

seventeen of

the twenty-seven^

1-1 as belonging to

Howard's

North

Louisiana ecological area are losing residents through out-migration.
Even the highly developed parishes of Caddo, Bossier, and Rapides show
a slight outward migration.

These recent data substantiate the trend

in population movements from north Louisiana
south.

into

parishes

of the

The trend may be expected to continue unless economic or social

remedies are applied (through technological or p o l i t i c a l
that enhance the qualities of local ecology and l i f e .

activities)
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As populations leave northern parishes, will the quality of
parochial governance also decline?

Already one finds that governing

board members in these areas are older; and they are recruited from
lower paying and less prestigious occupations.5
consequences, in terms of

leadership

and

What will be the

innovation

(as well

as

resources), if these parishes regress in contrast to the progress of
the remainder of the state?

Because developed populations largely draw

persons who contribute to further development, the status of parishes
at the other end of the spectrum is endangered.
Changes of this nature have been alluded to in ecological
voting surveys by Howard and others, but they have not been adequately
addressed in developmental studies. Sharkansky, for example, discussed
at length the dual existence of rich and poor, which causes crisis and
decline for America as well as rapidly expanding Third World cities.^
But, scant attention has been given to the quality of life in both
American and Third World areas where human and material resources have
been stripped by populations moving into larger municipalities.

The

examination of tendencies toward development or decay underlines the
importance of a question that

is basic to this study:

whether

development levels of political institutions (which could contribute to
the advance or demise of a population) correspond to the development
levels of populations that they serve.

And, if such a correspondence

exists, can one expect to observe an even greater disparity in future
levels of parochial development in Louisiana?
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Political Development
Before correlating development levels of parish populations
and their governments, the characteristics of governing boards were
related to the concept of development through the examination of their
structures, operations and policy outputs. The indicators of developed
parish governments, as applied in chapters 2, 3, and 4 were drawn
largely from the literature of the Third World.
In
measured

relation
in

Chapter

to

institutional

2

according

structure,

to the

development

criteria

of

was

autonomy,

suitability to changing needs, and legislative-executive separation.
Autonomy was the subject of development studies involving subnational
units of government.

John Walton found that areas show their greatest

development when their ties to the central governments of advanced
nations weaken so that independent and innovative decision-making may
occur.^

As a unit of the state, a parish can never be totally

autonomous.
home rule.

A degree of independence can, however, be gained through
It has been a long-standing practice in Louisiana to permit

home rule; yet, the benevolence of the state legislature in providing
for local needs has made moves toward autonomy largely unnecessary.
Parishes that have formulated their own charters have done so
to satisfy the two remaining development criteria.
consolidation

through

home

rule

allows

urban

First, city-parish
areas

with

sizable

municipalities to consolidate many functions to meet the changing needs
of their residents and to cut operation costs.

Second, parochial
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governing boards in Louisiana—like most county governments in other
states, and like some ruling parties or juntas in developing nationsare

councilmanic.

This

exceptionally

weak

form

incorporates

legislative and executive functions into one body, with decisions made
j o i n t l y by the members.
rule

primarily

strengthening
personnel.

to

Other parishes have therefore instituted home

gain

an

administration

elected

executive

officer,

through

separation

of

powers

have not

committees.

and

In some instances, however, incumbent board members fear

the abolition of their offices and resist structural change.
leaders

thereby

always supported the work of

Political

home rule

charter

This has resulted in the defeat by voters of several

proposals.
Since home rule provides the major mechanism for institutional
development, i t is important to refer to Table 2-2.
that

thirty-three

currently

have

percent

or

are

of the
drafting

parishes

in

charters

for

There i t was shown

development

Group

home rule.

compares to twenty-one percent in Group I I and none in Group I I I .

I

This
The

home rule parishes of Group I I are also those previously cited as being
in proximity to the rapidly developing New Orleans-Baton Rouge area and
whose population changes may place them within Group I by the time of
the 1980 census.

Hence, institutional development through home rule is

seen to occur most frequently in those parishes exhibiting developed
populations or where adjacent parishes emulate the structural changes
of their developed neighbors.
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In Chapter

3,

it

is found

that

governments

in

Louisiana

parishes and those of the Third World exhibit a general

lack of a

hierarchal structure; their work assignments are seldom differentiated
or specific; and equality and capacity in administrative areas are
limited.
Through the movement from traditional functions to those that
are considered modern or developed, some parishes have established the
rudiments of administrative hierarchies.

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 provided

examples of these more differentiated organizations.
of

Louisiana,

however,

prohibits

the

The Constitution

establishment

hierarchal system of responsibility for parishes.

of

a

true

Although governing

boards may formulate staff patterns that range from highly complex to
simple, they are prohibited by law from supervising the basic parish
administrative offices of sheriff, coroner, tax assessor, clerk of
district court, district attorney, and district judge.

Figure 2-4

illustrated the usual arrangement of parish offices and showed the
governing board (or police jury) to be only one of many units in the
fractional!'zed design of total parish administration.
It would

require

a constitutional

amendment

to

bring

autonomous parish offices under the supervision of the board.
were done, however, a more rational

organizational

hierarchy of authority could be created.

the

If this

pattern with a

Figure 5-1 provides an

overview of lines of responsibility that could result from parochial
reorganization.
The political

power of officials

holding

these

autonomous

parish offices was potent enough to stymy a move in the Constitutional
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ParJsh Voters

District
Attorney

District
Judges

Parish
Council*

Parish
President

;Approval
Parish
Council
Manager

Parish
Secretary

Registrar of
Voters and
Supervisor of
Elections

Parish
Engineer

Tax
Assessor

Social
Services
Supervisor

School
Board

Superintendent

Sheriff

Parish
Treasurer

Clerk of
District
Court

Coroner

*5-15 member council

Figure 5-1.

PLAN FOR REORGANIZATION OF PARISH GOVERNMENT

Convention of 1973 to unify parish governments.

They also prevent

introduction of an amendment in the legislature to that effect or its
approval by statewide vote.

According to the criteria of hierarchy,

development is thus stalemated by Louisiana's political culture.
Differentiation and specialization of administrative offices
are found more frequently in large, developed parishes.

Here, parish

governments have largely taken advantage of home rule to establish an
elective executive officer (Table 2-2) or have appointed managers to
fulfill the administrative function (Table 3-2).

Staff members are
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also more numerous and more specialized in the developed parishes.

In

contrast, committee specialization is extensive and found to occur in
all development groups.
become

involved

In parishes with small staffs, committees thus

in much

of the

administrative, as

well

as

the

legislative, decision-making.
The capacity of boards to govern various parishes may be
estimated through the qualifications of their members (Table 3-10).
Yet, political considerations and personal ambitions and machinations
cannot be ruled out.

In Chapter 3, for example, it was noted that the

governing board of Jefferson Parish
businessmen.

is composed

of attorneys and

This fact suggests their capacity to govern in a manner

consistent with their qualifications as professionals or administrators
in their own fields—but it tells nothing about their willingness to do
so.

Although the officials from

qualified

for

office, additional

parishes
data

on

in Group
actual

I seem

performance

more
are

required before further inferences can be made.
Administrators from all groups report that the operation of
their office is capably handled through committees and staff.

Each

administrator, however, judges his office from a limited perspective.
The

Louisiana

Police

Jury Association

(PJA) views

all

parochial

governments and can compare one with another. Members of the PJA staff
note

significant

contrasts

in

the

capability

of

professional

administrators and staff employed in the developed parishes vis-a-vis
staff in less developed parishes where personnel are often selected on
the basis of patronage (Table 3-9).
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Populations, Politicians and Policy
One central purpose of this research has been to determine the
impact of ecological population variables and political institutions on
policy outputs of parish governments.
test

two

related

hypotheses:

Service policies were used to

(1) that

parishes

with

populations will also engage in appropriate institutional

developed
structures

and operational procedures to meet their changing needs; and (2) (in
Chapter 4) that the policy emanating from the political process in
developed parishes will move from traditional areas (like road building
and

regulations)

into

those

that

provide

amenities

and

remedial

services for citizens.
In developed parishes, basic per capita revenues were found to
be slightly higher than those of parishes that were underdeveloped
(Table 4-4).

Funds derived from bonded indebtedness also provided

developed parishes with additional resources.
available for services.

Thus, more money was

Developed parishes were also found to have

intangible resources in the form of larger and more professional
staffs.

Their ability to innovate and emulate supplements other

resources and provides a richer blend of policy responses.

Developed

parishes have also utilized the resources provided by the Federal
government to expand areas of service involvement. Most programs noted
in Table 4-12 are funded, at least in part, from Federal revenues.
Thus, the developed parishes have secured non-traditional services by
taking advantage of resource potentials.
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By using expenditures as a measure, we found in Table 4-10 that
the developed parishes

(Group

overall

For

expenditures.

I)

averaged a larger

non-traditional

amenities

percentage

of

and remedial

services, parishes in Group I spent ten percent more per capita than
did parishes in Group I I .

Although those in Group I also spent a

larger percentage in the traditional areas of corrections and roads,
they spent thirteen percent less for these policies than for
service policies.
three

percent

their

By contrast, those parishes in Group I I I spent only

less

in the traditional

policy

areas than for non-

traditional services.
All of the factors discussed above are the result of policy
determinations—decisions

on tax

base

and debt;

on

securing

and

u t i l i z i n g exceptional resources; and on expenditure of available funds.
A further policy decision lies in the board's determination that the
pursuit of amenities and services is the proper policy position for a
parish to assume.

The developed parishes, to a greater extent than the

others, are seen to have made this decision (tables 4-9, 4-10, and
4-11).

These data confirm our hypothesis that developed parishes have

governments that
emphasizes

modern

produce

"developed policy";

services

rather

that

than those

is,

policy

traditional

to

that
the

parochial milieu.
A final internal policy decision must be made by each member of
the board:

to carry out the responsibilities of his office and to

supervise the operations of the parish in a manner that is f a i r and
consistent with the law.

Failure to do so can lower the development

level of government, even in a developed parish.

Scan'dals associated
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with several governing boards have proved this point.

Through their

own non-performance, elected o f f i c i a l s can contribute to the social,
p o l i t i c a l and even economic demise of a potentially progressive parish.
In essence, ecology provides the human and natural
upon which development

is

built.

resources

Proper mechanisms--in terms

governmental structures and operations—are necessary.

of

Capacity for

constructive decision-making on the part of the o f f i c i a l s , along with
willingness to abide by the wishes of the people and dictates of the
law, is required.

These elements combine in many forms to produce in

some parishes the nebulous quality of development, while their absence
in others acts as a symptom of decay.

The investigation

of the

development of Louisiana parish populations and governing boards thus
has an implication for general development theory:
(or relative

regress) of local

should the progress

populations lead one to expect that

their governmental units w i l l exhibit a parallel tendency?

If

thesis is supported by the data generated in this study, i t
wide

import

political

for

still

larger

population

units

this

portends

and more complex

institutions.
Developmental Studies of the American Milieu

At this stage of the inquiry and within the limitations of
these data, one is aware that, as applied to subnational units of the
United States, concepts of development more nearly provide
than hypotheses confirmed.
categorized

according

to

insights

Yet i t has been shown that parishes can be
the

ecological

advancement

of

populations by using generally accepted development indicators.

their
In a
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like manner, the development of parish governments can be measured by
utilizing indicators applicable to both the United States and the Third
World.

Finally, the development

governments

can

comparisons

be

revealed

compared.
a

levels of populations and their
The

striking

findings
positive

derived

from

correlation

populations and governments in numerous tests performed.
other factors (including population size, geographic

these
between

Although

location, and

political control) in several instances could be employed to explain
the

level

of parish

government

in Louisiana, overall

development

provided the most consistent basis for correlations between parish
population and governmental variables.
From evidence presented in this study, it is contended that it
is both possible and often preferable to evaluate American national and
subnational politics from developmental perspectives.
States:

In The United

A Study of a_ Developing Country, Ira Sharkansky refers to the

problems

and

misconceptions

that

result

from

the

uncritical

generalization that America and its subunits are fully developed.

He

observes, for example, the sharp contrasts between advanced and less
developed
another.8

areas of this country

that

exist

in proximity to one

Further, Sharkansky notes that the concerns of political

leaders in low-income states, central cities, and minority communities
differ from those of affluent

bedroom

communities.9

This

study

illustrates the parochial and regional peculiarities that exist within
one state in relation to the people, their governmental organizations,
and the resulting policies.
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The value of American development studies is enhanced through
the use of readily available chronological data.

Using these data,

analyses that begin in the 1970s can be updated in the 1980s.

These

provide documentation not only for identifying the types of development
change, but also for specifying the times and circumstances under which
they occur.

The application of development criteria thus permits more

complete insights than can be gained -by focusing solely upon the
ecology, the economy, the social system or the governmental process,
since development can encompass the total political culture undergoing
the rigorous process of change.
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Appendix A
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT

The questionnaire included in this appendix was mailed to
sixty-three administrators of parish governing boards. All
parishes except Assumption, LaSalle, Red River, Tensas, Washington
and Webster responded either by returning the form or through
personal or telephone interviews.
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Does your jury have a parish manager? (yes)
If yes, is he a member of the jury?

(yes)

(no)
(no)

Does your jury have an assistant parish manager? (yes)
(no)

. If yes, what are his duties?

If yes, is he a member of the jury? (yes)^

(no)

.

Which of the following statements most nearly applies to the
way in which your police jury president interacts with the
staff?
a.

Directly supervises staff full-time

b.

Supervises staff on all matters that are not routine

c.

Has delegated staff supervision to a manager, secretary/
treasurer or other administrator whom he supervises

d.

Other (specify)

Please list (or attach an organizational chart) and give the
number of staff positions in your police jury office.

(For

example: parish secretary, parish treasurer, office clerk,
steno, parish engineer, social service director, public housing director, fire chief, grantsman, etc.)
In general, how competent would you rate your jury staff compared with the competency you feel it should have: very high
high

medium

medium low

low

. Comment
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENT

6.

Please list the standing committees of your police jury (in
order based on their influence, where possible) :

7.

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

Please estimate the percentage of the time that committee
recommendations are accepted by full jury:
100-90%

, 90-80%

below 50%

8.

, 80-70%

, 70-60%

, 60-50%

,

(comments)

Please estimate the percentage of the time that the recommendations of the professional staff (including yourself) are accepted by the full jury:
70-60%

9.

, 60-50%

100-90%

, below 50%

, 90-80%

, 80-70%

,

(comments)

Which of the following answers most nearly characterizes the
method of hiring police jury employees in your parish?
a.

selected by member from the ward where the employee will

work
b.

selected by members taking turns in selecting staff

c.

selected by a personnel committee on whatever basis they

choose
d.

selected by the jury as a whole on whatever basis they

choose
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e.

s e l e c t e d on t h e b a s i s of an e s t a b l i s h e d and a d h e r e d - t o
p e r s o n n e l system based on q u a l i f i c a t i o n s

10.

f.

s e l e c t e d through c i v i l s e r v i c e

g.

o t h e r (specify)

In your opinion, who is the most influential member of your
police jury?
a.

jury president

b.

jury-member manager

c.

jury member who holds important committee assignment
(specify committee)

d.

jury member who does not hold an executive position

If (d), what is the basis of this member's influence?

11.

Which answer most nearly expresses the way your police jury
allocates its resources and equipment?
a.

completely on the unit system (comment)

b.

by unit but with 'exceptions (comment)

c.

by wards rather than unit (comment)

d.

other (comment)
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12.

Since 1972, how many jurors in your parish have resigned due.
to alleged violations of the law?
a. number
'_

b. comment
13.

~

Please comment on any way that your jury has been innovative
in securing funds or providing services to meet parish needs.

14.

To what extent does your parish attempt to upgrade its operation based on contacts to determine what other parishes are
doing? no contact with other parishes
regular contact

15.

close contact

Which parishes do you contact most often for information or
assistance?

16.

.

To what extent is the Police Jury Association contacted to
provide information and services?
tact

17.

little contact

regular contact

no contact

little con-

close contact

To what extent is the National Association of Counties (NACo)
contacted to provide information and services? no contact
little contact

18.

regular contact

close contact

In your opinion has your police jury become more involved in
social service programs during the past few years? yes
no

If yes, what has caused this increased involvement?
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19.

In g e n e r a l , are police j u r o r s in your parish more i n t e r e s t e d
in t h e i r i n d i v i d u a l wards or the parish as a whole in r e l a t i o n
to:
a.

road and building construction and maintenance (ward)
(parish)

20.

b.

social services (ward)

(parish)

c.

selection of employees (ward)

(parish)

Please check whether the following social service programs
(programs contributing to the health, welfare or educationtraining of parish residents) are operated in whole or
in part by your parish police jury.

Program:

NOT OPERATED
by
POLICE JURY

OPERATED BY JURY
Wholly

FUNDED BY
>
1
* :
_
In Part Jury State j Federal!

1. Library
2. Head Start
3,. School for Mentally Retarded
4. Museum, theater, zoo, etc.
(specify)
b. Other Educational Program
(specify)
6. Other Educational Program
(specify)
7. CETA Title
8. CETA Title
1
9. Other Training Program
(specify)
10. Other Training Program
(specify)
11. Trade or Vocational School
12. Health Unit
13. Hospital
14. Family Planning Clinic
15. Crippled Children's Clinic
16. Mental Health Clinic
17. Alcohol Abuse Clinic or program
18. Drug Abuse Clinic or Facility
19. Other Health Program or Facil
itv (specify)
20. Other Health Program or Facil
itv (specify).
*If funded by more than one source please note all sources.

!

I

:

•

*
ii

<\
i

'
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Program:

Not Operated by Jury

21. Other Health Program or Faci 1 i t v (specifv)
22. Welfare Agency
23. Community A c t i o n Agency
24. Programs f o r Aged
25. Day Care f o r P r e - S c h o o l
26. Food Stamp Program
27. J u v e n i l e R e h a b i l i t a t i o n
28. Adult R e h a b i l i t a t i o n
29. Orphanage
30. Home for G i r l s
31. Home f o r Boys
32. J u v e n i l e D e t e n t i o n Home
33. Other Programs f o r Poor
(specify)
34. Other Programs f o r Poor
(specify)
35. Other Programs f o r Minori t i e s (specify)
36. Other Programs f o r Youth
(specify)
37. Other Programs f o r Aged
(specify)(
38. Other W e l f a r e - R e l a t e d P r o grams ( s p e c i f y )
39. Parks
40. Recreation Programs
41. S o c i a l Centers
42. Stadium

Operated bv Jury Funded bv
Wholly In Part Jury S t a t e Fede r a l

•

,

.
i

i
i

I
;
:

Please note any jury operated programs that you feel provide social services
and were not included in the precedina list.
Operated by Jury
Funded By
Program:
Wholly In Part
Jury S t a t e Federal
i
i

i

Appendix B
MAPS SHOWING THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF LOUISIANA IN
RELATION TO THE ELECTION OF GOVERNOR EDWIN W. EDWARDS, 1972
Included in Appendix B are three maps showing factors other than
"Urban Republicanism" (Figures 1-3) produced by Charles Grenier and
Perry Howard in their analysis of the "Edwards Victory," Louisiana
Review 1 (Summer 1972): 31-42.
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MAPS SHOWING THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF LOUISIANA IN
RELATION TO THE ELECTION OF GOVERNOR EDWIN W. EDWARDS, 1972
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MAPS SHOWING THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF LOUISIANA IN
RELATION TO THE ELECTION OF GOVERNOR EDWIN W. EDWARDS, 1972
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Appendix C
ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION ON LOUISIANA'S BLACK POPULATION
The data included in this appendix provide further information
on the relationship of the black population in Louisiana to economic
and political factors within the state.
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Figure C-1. COMPARISON OF INCOME FOR BLACK AND WHITE FAMILIES, 1970.

Appendix C (Continued)
Table C-l
BLACK POPULATION, VOTER REGISTRATION
AND BOARD MEMBERS BY PARISH

Parish
Acadia
Allen
Ascension
Assumption
Avoyelles
Beauregard
Bienville
Bossier
Caddo
Calcasieu
Caldwell
Cameron
Catahoula
Claiborne
Concordia
DeSoto
East Baton Rouge
East Carroll
East Feliciana
Evangeline
Franklin
Grant
Iberia
Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
Lafayette
Lafourche
LaSalle
Lincoln
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines
Pointe Coupee
Rapides
Red River
Richland
Sabine
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St. Helena
St. James
St. John the Baptist
St. Landry
St. Martin
St. Mary
St. Tammany
Tangipahoa
Tensas
Terrebonne
Union
Vermilion
Vernon
Washington
Webster
West Baton Rouge
West Carroll
West Feliciana
Winn

Percent
Population

Percent
Registered
Voters

19.9
24.7
27.1
37.4
27.7
18.9
46.9
20.2
36.9
21.8
23.7
6.9
29.3
50.1
39.0
53.4
29.0
59.2
53.9
27.2
35.8
22.9
28.0
47.6
32.1
12.8
20.5
21.9
11.5
11.4
40.2
11.3
61.1
42.5
37.6
45.5
27.4
25.3
50.3
?R.l
42.2
40.7
19.8
5.5
26.4
55.8
47.3
46.5
41.4
35.0
28.6
19.0
31.5
59.4
18.1
33.4
13.6
11.5
32.3
31.4
43.1
19.1
67.2
30.5

16
19
23
31
20
12
38
15
25
18
16
6
12
37
29
42
22
48
46
22
20
13
23
42
26
10
16
17
9
7
28
9
48
30
31
40
19
14
41
19
31
25
16
3
23
46
43
41
36
31
24
12
24
47
11
25
12
7
23
24
36
12
51
21

Percent
Parish Board
Members
6
14
18
22
7
10
14
0
25
20
10
0
0
20
22
36
18
11
22
8
0
0
0
18
20
0
8
13
0
0
25
0
37
18
18
14
17
0
18

n

12
11
0
0
0
0
29
30
23
11
13
0
0
29
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
40
10

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Census of General Social and Economic Characteristics:
Louisiana, 1970, pp. 20-4lT"State of Louisiana, Board
of Registration, "Report of Registered Voters Month
Ending December 31, 1975"; June Savoy, "New Police Juries
Show Significant Changes," Louisiana Parish Government
(August 1976): 12-13.
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Appendix D
CHARACTERISTICS OF BOARD MEMBERS BY DEVELOPMENT GROUPS
The information on parish board members in this appendix
supplements that provided in Chapter 3 and emphasizes the age
factor discussed in Chapter"5.

Table D-l
AGE OF BOARD MEMBERS, 1975
(in percent)
Group I I
(N=226)

Age Groups

Group I
(N=192)

18-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
Above 70

0
4.8
25.9
29.8
25.2
12.8
1.5

0
2.2
17.6
37.6
30.3
11.0
1.3

0
2.5
13.3
25.2
33.1
17.8
4.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

Group I I I
(N=242)

Table D-2
TENURE OF BOARD MEMBERS, 1978
(in percent)
Length of
Tenure

Group I
(N=192)

0-4
5-8
7-12
13-16
17-20
Above 20

45.3
24.3
10.3
9.7
6.2
4.2

44.4
26.5
11.5
6.6
5.3
5.7

44.0
22.8
5.3
7.8
12.4
8.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

Group I I
(N=226)

Group I I I
(N=242)

Appendix E
CATEGORIES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
FOR PARISHES
The following categories of revenue and expenditures provide
data for Chapter 4 and are drawn from "Selected Items of Local
Government Finances for County Areas:

1971-72," 1972 Census of

Governments, Vol. 4 and 5, October 1974.
GENERAL REVENUE, EXCLUDING INTERLOCAL. .
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE
FROM STATE GOVERNMENT. /
FROM LOCAL SOURCES
TAXES
PROPERTY
OTHER
CHARGES AND MISCELLANEOUS
DIRECT GENERAL EXPENDITURE
CAPITAL OUTLAY
OTHER
EDUCATION
OTHER THAN CAPITAL OUTLAY
HIGHWAYS
OTHER THAN CAPITAL OUTLAY
PUBLIC WELFARE
HOSPITALS
OTHER THAN CAPITAL OUTLAY
HEALTH
POLICE PROTECTION. . •
FIRE PROTECTION
SEWERAGE . . . .'
OTHER THAN CAPITAL OUTLAY
SANITATION OTHER THAN SEWERAGE
PARKS AND RECREATION
NATURAL RESOURCES
HOUSING AND URBAN RENEWAL
CORRECTION
LIBRARIES
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL CONTROL
GENERAL PUBLIC BUILDINGS
INTEREST ON GENERAL DEBT
OTHER AND UNALLOCABLE
WATER SUPPLY REVENUE . .
WATER SUPPLY EXPENDITURE
GENERAL DEBT OUTSTANDING
LONG-TERM
*. .
LOCAL SCHOOLS. . . .
OTHER

. . . .
, . .

.
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